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The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
(AIAA) Aeronautical Delegation to China was arranged by Miss 
Mireille Gerard, Director, International Affairs of the AIAA 
and reciprocated several visits of Chinese aeronautical dele-
gations to the United States. The author's participation was 
at the invitation of the AIAA and carried out under the spon-
sorship of the Office of Naval Research*. 
The delegation of eighteen representatives of the U.S. 
aeronautics industries, laboratories and universities, together 
with three accompanying wives, a Chinese advisor and Miss Gara.rd 
arrived in Shanghai on August 30th and officially departed 
China on 18th September 1980. For almost three weeks,. the dele-
gation, sometimes in separate groups, lived, travelled and 
visited through an extraordinary itinerary which took the 
author to eight cities and communities on eleven technical 
visits to factories, research institutes and universities. 
Two air trips and five train trips, including one overnight 
journey, were taken inside China, to stay in seven different 
hotels. In addition to the technical activities, the dele-
gation visited factories for gold and silver, silk and fans, 
visited a tea commune, visited twenty-two separate gardens and 
historic sites and went to both the Peking Opera and Chinese 
National Ballet Theatre. Two luncheon and seven dinner ban-
quets and one· "tea party", were also attended. 
These activities brought the delegation into contact and 
communication with many different Chinese. Several members of 
the China Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics (CSAA), 
English-speaking government and university people, travelled 
*The author is exceedingly grateful to RADM A. J. Baciocco, Jr., 
Chief of Naval Research, for making possible the extraordinary 
opportunity presented by this trip. 
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with the delegation on both technical and sight-seeing visits 
and the communication was excellent. Several of the U.S. dele-
gates spoke Chinese, including two Chinese-born members, and 
communication with people in various walks of life was possible 
through these intermediaries throughout the trip. 
No written account can transmit fully all that was learned. 
However, it would be misleading to report only the technical 
information and not the little-known context in which it was 
learned. Consequently, the present report is a report of the 
trip, but is arranged such that the factual technical informa-
tion can be ext~acted easily. First an overview and general 
account of the trip are related in Section II. Detailed 
accounts of the technical visits are then given in Section III. 
A discussion, which includes personal impressions and observa-
tions follows in Section IV and a summary of the author's 
conclusions in Section V. Listings of the delegation members, 
the names of the Chinese encountered in each technical visit 
and the itinerary for the trip are given in Appendices A, B, 
and C respectively. Appendix E and Appendix F contain technical 
information from two other members of the delegation. A brief 
account of the historic sites are given in Appendix G. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF ITINERARY AND EXPERIENCES 
2.1. PREPARATION: 
The delegation was prepared for the trip at a one day 
briefing in Washington about one month before dep~rture, (and 
subsequently by reading Refs. 1 and 2). Something of the 
social and political history was related by two State Depart-
ment representatives, and an outline of what to take and what 
to expect by Miss Gerard. The importance of the Cultural 
Revolution was emphasized, and the changing policy between the 
U.S. and China. There was some element of mystery left by the 
presentations and discussions which followed. It appeared 
from what was said that it was difficult to know what was going 
on, even from accounts of returning visitors and delegations. 
(This had not been the impression gained from Ref. 3). The 
mystery was emphasized when the representative from a returned 
NASA delegation arrived but was not allowed to give his 
briefing. We were advised that we would be pressured to 
lecture, would be shown only what they wanted us to see, and 
that we should repeat a question until it got an answer. They 
would not allow photographs inside their facilities. All this 
generated an attitude in the group that it would be difficult 
to find out what was really happening in China in aeronautics, 
that we'd have to dig, and look behind the curtains. We were 
going to a totally government-controlled cotmtry, and we had 
learned over tne years that people there say nothing that they 
are not supposed to say. 
2.2. INSIDE CHINA 
The arrival at Shanghai airport, looking like an abandoned 
airfield in the east of England after World War II, was made 
somewhat exciting by the frame of mind which had been generated 
by the briefing. However, over the ensuing days and weeks we 
came to know the reality of the atmosphere in today's China, and 
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it should be stated very clearly that it was not at all what 
we had been conditioned (by thirty years of non-knowledge as 
much as by the briefing itself) to expect. 
The delegation was treated graciously, openly, and 
generously throughout the trip. We were shown all there was 
to see, certainly all that we asked to see. Our questions 
were answered in a straight-forward manner (as soon as they 
were properly understood). We moved freely about in each 
community in which we visited. Our conversations with all our 
hosts were open and friendly as, clearly, were the conversa-
tions among the Chinese themselves. 
While members of the delegation abandoned attitudes of 
skepticism and cynicism at different times during the trip 
(and some not at all), the author would claim to have felt 
comfortable and at ease very soon after arriving. A contribu-
ting factor was without doubt the experience of early morning 
running through the streets of Shanghai. Not only were most 
of the population outside doing excercises before 5:30 a.m. 
lTe-Che, mainly), including and especially the elderly, but 
many students with an eagerness to practice English would 
often run alongside and converse for a while about very ordinary 
things. This experience was repeated everywhere we stayed. 
I ran freely, through cities full of bicycles and buses and 
through villages with streets of dried mud. By the time we 
began the technical visits I felt very much at ease in the 
environment of China. 
The itinerary for the delegation was continuously renego-
tiated from the time of our arrival at Shanghai airport. 
(Eventually, the itinerary was that given in Appendix C and 
Figure 1). We were welcomed by members of CSAA and taken to 
the Jing Jiang Hotel where the rooms, while well below modern 
American standards, were comfortable and clean. The first 








Hangchow, and some account of these and other tourist experi-
ences is given in Appendix G. 
The first technical visit, all of which are discussed in 
detail in the following section, was to the Shanghai Aircraft 
Factory where we saw the YlO airplane project in some detail. 
The complete delegation then moved to a hotel in Baoshan for 
the annual CSAA meeting lasting 2~ days. A river-boat tour on 
the Huangpu River completed the stay in the Shanghai area. 
'Ib.e delegation then divided, Group l (including the 
author) going West to Chengdu, Jiangyou and Xian, and Group 2 
going East to Nanjing, Shenyang and Harbin. Some notes from 
technical visits made by Group 2 are given in Appendix F, other-
wise only the Western trip is described here. 
'Ib.e stop in the ancient city of Chengdu was for sightseeing, 
after a Trident flight from Shanghai. The trip from Chengdu to 
the Gas Turbine Establishment (G.T.E.J in the mountains at 
Jiangyou was by bus, and was one of the more memorable experi-
ences of the trip since it passed through remote and rural 
parts of China. 'lhe twenty-four hours spent in the unique 
community of the G.T.E. was another impressive experience, and 
led to establishing the first professional contacts which are 
expected to be maintained. A comfortable overnight train 
journey through the mountains, completed by daylight as we 
emerged into the valleys on the other side, brought us to Xian. 
At Xian, a large industrial center, we visited an engine 
factory, a flight test center and the N.W. University. We 
also visited the recent incredible archeological discovery at 
Qinyong, a buried aTmy of more than 6,000 life-sized terra-cota 
figures near the tomb of China's first emperor. 
Groups 1 and 2 met at the Peking Hotel after separate 
airplane flights from Xian and Harbin. 'Ib.e stay in Beijing 
lasted six days and provided the opportunity to visit four 
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different Institutes and to go through what was, in effect, a 
debriefing, with our host Prof. Shen Yuan sitting in for Deputy 
Minister Duan. The debriefing, documented in Section 3.9, to-
gether with the earlier remarks of Prof. Shen Yuan at BIAA 
(in Section 3.7), were important in that they put much, if not 
all that had been observed into a very believable perspective. 
The stay in Beijing included visits to the Institutes of 
C. H. Wu (Engineering Thermophysics, formally Institute of 
Mechanics) and Prof. Tsui (BIAA). These are considered, in 
addition to the people at G.T.E., to be the Institutes and 
points of contact most relevant to the interests of the 
Turbopropulsion Laboratory at NPS. 
The stay in Beijing also allowed visits to the Winter and 
Summer Palaces, the Ming Tombs and the Great Wall. Following 
first a Chinese and then, the following night, a return ban-
quet by the AIAA, the delegation members went separate ways 
from the Beijing airport. 
2.3. THE WAY THINGS WERE DONE 
The delegation was accompanied throughout the trip by 
Mrs. Dai Xili, an interpreter for CSSA, Mr. Chen Guoxing, 
Director of International Affairs of CSAA, Mr. Zhang Guodong, 
a lecturer at BIAA and Mr. Ji Shaojun, Deputy Chief Engineer 
for CAE. Mrs. Dai and Mr. Ji went with Group 1 to the west. 
Tiie Chinese each traveled with no more than a small grip, 
usually a plastic air-line bag. Their clothes consisted of 
white cotton short sleeve shirt and blue cotton pants, for 
male and female. A military-style cotton jacket was used in 
the west and in Beijing but not in Shanghai. Clothes were 
unimportant. No extra dress was required for banquets or 
trips to the ballet or opera. People were always clean. 
Clothes were to be seen hanging out to dry everywhere. (I 
found that rinsing running clothes in water without soap was 
quite satisfactory). Hair was dealt with pragmatically - cut 
to a short unobtrusive length for everyone. 
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The Chinese day starts at sun-up and is divided into 
periods of excercise, work, rest and eating - and each is 
important. The two meals of lunch and dinner have a series 
of dishes and are accompanied by beer, "orange-juice" (which 
is an artificially flavored non-carbonated drink) or laoshan 
(bottled mineral water). Water from the faucets is not 
drinkable. The delegation was always given an American-style 
breakfast with coffee. Banquets are elaborate with the 
addition of spirits (Mao Tai) and wine. 
In general, lunch is from noon for two hours. This 
allows a rest after eating, enjoyed by even factory workers 
who go to their homes, which are always near enough to their 
places of work. In addition to resting after lunch, any visit 
to an historic site or technical institute is broken after 
each l~ hours for a rest at which tea is always served. The 
tea is usually · green tea, which is left in the lidded cup to 
float like a bed of seaweed. Occasionally it is Jasmine tea. 
In any visit to an Institute or factory the procedure 
was always the same. First, the delegation would be led into 
a lounge lined by couches and chairs, perhaps with a central 
conference table. Tea would be served. The director would 
sit at one end of the room with the leader of the delegation 
(Jack Gibson) beside him. (See Fig. 2, for example) He 
would welcome the delegation and give a detailed briefing on 
his institute or factory, which would be translated sentence 
by sentence. After questions, our leader would thank him for 
his ho~pitality and we would go on a tour. If the tour 
exceeded about l~ hours there would be a rest with tea some-
where. Th.ere was m rely even a suspicion of haste. 
The delegation's schedule was filled. There was no un-
planned time of any consequence. Buses or mini-buses were 
provided to go from factory to hotel to institute and back 
to the hotel. Each trip, down the center of a road occupied 
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mainly by pedestrians, bicycles and hand carts, forcing trucks 
and buses to criss-cross crazily in and out of almost a single 
lane, was something of an excitement. 
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3.1 SHANGHAI AIRCRAFT FACTORY (3 SEPTEMBER 1980) 
3.1.1. Introduction 
a. Schedule: Welcome and Briefing 
Tour 
b. Chinese 
Appendix B, en try 3. 
c. Americans 
Complete delegation. 
3.1.Z. Welcome and Briefing 
The factory, which was responsible for the new YlO 
transport aircraft was on the edge of an airfield in the 
suburban countryside. 
We were warmly welcomed by the vice president and his 
group of top engineers. Photographs were taken in front of 
a large welcome sign constructed outside the one storey 
building housing the welcome lounge. Inside we were given 
the usual tea and the following briefing (Fig. 2): 
There are two factory sites, one there at Dacha and one 
at Lumcha. Small parts were manufactured at Lumcha. Dacha 
was the main center for manufacture, assembly and test of 
the YlO transport. The factory was opened in 1974. Design 
work was started in 1970 in Shanghai. There were 1,040,000 
square meters of factory area and some 6,000 employees. 
The YlO is a new design, developed in answer to CAAC 
requirements. The design will also meet FAA and !CAO 
certification requirements. 
There were two prototypes built. The No. 1 prototype 
was completed in November 1978 for static tests, now 
completed. Final assembly of the No. 2 aircraft was 
completed and functional testing was underway. (Low speed 
taxi tests). The specifications were: 
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Figure 2: Shanghai Aircraft Factory - Welcome and Briefing 
(From left: Interpretter, Mr. Wang, Mr. Gibson) 
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Four JT3D-7 engines 
TOGW 110 metric tons 
MLW 106 metric tons 
124 passenger arrangement or 149 in all-economy seating 
Maximum velocity: 974 km/hr 
Maximum range: 8,200 km 
Delegations from McDonald-Douglas, Grumman, Boeing and 
NASA had already visited and been given complete tours of the 
project. 
3.1.3. Tour 
We were driven to the apron outside a large hangar where 
the YlO was standing, ready to be scrutinized. The highlift 
devices were down so that the inner structure and actuation 
systems were totally visible. We were invited to look it 
over, inside and out, and ask questions. I was suddenly aware 
how little I knew of the details of a 707 or more recent air-
craft, which would have provided a basis for comparison. 
Fortunately, Paul Sandoz from Boeing was with us and he pro-
vided the questions. He should be contacted for a point-by-
point comparison if one is needed. 
The airplane looked good. Only the appearance of the 
details of the interior were noted to be lacking in any sense. 
The plane uses leading-edge Krueger flaps and double-slotted 
trailing edge flaps. The Q sensor is mounted low in the 
vertical stabilizer. Engine installation appeared to be that 
of a 707. 
The chief designer answered every question with total 
confidence and enthusiasm. Questions such as what heat-
treatment was used in parts of the structure and what yield -
stress was taken for different alloys were given answers 
without hesitation and in English units. 
We went to different buildings, which were inactive 
throughout the visit, and saw test rigs for various systems. 
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One room housed a generator test set-up. One large hanger 
contained the "iron-bird" for complete systems checkout, 
including the fuel system. 
The appearance of the site was not that of a productive 
factory. Rather, it looked like a disused airfield in the 
east of England five years after the War. The buildings 
looked old, and it was difficult to believe that here 
"there was only grass tmtil 1973." However, Jeff Schultz 
the members of our party most familiar with recent China, 
said that it was a feature of Chinese buildings that they 
appeared aged very quickly. Structural maintenance was not 
high on the priority list. 
3.1.4. Conclusions 
The general expectation had been that we would see a 
factory involved in a new airplane prototype development -
production program typical of western procedures. This 
appeared not to be the case. There were no signs of pro-
duction preparations, or of other prototype airplanes being 
produced. When the Vice Director was asked about production, 
he said in effect, "Le't!s fly it first". He apparently had 
already suffered one heart attack. If success or failure 
was truly riding totally on the one completed airframe, his 
apprehension could be understood. 
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3.2 CSAA MEETING IN BAO SHAN, SHANGHAI (4-6 SEPTEMBER 1980) 
3.2.1. Introduction 
a. Schedule: 4 September 1980 
Session 1 (0900-1200) 
Lunch 
b. Chinese 
Session 2 (1400-1700) 
Banquet - Jing Jiang Hotel, Shanghai 
S September 19 80 
Session 3 (0900-1200) 
Lwich 
Session 4 (1400-1700) 
Tea Party 
6 Septembex 1980 
Discussions (0830-1100) 
(See Appendix D and Text) 
c. Americans 
Complete delegation. 
3.2.2. Account of the Meeting 
a. Meeting Site: The meeting was held in a large modern 
hotel at Bao Shan, a suburb of Shanghai situated on the 
coast near the junction of the Yangtse and Hwangpu 
Rivers. A large steel plant was being built there by 
the Japanese, and we were told that the hotel has to 
house the people involved in the project. The hotel 
was surrounded by new high-rise apartment complexes, 
presumably to house the steel workers. We had rooms in 
the hotel for two nights, arriving by bus early on the 
first day. 
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b. Schedule: A plenary morning session was held in a large 
banquet room. Four parallel technical sessions then fol-
lowed in smaller rooms. The parallel sessions extended 
over l~ days. A banquet was held on the evening of the 
first day (for which we went by bus back to Shanghai), and 
a "tea-party" was held after dinner of the second day. 
The morning of the third day involved discussions, in my 
own case with Prof. Tsui of BIAA and the Chief Engineer of 
the G.T.E. in my hotel room. 
c. Plenary Session: Professor C. H. Wu opened the meeting 
with remarks translated by . Mrs. Dai XiLi. The scene was 
rather busy, with hand-held movie or T.V. cameras being 
used, with flood lights. A maze of electrical wires 
covered the floor near the speaker table and at the sides. 
A tape recorder was running. 
Mrs. Dai' s trans la ti on was at times corrected by 
Prof. Wu himself. (She was afterwards depressed at her 
performance, although her school-girl-like enthusiasm had 
made the speech an entertainment). I made no notes on 
Prof. Wu's remarks. 
Professor Shen Yuan spoke next. He said that the 
CIAA would have annual meetings, and this was the second 
one. They have sent many people to AIAA meetings, but 
this was the first time that AIAA people had attended the 
CIAA meeting in China. The meeting would continue in four 
parts. He hoped that the American guests would have a 
good meeting and afterwards meet with the Chinese engineers 
and technicians. 
The keynote speaker was Zuo Bao Liu who gave a paper 
entitled "Methods for Comparison of Combat Performance 
Between Modern Fighters." (Copies of this and other 
papers are available through the AIAA). A reference given 
by the speaker which had apparently been the basis of his 
work was AIAA paper 72- 745. The talk was tape-recorded by 
Walter Lachmann. 
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d. Technical Sessions: The technical program for the 
meeting is given in Appendix D, together with abstracts 
of the papers in English. I attended Session C through-
out. J. Kremer of G.E. and myself were asked by C. H. 
Wu to give papers in the afternoon session of the second 
day. All papers were translated sentence-by-sentence, 
quite successfully. In my own case Prof. Tsui did an 
excellent job as a result of an earlier familiarity with 
the work and a few moments briefing in advance. There 
was considerable discussion of my paper on compressor 
measurements which reflected a knowledge of the litera-
ture. I had the impression that Prof. Wu is looking at 
LDV systems with an intent to acquire one. I reported 
our experiences. 
My overall impressions of the other papers can be 
summarised as follows: 
(1) Papers given by Chinese were of good quality, 
representing substantial pieces of work completed. 
(2) The presentation of the material was forthright and 
discussion was encouraged, was carried out in what 
seemed like an earnest attempt to resolve the ques-
tion, and was rarely curtailed by the session chair-
man. 
(3) Engine inlet distortion tests were reported on an 
engine with P.R. 9.0, 3 fan stages and 3 core 
stages. (Reported later to be Chinese copy of Mig 
21 engine). The paper was sotm.d, and the conclu-
sion that compressor rig tests were not adequate to 
give correct distorted-inlet characteristics of the 
complete engine, was well explained in answer to my 
question. 
(4) It was not possible to draw any conclusion concern-
ing the relative status of air breathing propulsion 
in China on the basis of so few papers. 
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e. Banquet and Tea Party: The banquet, held at the Jing 
Jiang Hotel in Shanghai after the 1st day, was an ex-
cellent affair. It was unusual in that it was served 
buffet style. The Chinese (see Appendix B) were intro-
duced by Prof. Shen Yuan and then the American delega-
tion was prese.nted by Jack Gibson. The tables held only 
six people and an attempt was made to mix. I sat with 
the Vice Manager of the Shanghai aircraft factory, Prof. 
Tsao from BIAA and Prof. Yu Ching-Lua, also from Beijing. 
Paul Sandoz and Dave Quam made up the table. Conversa-
tion was slow, was partly technical and partly social. 
I learned that the new laws requiring only one child per 
family are unpopular, but the need is accepted. Many 
changes are happening, including the appearance of 
colorful clothes. There are many black and white T.V. 
sets now but very few color sets. A color T.V. costs 
one year's salary for a Professor, a black-and-white 
T.V. costs 1 month's salary and a refrigerator takes 
four months. It generally costs little to just live 
with simple clothes and foods. Health is free. Costs 
are high for (unnecessary) luxuries. 
The "tea party", which began after dinner on the 
second day, was an unusual and delightful event. We 
entered the large banquet room to find long tables with 
all the Chinese conference attendees present. We inter-
spersed ourselves among them, giving one American to 
perhaps fifteen Chinese. Professor Tsui sat next to 
me in a group consisting of, mainly, engineers from the 
G.T.E. Those who could were eager to practice English, 
and to translate for those who could not. After being 
served tea, beer, "orange juice", "laoshan" (sparkling 
water), ice cream, candies and pastries - or however 
many of these you wanted at one time, and engaging in 
a very good-humoured, lively and natural conversation, 
there was a friendly toast by Prof. Shen Yuan and a 
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return by Mr. Gibson. There was by now a party atmos-
phere of familiarity and friendship, and a deep voiced 
Professor was elected to open the theatricals. He sang 
something in Chinese which sounded comical, brought 
laughter and applause at different times, and sounded 
much like the Welsh comedian-opera singer, Harry Secomb. 
When the applause died down, a courageous Dave Kohlman 
got up and performed an American camp song. I was sur-
prised to hear Prof. Tsui comment that the voice was 
not strong. It turned out however, that the Chinese 
were singing in a serious vein - "arias" from the 
Peking Opera, and Prof. Tsui himself was the next to do 
his bit. The whole room apparently was very familiar 
with his voice and chanted and clapped until he gave up 
hiding low in his seat and allowed himself to be dragged 
to his feet, and up to the microphone. He sang in a 
rich baritone voice, a more serious piece, and was 
applauded loudly. Next, from just to my right, one of 
the G.T.E. engineers was carried struggling to the 
stage by his friend and some helpers. He sang another 
humourous song in a contrasting, nasal, penetrating 
voice. And so it went on. It was a wonderfully relaxed 
atmosphere which ignored language and cultural differen-
ces. It ended only because it was scheduled to do so. 
f. Discussion Sessions: Since 1 had given a formal presen-
tation lasting between one and two hours during the 
Friday afternoon session, I was no longer scheduled to 
appear on Saturday morning. At about 8:30 am however, 
Prof. Tsui brought the Chief Engineer of the G.T.E, 
(who was the wife of the vice director) to my room and 
we talked technically for more than two hours. I went 
into some detail on the work we are doing and learned 
several things in return. For example, apparently the 
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blade shapes used in Russian compressors consist of a 
mean line which begins straight and is followed by a 
second order variation, either a hyperbola, parabola 
or other second order curve. (They don't work with a 
camber line and thickness distribution). The maximum 
thickness is well aft of the mid chord. Unfortunately 
the Chinese were never given design information, and 
had to copy hardware left behind when the Russians left. 
The compressor and engine used in the reported dis-
tortion tests was the Chinese copy of the MIG 21 engine, 
with a pressure ratio of 9.0. They have just started 
work with a transonic cascade wind ttmnel at G.T.E. to 
look at transonic compressor blade designs. Professor 
Tsui had pointed out to them that they need a back 
pressure control valve. I undertook to supply a report 
on our transonic cascade which includes such a valve. 
The Chief engineer was good-humoured over the fact that 
this was not realized in the planning for the facility. 
When discussion was exhausted Prof. Tsui took me 
down to attend the end of Dave Kohlman's presentation. 
Instead of listening however, we exchanged more conver-
sation in the back row. I learned more of the past and 
the present in China. 
3.2.3. Conclusions 
The CIAA involves a relatively small nucleus of tech-
nically mature people and a body of enthusiastic new engineers. 
There is a pervading atmosphere of friendliness and coopera-
tion within the group. Since this was the annual national 
meeting, the publishable research effort is judged to be 
limited at this point, and to be driven mainly by the -
interests of the individuals in the technical nuclais 
rather than by any organized national effort. What we saw 
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was what might be expected of a technical commtmity recently 
reconstituted after a decade of disruption. If the present 
enthusiasm is supported by national policy, I could imagine 
a decade of aerospace technological activity in China such 
as that which occured in the U.S. following Sputnik. 
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3. 3. GAS TURBINE ESTABLISHMENT (G. T. E.) , AT JIANGYOU 
(8 & 9 SEPTEMBER 1980) 
3.3.1. Introduction 
a. Schedule: 8 September 1980 
Arrived: 1900 hours 
Dinner 
b. Chinese 
9 September 19 80 
Briefing: 0800 hours 
Tour: Full-Scale Test Facilities 
Lunch 
Tour: Component Test Facilities 
Dinner 
Bus to Train Station 
Appendix B, entry o (see Fig. 3). 
c. Americans 
Group l(a) and, from noon on 9th Sep., Group l(b). 
3.3.2. Arrival and Dinner 
We were greeted warmly by the Director, Mr. Chen and his 
interpreter. The interpreter's English was excellent and the 
party was quickly relaxed and good-humoured. The dinner, 
attended only by the director, his interpreter and our party 
of four was the most outstanding banquet-style meal of the 
trip. The province we were in was Sichwan-distinguished by 
its food and its pride (evidenced from the conversation) in 
the fact that its leading representative in the Beijing 
government was about to become Premier. We learned that 
his principles of "exploit your strengths (-specialize), 
competition and cooperation" had been tried in 
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Figure 3: G. T. E. - Visitors and Hos ts 
(From left: · Mrs. Dai Xili, not ident., Sun Chunru 
not ident., not ident., R. Shreeve, not ident., 
Mr. Zhou, J. Grey, not ident., Mr. Chen, J. Schultz, 
Mrs. Grey, Mr. Ji, J~ Kramer, not ident.) 
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Sichwan (as an official experiment) and had advanced 
the province greatly. It was to be adopted as a 
policy for all China. 
The meal was so outstanding that the Chef was 
brought in to be thanked. 
The friendliness in the atmosphere was unmis-
takable. We retired to our private rooms, which 
were in fact mini-suites. 
3.3.3. Briefing 
Mr. Chen introduced his people, Jim Kremer 
introduced ours. Mr. Chen made the following intro-
duction to the GTE: 
GTE was established in 1970 and came under CAE, 
which was under the 3rd Ministry. The establishment 
was still being constructed, but was now carrying 
out experimental work. Their tasks were to 
(1) carry out developmental research on 
engines and components; 
(2) carry out experiments to advance the 
technology in engines, blading, combus-
tion, propulsion, aerodynamics, strength 
of components, etc. 
The direct technical effort on these tasks was 
supported by people involved in service and mainten-
ance of power supplies, test facilities and machine 
shops. 
There were about !ZOO people consisting of about: 
5 00 engineers 
500 workers 
200 administration 
The facilities included: 
(1) Connected-·type ATF (Altitude Test Facility) 
Construction, installation and test of the 
facility was still going on. One test cell 
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was operating with altitude simulation to 
25 Km at M = 2.s. 
(2) Air Station (Air Power Supply System) 
14 Centrifugal compressors powered by 
synchronous motors under control of 
"frequency-change" generators. 
(3) Air Cooling Shop 
Uses ammonia to s0 c and expands in a 
turbine to -6o 0 c. 
(4) Air Heating System 
3 Natural gas heaters. 
(5) Full Scale Component Facilities 
(in ATF area) 
(i) Compressor Test Facility 
(ii) 2 Stage Turbine Test Facility 
(6) Smaller Component Ri~ (more than 30) 





Aerodynamics (inlets and exhausts) 
Strength and Vibrations 
Fuel control systems 
The GTE (he called it an "institute") is in its 
infancy. They hope to get help. They want to make 
friends in the U.S. and have more technical exchange. 
Their main purpose is "application" (applied) 
research. That is why they have done blading, com-
bustor work etc. He hoped that we can have more 
contact. He said that we will see that instrumenta-
tion i~ lacking. In the last two years they had 
begun to get instrumentation. Perhaps Mr. Shreeve 
would help with compressor instrumentation? 
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There was one question asked by Jim Kremer: 
how to continue the exchange? He answered simply, 
to "exchange paper; exchange people." 
3. 3. 4. Tour - Full ·sc·a1e· Tes·t · Fac'i'l'ities 
3.3.4.1 ATF 






3.7 meters I.D. x 23 meters long 
175 tons of material 
Direct connect type 
10 tons thrust capacity 
25 Km max altitude 
M = 2.5 max 
Flow rate = 380 kgs/sec max 
Temp. = -65°c to 350°c 





Fuel flow rate 
Engine performance 
Inlet distortion with "steady 
flow" only 
NOTE: Jet 7 engine was installed. 
b) Control Room 
Two consoles for i) 
ii) 




Temperatures monitored by potentiometer, 
pressures use SYD-1 domestic transducers. 
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c) Data Acquisition System (DAS} Room (Mrs. Zhu) 
DAS used a 154 computer with 512 channels 
of A/D conversion without multiplexing. 
Pressures, temperatures and frequencies were 
recorded at 100 "points" (presumably samples) 
per. sec. Pressure on the SYD-1 transducer was 
transformed via a "photo-electric coupler" to 
generate a D.C. voltage at the A/D converter. 
Temperatures (emf's) from thermocouples were 
amplified before A/D conversion. 
Data from one engine condition took more 
than 1 minute to acquire. A Printer and CRT 
display were used for output on-line. A 6" 
screen was available in the control room to 
select important data. 
The DAS "was finished but not yet on-line 
because the facility itself is not finished." 
Very simple calculations have been programmed 
so far. Assembly language is used at the 
moment. About 10 people are assigned to DAS 
at the professional level, (presumably, engineers). 
d) Control Room 
Impressive process control panel, fully 
















"Float-type flow meters are used for monitors 
Turbine~type are used for data" (presumably 
mainly fuel and water flows). 
3.3,4.Z Air Heaters 
Capacity = 70 kg/sec 
Max. Temp. = 510°C 
Air is mixed with air at 120°c from air station. 
Heaters are 7.8 meters diam. x 38 meters long. 
Natural gas fired. 
3. 3..4. 3 Air Coolers 
Air from Air Station cooled to s0 c by 8 units. 
Each unit handles 11 kgs/sec at 440,000 kcals/hr. 
Units also act as dryers, removing water at 500 
kg's/hr. Silica-gel units were equipped with 
(following) dust separators. 
3.3A.4 Air Station 
Large building housing 4 smaller and 10 large 
compressor sets to supply ATP and other test 
rigs. Valving arrangement allows use of some 
for supply and some for exhaust. Data on the 
compressors: 
4 Smaller Units 
Spec: Model DA 1000 (=1000 std. cu. m/min) 
P.R. = s.s (0.965 atm. to 5.8 atm.) 
Speed= 5,440 RPM 
Power= 4,500 KW 
10 Larger Units _.. ...... 
Spec: Model 3,500 (=3,500 s.c.m.m.) 
P.R. = 4.0 (0.965 atm. to 3.86 atm.) 
Speed = 3,000 RPM 





Hence, the total pumping power is 138 
megawatts. In the following sketch is shown 
the arrangement of just two of the larger 
units. The cooling turbine is to drop the 
temperature of the air from the coolers from 
s0 c to -6o 0 c. The other 8 larger units did 
not have the turbines and reduction gears. 
We were told that the turbines had not yet 
been tested. 
SYNCH. MOTOR 











. 50 Cps 
3000 RPM 
P.F. = 0.9, Y Connec-
OKV, 790 amp tio 
6s 0 c - 9o0 c 
In a separate room was a "power conversion 
station" with (at least) one unit which 




5 M. W. 
10,500 v 
SYNCH. MOTOR 




Th~ lllli t(s) provided power for the compress or 
test rigs and for control of the air supply 
drive motors. 














Large, full-scale aircraft compressor test rig 
Spec: 2,500 KW 
16,000 RPM 
40 kg/sec flow rate 
Notes: 1. 3 years since it first ran. 
Z. Turboprop 6 compressor (P.R. = 9.Z in 10 
stages) was just installed. 
3. Torque meter (T .M.) was home-made induc-
tive type which did not yet work properly 
because of electrical interference. 
4. Data included pressures and temperatures 
(using 5 pt. rakes). Rubber tubing (J:i" 
diameter) appeared to be used for pressure 
lines. 
S. Visit was terminated by a 30 min.round 
table conference (announced as a "rest", 
with tea) in which I was politely quizzed 
on compressor rig instrumentation and 
measurement techniques. I undertook to 
send reports on specific items. 












3 •. 3 •. 5. 
Spec: 
Note: 
5,000 - 15,000 RPM 
3,750 HP 
Twin Spools, each 2 stages 
19 Kg/sec flow rate 
Inlet temp. to 510°c 
Water brake 1 is from Heenan Froude Ltd, 
Engineers Worcester, England 
(2850 HP, 4000 - 14,000 RPM) 
Water brake 2 will be in-house copy with 
modifications 
Instrumentation includes T/c's and resistance 
pressure transducers 
(Autodata 10 from ACUREX has been ordered for 
1981) 
1. Jet 7 turbines were installed. 
2. The facility has not yet run. 
Tour - Component Test Rigs (Chief: Mr. Shi) 
3.35.1 Afterburner Test Facility 
Spec: 12 kg/sec flow rate. Ejector gives: 
0.2 atmos pressure} { 1 atmos. pressure 
@ 0.5 kg/sec to @ 12 kg/sec 
Mach number= 0.6 max 
Temperature = 60o 0 c, long term 
700°c, short term 
Measurements include Pt' Tt. Surveys 
with tm.cooled Pt' Tt probes. 
Note: 1. Roughly 12 inches diameter. 
2. Purpose is to test flame holders and 
injectors. 
3. Currently testing turbofan engine 
diffuser. 
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3. 3. 5. 2 High Pressure Combustor Test Fac·il"i"ty 
Consisted of 4 similar cellso First one 
was testing a sector of an annular combustor. 
Rig consisted of an inlet pipe, outlet pipe, 
cooling water system and instrumentation. 
Spec: 14 Kg/sec flow rate 
Pressure 8-24 kg/cm2 
Temperature 570°c 
Measurements are for combustion 
efficiency and pattern factor 
P 1 a tin um - Rho di um T/ c' s used at exit 
Note: 1. Facility simulates high velocity at 
low altitude. 
2. 2 large air heaters (similar to 
ATF models) are being built for 
annular combustor work. 




CONTROL VALVE I~ 












Spec: 3 kgs/sec flow rate, max. 
PT= 5 atmos, max 
0 TT z 1300 K, max 
7 Vanes with center vane instrumented 
(2 additional instrumented vanes are 
to be installed) 
Pt and Tt measured upstream and downstream 
Surface temperatures with Tic's 
Real hardware used from engines 
Simulation of Mach No.; 
Flow rate ratio, · coolant to main flo~; . 
Temp. ratio, coolant to main flow; also 
Reynolds number, by pressure levels. 
Note: 1. Purpose is to test effectiveness of 
vane cooling and simultaneously test 
thermal fatigue and coatings. 
2. After facility was completed they 
tested nozzle guide vanes. 
3. No "pulsation research" done yet. 






We inspected the drive unit and speed 
control under the pit itself (on the lower 
level), then went up to look into the pit. 
Spec: Speed • 4,000 - 30,000 RPM 
Di am. • 1. Z mete rs , max 
Temp. = 600°C, max 
Pressure = 3-5 mms Hg (vacuum pump) 
Electric Drive Motor (!ZS KW, :_1% auto 
speed control) 
Instrumentation - 20 channel high speed 
slip ring. 
Note: 1. Attempt to simulate engine conditions. 
2. Designed for overspeed and burst 
testing. 
3. Rotor of Jet 7 production engine (with 
clipped tips) was installed. 
3.3.s.s Fuel Control Test Facility (Mr. H. Wang) 
Static and Dynamic simulation of engine fuel 
system controls. 
Note: 1. Uses two electronic analog computers 
CS ola tron and a domes tic mode 1) 
Z. Turbine meters are English and home 
made. 
3. Outputs to SCR. 
4. Small inertia motor drives. 
5. Output of fue 1 pump sent back to 
analog computer. 
6. Digital controls are "being studied." 
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3. 3.5. 6 Library, E"ngine·er·ing and Clas·sroom Comp·lex 
It was noted that a mult'i-storeyed (about 6) 
modern engineering building was flanked on one 
side by a multi-storeyed library and on the other 
by an equally impressive classroom complex. As 
with the rest of GTE, and in contrast to many 
other facilities that were visited, the structures 
were architechturally pleasing and well considered. 
3. 3.S. 7 Ai·r ·station 
A compressed air plant consisting of compres-
sor building, dryers and high pressure storage 
(cylindrical receivers) served the component 
facilities. 
Spec: Compressors - 6 sets of (K) 3Sa s.c.m.m. 
4 sets of (K) SO s.c.m.m. 
Pressure - 7 atmos. from K35a's for 
combustion facility 
- 25 atmos (max) from K35a's & KSO's 
in series for high pressure 
combustion facility 
Storage - laaa cu. meters @ 25 atmos. 
used by wind tunnels. 
Note: 1. Low pressure in operation since 1972 or 
197 3. 
2. High pressure in operation since 1976. 
3. 3.S. 8 · Altitude Rel"i'ght· Test Facility 
This was really a small ATF. 
Spec: 0 Temperature down to -63 c 
Pressure down to a.as kg/cm2 
Flow rate 0.4 -4 kg./sec. 
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Note: 1. Air supply uses turbine expansion 
(after refrigeration). 
2. Exhaust is via ejector. 
3.3,5.9 Transonic Cascade Wind Ttmnel 
Spec: Mach No. 0.8 - 1.6 
Test Section: 300 nuns x 160 mms 
Currently 4 blades; 11 allowed for. 
Suction on 4 approach walls. 
Measurements include wall static 
pressures and flow probes (cobra 
type). 
Note: 1. Cascade dumped to atmospheric 
conditions without a back pressure 
control valve. Conversation with 
Chief Engineer earlier in Shanghai 
revealed that the requirement for 
the valve had been overlooked. 
2. The flow probe was a heavy-duty 
design with pressure ports wider 
than 2 mms. Spatial resolution was 
therefore probably poor. 










6 M. DIA. TEST COMP. 
Spec: Gas Turbine Drive is Jet 6 engine 
(18,000 HP@ 11,000 RPM) 
Flow Tubes 10-20 Kg/sec 
20-50 kg/sec 
50-120 kg/sec 
Optical Torque Meter (T .M.) 
Test Chamber 3. 725 m. inlet dia. 
(0.5 m. dia x 1.25 m. dia. outlet). 
Note: 1. Was set up with 9 stage jet 6 
comp res so r. 
2. Bearing failure occured. There was 
no thrust bearing apparently; an 
oversight. (Sketches were made of 
balance-piston arrangements to 
relieve this problem). 
3. Optical torque meter was home made 
and had hysteresis because of "a 
heat-treat problem". 
4. Calibration of flow tubes was a 
question. They had used boundary 
layer probes only. 
3.3 .. 5.11 Inlet Test Facility 
This wind tunnel was also similar to 
designs seen later in Xian and Beijing. 
Spec: Blow-down time 2 mins. max. 
Mach No. 1.5 - 4.0 (fixed, cost-epoxy 
blocks) in 0.25 increments 
Size, 450 x 500 mms 
Model, 200-250 mms 
6 Reynolds No. 5xl0 /meter 
Measurements, Pressures with SYD-1 
transducers and manometers. 
Schlieren 
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Note: 1. Flexible-wall nozzle was '~eing 
designed and built". 
2. Control valve arrangement using 
large domestically made valves 
was also typical of other instal-
lations 
FAST- CONTROL SHUT- ACTING (PLUG) WIND OFF 
VALVE 
PLUG - VALVE TUNNEL 
,___ Y%1¥~cs 
3.3.5.12 Exhaust Test Facility (Mr. Chen) 
Rig to measure performance of exhaust or 






Thrust to 2,500 kg 
2 Pressure to 15 kg/cm 
Pressure Ratio to 60 
NOZZLE 
Note: 1. They have a problem with the 
thrust determination and 
questioned the contribution of 
the inlet momentum. (A radial 




3.3. 6. Conclusions 
We were received at the GTE openly and hospitably. 
We were given a frank presentation of the status of the 
establishment, and shown all there was to see. 
The situation at ~TE was easier to appreciate in 
retrospect, in the perspective gained from further 
presentations and visits later in the trip in Xian and 
Beijing. 
GTE had made tremendous progress in putting large 
experimental test facilities into operation. Logistical-
ly, it could not have been easy. They were isolated, (but 
entirely self sufficient as a commt.m.ity,) with a twenty 
minute drive on unpaved road to the nearest railroad 
station. Hauling large compressors, motors and genera-
tors up the winding mot.m.tain road could not have been a 
simple matter. We were told (and could observe) that 
much of the heavy piping and ducting was fabricated on 
site. 
The isolation appeared to have generated an extremely 
warm social environment. The people that we met at GTE 
were in my opinion the most (in the western sense) 
socially adjusted, relaxed and secure group that we met. 
On the other hand, the isolation could not have been 
beneficial to technical progress. We heard that the CSA 
was moving more research activity to GTE, where it had 
until now been considered more of a test center. This 
would certainly move it closer to the formula used at 
the N.G.T.E. in England and NASA Lewis Research Center 
in the U.S., but there was obviously a long way to go 
before GTE could match the technical levels of its 
western cot.m.terparts. 
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What appeared to me to be lacking at GTE was a 
clear program beyond that of simply getting the facili-
ties going. One can point to their need for advanced 
instrumentation, data acquisition equipment and test 
expertise. But, in fact, they have not yet experienced 
the need for these things because they have not yet (as 
I understand it) been driven by development programs 
which require them. We met technically capable people. 
It is my opinion that once given a development task they 
would gain the technical expertise that they fully 
realize they are now lacking. 
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3.4 XIAN FLIGHT TEST INSTITUTE (llTH SEPTEMBER 1980) 
3.4.1. Introduction 
a. Schedule: Arrived: 1015 hours 
b. Chinese 
Welcomed and given short briefing 
Tour: Movie 
Data Processor 
Airbourne Data Equipment 
Flight Test Airplanes 
Discussion 
Lunch 
Departed: 1430 hours 
Appendix B, entry 9. 
c. Americans 
Groups la and lb. 
3.4.2. Welcome and Briefing 
Mr. Ge welcomed the delegation, hoped that the exchange 
would be profitable for both countries and said that they 
would welcome our suggestions after our tour of their 
facilities. 
The institute was founded in 1960 and was still under 
construction. There were 1,500 technical workers of whom ~00 
were engineers and technicians. The center covered 3,400 
square meters and had 30 aircraft for flight tests. In 
addition there were ground test facilities for instrumenta-
tion, controls, power plants, ejection se.at operation, 
and they had their own computer (which was the data processor 
described below). 
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They had three main tasks: 
1. Flight testing aircraft and aircraft 
equipment. 
2. Evaluation and certification of equip-
ment. 
3. Exploration of new approaches. 
There were six laboratories at the institute: 
1. Aerodynamics, Controls and Aeroelasticity. 
2. Power Plant Research. 
3. Avionics and Special Equipment. 
4. High Altitude and Life Support Systems. 
5. Aircraft Strength and Loads Laboratory. 
6. Weapons Research Laboratory. 
Support organizations included: 
1. Airborne Test (unclear). 
2. Telemetry. 
3. Photogrametry. 
4. Flight Department. 
s. Documentation and Information 
6. Machine Shops. 
Office. 
Since the establishment of the institute, they 
have carried out tests and evaluations of aircraft 
and modified aircraft. They had also started spe-
cial research projects such as parameter identifi-
cation. But in general they had done very little 
and their equipment was "far behind". Mr. Ge 
finished by saying that they had a long way to go, 
especially compared to the United States, and he 
would appreciate suggestions. 
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3.4.3. Tour 
We were taken to an empty undecorated building 
and saw a movie projected on the wall. The movie 
reviewed the work at the flight Test Institute, in 
color and with a commentary in Chinese - at full 
volume. The two interpretters who were present 
tried to help, but unfortunately, could not be 
heard. We watched planes take off, fighters go 
through spins and recover, ejection seats tested 
from a tower and from the rear of an airplane, tests 
using dogs and monkeys in a rocketsled, use of an 
altitude chamber, engine testing and an engine under 
a flying test bed. There were also tests of air 
launched guided missiles, and in conclusion we were 
told that in addition to the technical and engineer-
ing activity, the center was supported by a meteo-
rology unit, by a maintenance unit and by the test 
pilot unit. 
We drove close to the flight line where there 
were 15 fighter aircraft, 2 bombers, one small 2 
engine aircraft with a rear ejection seat, 2 high 
wing transports with turboprops and one high wing 
transport with 4 turboprops (later described as a 
TB). 
The first laboratory we visited was for air-
borne data processing. Mr. Wang Bing Tang showed 
us the SEMS (Mitra) computer from France which was 
used to process data from cassettes recorded in 
flight. The tape was 16 channel digital and the 
reduction generated more than 40 parameters. The 
system included a digital display, line printer, 
CRT console, a 16 channel analog tape input, 8 
channel analog plotter. The tape recorded output 
was later processed further on the central compu-
ter: The system was installed about 1 year ago. 
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The second laboratory, under Mr. Sheng Tsien 
Kuo, contained airborne data acquisition units. 
They were SFIM 8 channel units introduced last year 
(M75-77). Some were installed, some were Wlder 
evaluation. 
'11le overall impression was that the data 
acquisition procedures and equipment were very 
recently updated. 
We were taken to the flight line and first 
climbed over an Illyushin 28 used to test ejection 
seats. The rear gun turret (distinguished by 
still-present armor plate) had been converted for 
this purpose. I was told that they could not pro-
duce this plane, but they did produce the engines 
(originally the Russian VK-1 engine used in the 
MIG 17, which was an enlarged copy of the Rolls-
Royce Nene. We later learned that this was their 
"Jet 5" or "JS" produced at the Xian Engine Factory). 
Next we were shown their bomber, B6 (which was 
the Russian TU-16 Badger), modified to be an engine 
test bed. The engine was mounted on a retractible 
frame which was hydraulically raised into the bomb 
bay for take off and lowered once in flight. The 
following data were given for the test bed: 
Max Altitude - 15,000 meters 
Max Mach Number - 0.9 
Fuel Weight - 30 Tons (+ 10 Tons with external 
tanks) 
Max Thrust - 16,000 kg 
Max Engine Weight - 3,600 kg 
The engine then mo\lllted was "Jet 7", the engine 
for their MIG 21. 
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3.4.4. 
'Ib.e arrangement appeared to be logical, however 
the engine was mounted with some heavy frame-work 
which was faired but must have caused a distortion 
in the flow around the nozzle. Also since the in-
let lip was only a fraction of a diameter below the 
level of the fuselage, the inlet flow field must 
also have been somewhat distorted. (This was subse-
quently supported in conversations with the engineers 
over lunch). 
Overall the impression was that an active pro-
gram of flight testing of various types was underway. 
Discussion 
'Ib.e group was divided into sub-groups. J. 
Kremer, G. Grey, and myself formed a propulsion 
sub-group. 
Around a conference table with approximately 






(AIAA) What are they doing in the 
engine flight test program? 
Engine performance measurements and 
some comparison with ground test 
measurements. 
(AIAA) Why don't they use a pod 
mounting beneath the wing as in the 
U.S.? Don't they have distortion? 
A little distortion, but not serious. 













(XFTI) What kind of tests are carried 
out in U.S. flight tests of engines; 
what is the purpose? (They had read 
of BS8 supersonic flight tests). 
BS2 (Subsonic) not BS8, unless it was 
a good few years ago. 
(XFTI) How popular are supersonic 
flight tests of engines in U.S.? 
Don't know of any. 
(XFTI) What is the 'relation' between 
high altitude and ground tests? 
Good correlation usually. 
(XFTI) Correction, w~at is the 
relationship between the different 
organizations responsible for the 
different forms of testing? 
In the U.S., each engine company is 
fully responsible for its engine and 
the test program that it undergoes -
totally. It might use government 
facilities but the responsibility 
for the program rests with the company. 
(XFTI) What is the percentage of 
flight testing in the overall test 
program? 
10-100 times as much ground testing. 
Engine derivatives are not flight 










(XFTI) What kind of tests are done 
in the prototype installation? 
Repeat ground test parameters over 
the flight envelope and test under 
manoeuvres for inlet distortion 
effects. 
(XFTI) Do you measure thrust in 
flight? 
Try to. It's a difficult problem 
which is not fully solved yet. 
(XFTI) What about testing towed 
aircraft? (Discussion revealed 
this was a target drone reported 
in A/A vol. 37-15, an F84). 
We now use pilotless drones. 
(XFTI) In U.S., what weapons 
specifications are used? 
(Discussion revealed that they 
want to obtain the military 
standards for missiles, guns, 
rockets and bombs. They cited 
"U.S. Army Test and Evaluation 
Command, Service Test Procedure 
for Aircraft and Armament." 
I will see whether they can be 
supplied with a copy of the 
MIL specs they need, or at least 
contact the proper individual who 












(XFTI) How is an engine certified? 
Series of criteria are set up which 
the manufacture must meet or exceed. 
(XFTI) What kind of criteria? 
In civil engines, the fail-safety of 
various systems, icing protection, 
temperature and altitude ranges, 
noise levels, pollution levels -
mainly safety criteria. In military 
engines, meeting the specified per-
formance is the overriding concern and 
the company must convince the govern-
ment that it has done so. 
(XFTI) What do you test on the 
ground? 
Thrust, pressure ratio, temperature 
levels, efficiency, nozzle coeffi-
cients, stresses on blades, vibrations, 
noise, pollution, distortion tolerance, 
ice formation, ice ingestion, bird 
ingestion, cross wind effects, altitude 
behaviour, transient response, stalling 
-- over altitude and Mach number enve-
lope. 
(XFTI) In flight tests, do you do stall 
tests? 
No. 
(XFTI) What type of installation tests 
are done? 




3·. 4. 5. Lunch 
(XFTI) What kind of aircraft are used 
for weapons tests? 
Usually the aircraft they are to be 
used on. (There are exceptions to 
this). 
They had arranged a lunch which was really a 
banquet. It provided a good opportunity for more 
discussion. All the engineers from the morning 
discussions were there. The atmosphere was warm 
and enthusiastically friendly. 
3.4.6. Conclusion 
The Flight Test Institute had several active 
programs and technically capable and enthusiastic 
people. They had recently upgraded their data 
sys terns. 
The engine flying test bed was working, as a 
facility for testing, but the program of testing 
appeared to lack a clear direction and not to be 
part of a planned engine development or certifica-
tion procedure. 
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3.5 NORTHWEST POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, XIAN (llTH SEPTEMBER 1980) 
3.5.1. Introduction 
a. Schedule: Arrived: 1615 
b. Chinese 
Welcomed and given short briefing 
Tour: Felix Computer 
Compressor Laboratory 
Combus tor Laboratory 
Turbine Laboratory 
Subsonic Wind Tunnel 
Transonic/Supersonic Wind Tunnel 
Appendix B, entry 8 (see Fig. 4). 
c. Americans 
Groups la and lb. 
3.5.2. Welcome and Briefing 
We were welcomed by Professor Wang who proceeded to 
outline the history and current make-up of the uni-
versity. It was one of the major universities for 
aerospace training in China and had been formed in 
1957 by combining the aeronautics departments of 
three other universities (from elsewhere in China] 
together with the Northwest Institute of Technology in 
Xian. 
Size: Total area= 160 acres. Buildings occupy 
270,000 square meters. 
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Figure 4: N.W. University - Hosts 
(From left: not ident., Prof. Yang, 
Prof. Wang, Prof. Hu, Mr. Yang) 
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Marine Engine Engineering 
Avionics 
Controls 
Material Science and Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering Manufacture 
Faculty: There were a total of 1,300-1,400 faculty, 
including: 
37 Professors 
135 Associate Professors 
855 Lecturers 
200 Teaching Staff 
Students: They currently had 4,500 students (6,000 
was the maximum at one time) of whom 180 were gradu-
ates. 
Degrees: They previously have not given graduate 
degrees, but next year will begin to confer Masters 
Degrees (2 Year Program) and Ph.D's (4 Year Program). 
Laboratories: Fewer than 40, used mainly for teach-
ing. Research facilities are limited, particularly 
from the point of view of modern measurement tech-
niques. 
Computer: Were in process of getting a computer 
perhaps equivalent to an IBM 370. 
Library: Area of 8,000 square meters 
800, 000 books l in English, French 
3,600 periodicals ~ German and Russian 
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Research: Topics were derived from factory and other 
research institute problems. Usually the work was 
"quite fundamental" but in some sense "still quite 
applied." When asked whether professors "consult", 
he replied that consulting visits were frequent -
both in and out. When asked if they had co-op pro-
grams, he said that there were many individual exam-
ples but no formal program. For example, 
(i) professor goes to a factory for two weeks 
(ii) factory people work at the University for 
two weeks 
(iii) professor works at a factory for extended 
time (for example, a one year stay to im-
plement ntunerical control techniques in 
manufacture). 
3.S.3. Tour 
Felix Computer. We exchanged shoes for thongs to 
enter the clean room housing the computer. The 
following information was noted (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) : 
Felix C256 Computer (made in Romania but 
bought from France, FCE) 
256 K. WD. Memory 
200,000 operations/sec 
Peripherals: 
3 x 25 megabyte discs (IBM peripherals) 
1 Bulgarian disc 
2 Card Readers (FCE 72140) 
1 Card Punch (FCE 72165) French-made. 
2 Printers (FCE 72444) 
1200 lines/min. 
Several 6 track tape drive units 
Paper tape reader and punch 
2 CRT consoles 
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Figure 5: N.W. University - Felix Computer 
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Figure 6; N. W. Univ~rsity - Computer Room 
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The operating system accomodated one user at 
a time, operating in Fortran, with 216K of user 
memory. There were approximately 100 users. 
Compressor Laboratory. Guided by Prof. Guan Yan-
Shen, we saw a single stage axial compressor, 
driven by a variable speed D. C. motor through a 
gear box and torque meter. Other data given included 
Diameter = 350 mms 
Speed= 15,000 RPM 
Tip Rel. Mach No.= 0.8 - 0.9 
A ~rogram to examine rotating stall and inves-
tigate case treatment was underway. Several 
machined (grooved) aluminum insert rings were on-
hand. The compressor had run for 1000 hours. 
Combustor Laboratory: An afterburner (l/lOth scale) 
simulation was shown. 
Air supply 5-7 kg/sec flow rate 
4 kg/cm2 pressure 
200°c temperature 
Comb us tor Temperature 600- 100°c 
Afterburner Temperature 150o 0 c 
Measurements were made using SYD (Capacitance) 
transducers. 
Turbine Laboratory. Saw a turbine cascade rig 
designed for 0.8-0.9 Mach number exit to atmos-
pheric pressure. 
Subsonic Wind Tunnel. Used by people in Aeronau-
tics and other departments, closed circuit tunnel 
had 1.5 meter diameter free-jet test section oper-
ating at 45 meters/sec. Turbulence level was 
reported to be "pretty good". Tunnel was equipped 
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with a 6 component (mechanical) balance system. 
The 2 ft. span model mounted in the tunnel was 
reported to be a l/5th scale model of a "survey air-
plane." It had helicopter~ like skids instead of 
undercarriage. We were told that the design had 
already been proven in flight test. Subsequent 
discussion with another professor revealed this 
to be a pilotless drone recognizance vehicle. 
Transonic/Supersonic Wind Tunnel. Blowdown tunnel 
with the following data: 
Supply pressure • 25 atmos. and 8 atmos. 
Test Section Size = 300 x 300 mms 
Test duration = 2.5 mms 
Mach No. = 0.5 - 4.5 
Reynolds No. = 2-10xl0 6 per meter 
Flat porous walls for transonic range 
7 pairs of fixed nozzle blocks 
Pressure control to 0.2% 
Strain gauge balance in model and 
support start 
Pressure data is printed out and 
subsequently keyed into computer 
for reduction 
Schlieren system light source was 
airport landing light 
The tunnel was built in 1960-65. They have not 
worked much in the transonic range except to measure 
the porous-wall parameter (R). They are planning to 




The overall impression was that the lllliversity was 
academically capable and certainly well equipped with test 
facilities. 
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3.6 XIAN ENGINE FACTORY (12 SEPTEMBER 1980) 
3.6.1. Introduction 




Appendix B, entry 11. 
c. Americans 
Group 1. 
3.6.2. Welcome and Briefing 
The chief engineer, Mr. Li Guofu, welcomed the delega-
tion and gave the following accotm.t (Fig. 7): 
Construction of the factory started in 1958 and was 
completed in 1965. Production of Jet 5 began immediately 
and trial production of Jet 8 started in 1966. 10,000 
people are currently employed. In 1975 a contract was 
signed with Rolls-Royce for trial production of the Spey 
engine. In 1978 a full set of engines (4) was completed 
with materials supplied by the U.K. There is now a pro-
duction gap while production of indigenous materials is 
perfected. They have foundries for iron and aluminum. 
Their problems involve obtaining the purity of the steel 
and various alloys. 
The factory has seven tooling workshops with activity 
divided between casings, disks, wheels, pumps, fabrication 
welding, tubes, blades, vanes, and assorted parts. Other 
factory departments included assembly, test cells, and 
packing and dispatch. 
They had activity in the engineering and research 
departments involving 600 people. · 
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Figure 7: Xian Engine Factory - Welcome and Briefing 
(From left: J. Gibson, Mr. Li, not ident.) 
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In 1978 they signed a contract with Vickers Ltd. in the 
U.K., for production of 4~ test sets for .il3M. The sets in-
cluded a spin rig for disks, a test rig for casings (25 
atmos, 1400°c fatigue testing), a rig for shafts, a rig for 
shafts with bending moments, and (what was recorded as) an 
ADR for test beds. Workshops are being built for this 
equipment. 
Mass production is underway of Jet 5 (for Ilyshin 28's), 
Jet 8 (for Tul6's), APU accessories and gas turbine starters. 
They have an MOT of 800 hours for the Jet 8. They produce 
300-500 Jet S's and 100 Jet S's per year. The Jet 8 is sold 
to Egypt for $800,000 per engine. 
When asked about naval gas turbines he answered that 
they were designing one but it was not yet in production; 
also industrial models. 
3.6.3. Tour 
We first saw the assembly area where Jet 8 and Jet 5 
engines were going together. The Jet 8 data were quoted as: 
Thrust: 9,500 kg 
SFC: 0. 9 7 
P.R.: 6.5 
It is noted that Jet 7, also a pure jet like a simplified 
JS 7, powering the MIG21 has a pressure ratio of 9. 5. 
The Jet S used a centrifugal compressor, and was reported to 
be a Chinese manufactured Russian development of the Rolls-
Royce Nene engine at 2700 kg thrust. 
A completed Spey was on view. The specification was: 
Thrust: 9 , 30 5 kg 
SFC: 0.68 
P.R.: 20 
B.P. Ratio: 0.62 
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We visited a very modern test stand on which a Spey was 
mounted. They had accumulated 150 hours of testing, inclu-
ding 15 with afterburning. They were "carrying out develop-
ment" on the No. 4 engine, and had achieved 11,500 kg thrust 
without afterburning, which was ttbetter than G.T.E." 
We visited some of the machine shop areas and saw some 
of the machining processes, including grinding of the fir-
tree blade root on a Rolls-Royce casting. An electron-beam 
welding machine was used for generating triplets of turbine 
vanes. The machine had two operators, two electrical and 
two mechanical technicians, and two engineers dedicated to 
it. The machine was overloaded and there was no money for 
another. We saw a 3 axis vertical grinding machine, and 
were told that compressor blades, disks, casings, etc were 
made in other shops which we did not have the time to visit. 
3.6.4. Debriefing 
Before leaving, we were asked for our comments. 
In answer to a question, it was said that the machine 
shop averaged a 5% reject rate. 
When asked whether it wasn't impossible to develop an 
engine without a knowledge of the aerodynamic design, the 
chief engineer replied that "that's the problem". 
When asked whether they couldn't buy some of Rolls 
Royce's computer programs he replied that they had some, 
and that "we have lots of sources, lots of friends." 
When challenged that there appeared to be no documenta-
tion any where (and this was very noticeable) he replied 
that they "had some such as RR Doc. # " • "In our 
factory we have JS (Joint Spec.) 125. If workers can not 
meet spec., we check in 3D machine." No explanation was 
given for this translation. 
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3.6.S. Conclusions 
The Chinese can build jet engines, but they can not yet 
completely manufacture from scratch a 1st generation by-pass 
engine such as the Spey. 
If one compares the factory at Xian, with G.E. Evandale 
for example, one must conclude that there is at least a 15 
year gap. 
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3.7 BEIJING INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS (BIAA, 
lSTH SEPTEMBER 1980) 
3.7.1. Introduction 
a. Schedule: Welcome and Briefing 
Tour (I) 
Lunch 
Tour (2) Propulsion Activity 
b. Chinese 
Appendix B, entry 20. 
c. Americans 
Complete delegation (see Fig. 8). 
3.7.2. Welcome and Briefing 
Professor Shen Yuan, our host for the visit to China, 
the vice director of BIAA and president of CSAA, greeted 
us. His introductory remarks, which were translated ani-
matedly by Associate Professor Jin Rushan, follow: 
Since our time at N.W. University in Xian was too short, 
a complete day was scheduled at BIAA. We would see that the 
equipment was very similar. 
We should understand something of the history. Before 
1949, there was no special institute for aeronautics, only 
eleven departments of aeronautics distributed among techni-
cal secondary schools. After 1949, the urgent need for 
aeronautics development was recognized and eight departments 
joined to form BIAA. Three others joined to form N.W. Poly-
technic University. Since two institutes were considered 
insufficient a new one was formed at Nanking in 1956. The 
three traditional universities were by themselves insuffi-
cient and several new technical institutes were formed to 
train technical people. Perhaps we should know a little 
about how they are organized: 
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Figure 8; BIAA - Delegation and Hosts 
(Front row, from left: C. Bachle, P. Sandoz, K. Grina, 
J. Gibson, Prof. Shen Yuan, N. Augustine, Prof. 
M. Weng, Back row behind Prof. Shen Yuan is Prof. Jin 
Rushan, currently at Purdue University) 
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The Minis try of Education in China organizes a sys tern 
of Primary Schools, Middle (Secondary) Schools and Univer-
sities. However, all universities do not come under this 
ministry. Universities are of three types: 
(i) Universities under Ministry of Education. There 
are 30 of this type which are fully comprehen-
sive in nature. 
(ii) Universities under other Ministries. There are 
more than 100 of this type which specialize in 
the specific responsibility of the particular 
ministry. BIAA is of this type, coming tmder 
the 3rd Ministry of Machine Building, which has 
the responsibility for aircraft production and 
te chno logy . 
(iiiJ Universities tmder Provincial Administration. 
These so-called "local universities" belong to 
the various provinces and can be of several types. 
Before 1949, the aeronautics departments specialized 
traditionally in aeronautics, structural mechanics, propul-
sion and instrumentation. The newly-formed institutes be-
came technically somewhat broader. At BIAA there were 
currently seven departments each with several responsibilities: 












Gyros and inertial navigation 
Autopilots 
Hydraulic systems and controls 













(vii) Manufacturing and Management: 
Fabrication 
Management 
BIM can be broadly understood to educate nearly every-
one needed in the aeronautics discipline. In the future 
they expect to form new specialities. 
Enrollment currently is 1,000 new undergraduates enter-
ing per year. Before the Cultural Revolution (C.R.), the 
program length was 5 years, now it is 4 years; the student 
population is 4,000. There are 1,500 teaching and research 
staff, which will allow more students and specialties 
in the future. There were no postgraduates during the C.R.; 
now, about 100 enter per year. There are two types of post-
graduate programs; a 2 year program (corresponding to M.S.) 
and a 4 year program tcor~esponding to Ph.D). Next year 
(1981) a formal degree program will be instituted for 
Batchelor, Masters and Ph. D degrees. 
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Are there any management courses directed 
toward engineering development? They seem 
currently to concentrate on manufacture. 
We are setting up a new Department of 
Management and have realized the importance 
of managing engineering development. We 
will put more emphasis on this. 
Are there military technical schools 
equivalent to those in the U.S.? 
There are some institutes in the Navy and 
Air Force but not for technical people. 
The 8th Ministry of Machine Building is 
planning such institutes. 
What is the make-up of the faculty? 
Less then 100 Professors, more than 200 
Associate Professors and about 900 Lecturers. 
How is promotion handled? 
Before 1965 there was a formal system. For 
the C.R. period of 10 years it was stopped. 
Now we are restarting a promotion system. 
From Teaching Ass is tan t to Lecturer depends 
on teaching performance. From Lecturer on 
up depends more on research. Lecturer to 
Associate Professor cannot be decided only 
by BIAA, but needs the approval of the Mayor 
of Beijing and the 3rd Ministry. Associate 
Professor to Professor must also be approved 
by the Ministry of Education. 
To further clarify the organization; the 
operating budget, the research budget and 











3rd Ministry, but the academic program must 
be approved by the Ministry of Education. 
How do research projects start? 
In two ways; first, a professor may receive 
a contract from any source in China or from 
outside; second, a professor can initiate 
a proposal to the Institute (if small 
enough) or to the 3rd Ministry. 
What fraction is from outside? 
Currently we have 3 missile contracts, 6 
ship contracts, 5 conventional weapons and 
8 others. They are not many projects which 
are self generated internally. 
My own funding is 90% from outside the 
Institute. I get $l00,000 from outside and 
very little from Prof. Shen Yuan and Prof. 
Tsao. 
Can you give some examples of research studies? 
You will see them on your tour. You will 
find many applied research studies stemming 
from industrial needs. 
The Mayor of Beijing, does he have authority 
over, for instance, who is manager of a factory? 
The Mayor has control because there are 50 
universities in Beijing. He calls on an 
academic committee for advice, and does 
similarly for the factories. Note that the 
factories are also of two types; some belong 
to ministries, and the heads are then chosen 
by the minis try and approved by the Mayor; 
the others belong to Beijing and the heads 




3. 7. 3. Tour (I) 
How are research results communicated? 
The equivalent of a NASA C.R. (contractors 
report) or a specialized report directly to 
the sponsoring factory for specific hard-
ware improvements. 
Gyros cope Laboratory: The small laboratory was distinguished 
(at this point in the tour) by its very modern appearance. 
The central test table was isolated seismically. A 
tuned gyro with two degrees of freedom, designed and built 
at BIAA was under test. Drift rate was 0.1 deg./hr. Gyro 
was for satellite (not vehicle) applications. (Steve Ostler 
commented that it was modelled after the Teledyne dry gyro). 
They apparently also had developed a single degree of free-
dom floating gyroscope. In the same laboratory we saw a 
device designated LGY-1 which had been developed at BIAA 
and Shanghai to measure friction of bearings to torques as 
low as .005 milligrams-ems. It apparently used an air-
bearing. 
Machine Shop: Some 2,000 square feet of floor space with 
lathes, milling machines, etc. for general mechanical work 
Other precision shops were located around the campus. 
Hangar Area: A museum of old airplanes occupied an area 
outside the hangar. (Figure 9a and Figure 9h). Inside the 
hangar we crawled over the "Peking l", a 2-pilot and 8 
passenger airplane designed and developed by the Institute 
in 1958. The speed was 312 km/hr at max altitude of 4,800 
meters. Gross weight was 3 tons and range was 1072 km. It 
was not sold apparently. (In the rear of the hangar two 
technicians were found to be playing with the hand-carved 
and painted hand-sized models of the Fl4. They were very 
proud of them, having used only photographs as a source of 
information). 
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Figure 9 BIA.A Display of Old Aircraft 
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Computer: Very similar to N.W. University, but clearly more 
generally in use by professors and postgraduates. (There 
was a separate small computer for undergraduate use). A 
Benson 1220 plotter was noted, punch cards were in use and a 
separate CRT terminal was in an adjacent room for system 
developments. We were told that a PRIME computer was on 
order. 
Air Supply Station: Air receivers for 8.25 and 250 
atmospheres. Total capacity: 10,UOO kg. Propulsion and 
supersonic wind tunnel laboratories are served. One com-
pressor for highest pressure, two at low and intermediate. 
System has been operating since 1958. 
Supersonic Wind Tunnel: Blow down tl.mnel with 470x548 mms 
test section. Run time 60-70 seconds and recharge in 15 
minutes. Designed in 1958, has fixed nozzle blocks at 
M=l.5-3.0 in steps of 0.25~ Six component strain guage 
balance in the support strut. Measurements use pressure 
transducers for 500 mm H2o differential, seven silicon 
semi-conductor transducers for 1-2 atmos differential two 
of which were inside the balance for base pressure measure-
ments. Temperature sensitivity of the semi-conductor type 
was 0.02-0.05% per degree. The data acquisition system was 
made in-house using a DJSl00-30 mini-computer with 16k word 
memory and paper-tape I/O. The model attitude was computer 
con trolled. 
Combustion Laboratory: A number of different experimental 
rigs were seen. 
(i) Ignition Rig - Relight performance at altitude 
had been improved by "oxygen addition" (by 5 ,000 
to 7 ,000 feet). They had completed tests on a 
sector .of the Jet 7 combustor. 
(ii) Afterburner Rig - A 2D experiment to analyze dis-
tribution of liquid phase. They want an improved 






Ejector Nozzle Rig - Three 1~11 dia. models. 
Air-Augmented Rocket - They are experimenting 
with different ideas. They have concluded finally 
that metal powders in solid propellants are no 
good, and have stopped such studies. 
Inlet Rig - 100 r.Jlls square section, Mach 1.5-2, 
0.4 atmos using cold air ejector. 
Calibration Wind Tunnel 
The air for the Combustion Laboratory was obtained from 
an Ingersoll-Rand compressor giving 20 kg/sec at 24 atmospheres. 
This modern unit, costing $4.SM is powered by a G.E. LMlSOO 
gas turbine and uses two centrifugal plus four axial followed 
by three more centrifugal stages. 
Machine Facility: An assortment of machines and processes 
was covered including first a numerically controlled drafting 
table which had been developed and was manufactured for sale. 
In other rooms were chemical tanks for metal treatment, heat 
treat and casting facilities, hydraulic press facilities (to 
6,000 tons), vibration polishing equipment, numerical control 
cutting, precision grinding, a training lathe and a training 
mill. Apparently all engineering students have 50 hours of 
machining, 10 hours of casting and 10 of heat treatment. It 
was also stated that there were 3,000 support staff and a 
total of some 10,000 people living in the compound. 
3.7.4. Lunch 
Two large tables in separate rooms, buffet style, 
together with our hosts. Professor Tsui conversed with me, 
then left because it was "necessary to rest." 
3.7.5. Tour (Z) - Propulsion Activities 
Engines: First stop was a room full of engines used for 
instruction purposes. The assortment was rare, and historic, 
in cl uding for example , a Rolls - Royce Nene , the JUMO O 0 4, 
a BMW original and a YAK 14 engine. There were the salvaged 
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remains of a J75 from a downed U2, an Avon and a Viper. 
There were too many to document in the time available. 
Many were accompanied with ·cut-away drawings. Two Chinese 
engines were well displayed, the Jet 6, which powered their 
MIG 19, and goes back 20 years, and Jet 7 from the MIG 21. 
The data for these engines was noted as follows: 
Jet 6 
Thrust (kg, dry) 2,600 
Thrust (kg, reheat) 3,250 
Weight (kg) 70 8 
S.F.C. 0. 9 3 
P.R. 7.14 
TT max (OK) 1, 140 
RPM 11,150 
Comp. Eff. 















100 (ls t turbine 
blade) 
Compressor Fig: Designed and built in-house for 24,000 RPM 
and 2,500 HP, the rig was driven by a gas turbine engine. 
The current test was of a transonic stage designed for 
22,000 RPM, tip relative Mach number of 1.4, stage pressure 
ratio 1.5. (This was, I was told, a rotor from a U.S. J69T41A 
engine). The components are shown in the final sketch given 
in Appendix E. The gas turbine drive engine (a RE 20K turbo-
prop) was in an adjacent room. The engine had a 3-stage 
turbine. The last stage (the drive turbine) was removed and 
repositioned to drive the compressor. The gear box provided 
1:2 ratio, the torque meter was accurate to 0.3-0.5%. Two 
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350 mm dia valves (rated for soo 0 c) were used to control 
the back pressure, instead of using an inlet throttle. To 
date they had 10 hours at full speed on the drive system, 
18,000 RPM so far on the compressor. 
More advanced measurements than seen previously were 
being made. The case wall was covered with access ports 







solid-state transducers for wall static measure-
ments. 
inductance probe for rotating stall detection 
hot wire anemometer 
steady-state (pneumatic) velocity probe 
four axial survey stations at stage exit 
four sets of four static pressure ports on the 
case. 
(vii) four sets of four static pressure ports on the 
hub. 
It took 15 minutes of testing to map one constant speed 
performance line. 
2D Turbine Cascade: A small simple rig of 9 blades of 4" 
span across a 1 ft. rectangular duct. The blades were 
mounted on a table which could rotate to vary air incidence 
angle. There was no control of back pressure which was at-
mospheric. On this rig, Professor Tsui had obtained results 
with splitter vanes in 1969 which had not yet been published. 
A paper was given at the CSAA meeting in which a student had 
carried out the analysis of the same geometry. 
Engine Test Rig: An unusual scene took place here. Standing 
in the cell was a U.S. Continental Model J69-T-41 engine in 
pristine condition. Another one was the test bed, (Fig 10). 
The engine was immediately recognized by Carl Bachle who had 
been involved in the original design and development of the 
engine. The engine was from a Firebird QZC RPV, producing 
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Figure 10: BIAA - J69 Engine Recovered from U.S. R.P.V. 
(From left: Not ident., Prof. Jin Rushan, Prof. 
Tsui) 
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1,500 kg thrust. It emerged that the good 
an RPV which had been shot down in 1969. 
opened and the machine landed in a tree. 
engine was f ram 
The parachute 
They reportedly 
had collected several such engines over the years and had 
thoroughly tested their performance. Mr. Bach le recalled 
that this was the cheapest engine in dollars per lb. of 
thrust that had been produced in the U.S. It was a very 
rugged engine without specified overhaul. It had an excel-
lent compressor (as they well knew), giving 9:1 at 80% 
efficiency in a radial geometry. It has an unusual combus-
tor (involving a "slinger") which made possible the very 
high altitude operation. Fuel control had been a problem, 
and when used in a manned trainer, a more expensive T37 
controller was used. 
The scene was good humoured and photographs were agreed 
to (Fig 10). Mr. Bachle's detailed account is given in 
Appendix E. 
Holographic Stress Analysis: Work was going on using plexi-
glass models of rotor disks and blades to study cracks holo-
graphically. Test wheel had 36 blades with radial loads 
applied to simulate centrifugal stress loads. 
Spin Rig: Designed for 30,000 RPM, rig used mercury slip 
rings. Diameter of contacts was 5 mJDS giving 5 meters/sec. 
velocities at contact points. Good results were claimed. 
3.7.6. Conclusion 
The BIAA was superbly equipped with facilities for carrying 
out teaching and research in propulsion. Their activities 
were generally more applied than is normally seen in U.S. 
schools, which is to their advantage when training engineers. 
The study of old and existing engines will not lead to the 
development of their own design and analysis systems which 
are required for any independent program. 
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3.8 RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING THERMOPHYSICS (CHINESE 
ACADEMY OF SCIENCHS, UNTIL RECENTLY INSTITUTE OF APPLIED 
MECHANICS, 16TH SEPTEMBER 1980) 
3.8.1. Introduction 
a. Schedule: Arrived: 8:45 a.m. 
b. Chinese 
Welcome and Briefing 
Tour 
Lunch 
Appendix B, entry 24 (see Fig. 11). 
c. Americans 
Shreeve, Kremer, Bachle + about 4 others. 
3.8.2. Welcome and Briefing 
We were welcomed by Professor Wu Chung-Hua, whose exact 
title was not given but is probably vice director. C. H. Wu 
worked for NASA Lewis Research Center until about 1953 and 
is world renowned for writing the primary reference on 3D 
analysis of flows in turbomachines. I had previously wel-
comed him and two of his young associates (now present) to 
the Turbopropulsion Laboratory at the Naval Postgraduate 
School in March 1979 following the ASME Gas Turbine Confer-
ence in San Diego. Jim Kremer had worked with Wu at NASA 
and had co-authored a report with him. Following the 
general welcome and group photograph on the steps, Kremer 
and myself were separated from the rest and led to a small 
meeting room where Prof. Wu gave us and his propulsion 
people the first American style briefing that we'd had. 
After several minutes Carl Bachle joined us. Professor Wu's 
five viewfoils, of which we received copies, contained the 
following: 
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Figure 11: IET - Visitors and Hosts 
(Fror.t row, left left: Not ident. R. Shreeve, 
C. Bachle, Prof. Wu Zhonghua, J. Kramer, Prof. 
Wu Wenguam) 
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Chinese Academy of Sciences (1949-1956-1978) 
•National Academic Organization 
•Research Centers of Basic Sciences and Engineering 
Sciences 
•Four Universities of Science and Technology (operated 
jointly with Ministry of Education) 
•Trains Graduate Students (admitted through nation-
wide open examination) 
1956 60 Research Institutes 
•Institute of Mechanics 
•Power Laboratory 
1960 •Institute of Mechanics 
1978 112 Research Institutes (36 in Beijing) 
36,000 personnel 
23,000 research workers 
1,600 research professors and research associate 
professors 
1980 •Institute of Engineering Thermophysics 
230 personnel 




Conversion and Transmission of Energy 
1. Engineering Thermodynamics 
ls t Law and 2nd Law of Thermodynamics 
2. Aero-Thermodynamics of Heat Engines 
1st Law and 2nd Law of Thermodynamics + ~nd Law of Newton 
3. Heat and Mass Transfer 
1st Law and 2nd Law of Thermodynamics + 2nd Law of Newton 
+ Laws of Conduction, Convection and Radiation 
4. Comb us ti on 
1st Law and 2nd Law of Thermodynamics + 2nd Law of Newton 
+ Laws of Conduction, Convection and Radiation plus 
chemical reaction. 
1st Res. Div. - Eng. Thermo. and Aero-Thermo. of Turbomacninery 
-
·Transonic Axial Compressor 
·Coal Gasification Combined Cycle 
7 Sen. Sci. 18 Jun. Sci. 23 Engrs. 
Prof. Wu Chung-Hua 
Assoc. Prof. Chen Nai-Xing 
2nd Res. Div. - Aero-Thermo. of Heat Engines 
•Centrifugal Compressor 
•Axial-ilow Gas Turbine 
•Steam Turbine in Combined Cycle Power Plant 
·Pressure-Wave Machine 
3 Sen. Sci. 7 Jun. Sci. 7 Engrs. 
Assoc. Prof. Cao Xiao-Jin 
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3rd Res. Div. - Heat and Mass Transfer 
• Film Coo ling 
•Turbine Blade Cooling 
•Heat Pipe 
•Exhaust Boiler in Combined Cycle Power Plant 
4 Sen. Sci. 9 Jun. Sci. 7 Engrs. 
Prof. Ko Shao-Yen 
Assa. Prof. Ma Tong-Ze 
4th Res. Div. - Combustion 




•Low-Btu Gas Comb us ti on 
S Sen. Sci. 15 Jun. Sci. 4 Engrs. 
Prof. Tsien Shau-Hua 
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Major Test Riss 
RPM 
• 2 5 0 KW cent • comp. 25,000 
• 850 KW cent. comp. 37,000 
•3000 KW axial comp. 15,000 
•600 KW air turbine 
• M ~ 1. 3 blow-down cascade tunnel 
(220mm x zgomm) 
• 500 KW rotating cascade 
M
1
t < 1.8 21,600 
•Film cooling 
•flat plat 45 x 150 
•bl a de cascade 120 x 100 
•High temp. and Low temp. heat pipes 
•Relight test rig 
(0. 2 - 1 atm, 
Air Supply: 
>. -... 30°c, 200 g/s) 
• 2 x 600 m3 storage tanks (8 atm) 
• l x 600 m3 vacuum tank 


















u ' CXI 80 
us~ 120 
u ~ 40 
CXI 
us~ 80 
There are 20 BIAA Ph.D. candidates doing external research 
at the Institute. The Institute is not otherwise an educa-
tional center. They publish their work in the Journal of 
Engineering Thermophysics which is available in U.S. trans-
lation by Rumford Publishing Company. 
The Chinese Academy of Sciences is a parallel organiza-
tion to the Ministries and is dedicated to basic research in 
the following disciplines: 
Physics and Math 




Basic research which is propulsion related is carried 
out in three separate organization; the universities (as 
described by Prof. Shen Yuan in Section 3.6), the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences and at GTE. The latter corresponds 
to NASA in the U.S. and NGTE in the U.K. and is part of 
CAE under the 3rd Ministry. 
Factories produce engines, and the one at Shenyang (not 
visited by the author) has procedures developed for compo-
nent design and development. The GTE at Jiangyou must be 
considered to be equivalent to NASA Lewis Research Center 
at Cleveland. 
3. 8. 3. Tour 
The laboratories were well-established and well-used. 
There was evidence everywhere of continuing activity over 
previous years with research results displayed in some 
cases on lay-out boards. I was allowed to take photographs, 
which I considered a priviledge. The data for the test rigs 
are given above. (The tour was too person al to al low time 
for detailed note-taking. 
Turbine Rig: (Fig. 12) The turbine of a turbocharger for a 
low speed diesel engine at 500 K watts and 14-15,000 RPM 
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Figure 12: I.E.T. - Turbine Test Rig 
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was tmder test. A waterbrake was used for power absorp-
tion. 
A program carried out in the past on this rig was to 
measure the performances of four turbines each having the 
same design flow rate but with different blade heights, and 
to compare the performance and internal flow conditions 
with those calculated in the design process. Controlled 
vortex blading was used. Results for turbine efficiency 
were shown compared for 
other data of similar 
turbines from abroad. ~JAPAN 
- - - - - ~CHINA 
- • - • - • ~ BROWN-BOVERI ---
U/Co 
Centrifugal Compressor Rig: A considerable 
history was evident here. Three major projects had been 
done; 
(iJ 1965 - A "United Design Group" was formed 
between the factories, the tmiversities and 
the research institutes to develop a centri-
fugal compressor. The result was a success-
ful prototype and subsequent application of 
a single stage machine giving a pressure 
ratio of 3.8, flow rate 3.18 kg/sec at a 
speed of 25,000 RPM for 250 K watts of drive 
power. 
(ii) 1969 - A turbocharger was developed for loco-
motive and marine diesel engines, the "80" 
turbocharger. Four derivatives were.produced 
for 1,500 to 6,000 HP applications. 
(iii) 1973 - The CZ-355 series turbocharger was 
produced for marine use. In the flow range 
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The 2-6 kg/sec. 
2.5 
overall efficiency 
was 56-60%. The 
compressor effi ·-
ciency was 80%. 
A favorable 
comparison was 




gram is a study 
of staggered 
blades in radial 
diffuse .rs. Tes ts 
will begin in 
1981. The appa-
ratus (see sketch) 
allows variation 
of blade row 








Transonic Cascade Rig: (Figs. 13 & 14) A n,ew facility was built 
to look at transonic axial cascade designs. We discussed 
the back pressure control value (which was omitted in GTE's 
rig, and is of special design in the NPS model). 
Axial Compressor Ri&: tilectrically driven test rig with a 
layout otherwise similar to that at BIAA. Operation to 50% 
design speed so far. They are proceeding with caution but 
have not encountered a failure. The test stage is a new 
design (no details were offered). Considerable discussion 
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Figure 13: I.E.T. - Transonic Cascade Rig Schematic 
Figure 14: I.E.T. - Transonic Cascade Test Section 
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of measurements ensued. It was observed that they had 
attached a timing disk to the drive shaft similar to that 
at NPS, and they had apparently purchased a Hewlett-Packard 
HP 1000 computer system to serve for data acquisition and 
reduction - after NPS. 
3.8.4. Lunch 
The rest of the delegation returned to the hotel for 
lunch as scheduled. We three "propulsion people" were 
taken to a local restaurant where we ate our only "ordinary'' 
Chinese banquet of the trip. It was a superb atmosphere of 
relaxation and communication between people of similar 
technical interests. Professor Wu's group was itself a 
small family, with a respected father, and we were deliber-
ately and unusually honored in the invitation to share their 
company. 
3.8.5. Conclusions 
Professor Wu's institute, while part of the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, has consistently been active in quite 
applied engineering research throughout the Cultural Revolu-
tion. His activities were technically sound and his group 
was technically the most advanced in the field of turbo-
machinery aerodynamics that I encountered. Th.ere was 
generally an atmosphere of expanding possibilities in 
compressor research, which was probably due to Wu's 
eminence in this field coupled with the greater ease of 
obtaining financial support. This, Wu indicated, had 
happened in recent years . 
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3.9 MEETING WITH THE DEPUTY MINISTER OF THE 3RD MINISTRY OF 
MACHINE BUILDING (16TH SEPTEMBER 1980) 
3.9.1. Introduction 
a. Schedule: 3:00 pm - Meeting 
5:00 pm - Adjourn 
b. Chinese 
Professor Shen Yuan, interpreter and CAE Officials 
c. Americans 
Complete delegation. 
3.9.2. Account of Meeting 
Professor Shen Yuan apologized that the Deputy Minister 
could not attend. He sent his regrets and would like to 
meet the delegation before the banquet that evening. On 
his behalf, Prof. Shen Yuan would like to hear our comments 
and criticisms of what we had seen, and would like to pro-
vide us with a context for our opinions by relating some of 
the history of aeronautics in China. 
Jack Gibson expressed our appreciation for their hospi-
tality and explained that the purpose of our trip was four-
fold: 




evaluate prospects for cooperation 
review the aeronautics program in China 
better understand the stat us of the aeronautics 
industry in China 
He said that we had seen only a part, and hence the conclu-
sions may be premature. He then invited spokesmen from the 
delegation to comment on what they had concluded from what 









He was impressed with the available wind 
tunnels. The mathematical analysis was 
strong, but computational aerodynamics was 
lacking, obviously because computers were 
lacking. 
You can do some things on small computers, 
and so they should definitely get started. 
(unrecorded comments concerning Flight Test 
activity). 
Had seen excellent theoretical c:ap.ability. 
He thought that more experimental activity 
would be desirable in the universities. 
Their work with graphite yarn was good. 
From what we had seen, the process of 
bringing design, research and manufacture 
together was not clear. It certainly was 
not like the U.S. where this all comes 
together in the industrial companies. He 
also commented that time was important in 
U.S. planning, (and imp lied that the re was 
no detectable consciousness of time in China). 
(Born and raised in China) The progress in 
the past 30 years was stupendous. The 
others can not appreciate it. What he had 
detected to be needed now was the tmder-
standing of the connection and progression 
between research, design and manufacture. 
(He cited as an example, that a man he met 
working on a vibration experiment had no 







He thought that the quality of their 
production was good. It was necessary to 
develop new processes for new materials. 
They should develop specialty factories 
(instead of the vertical integration 
structure now prevalent). There was too 
little documentation evident. There was 
a necessity for cost awareness to allow a 
proper allocation of resources. The 
factories need new development projects. 
The delegation had seen a good sample of 
the propulsion activity, including one 
engine factory, two universities, one 
research institute, the (national) Gas 
Turbine Establishment and one Flight Test 
Institute engaged in airborne engine 
testing. From an initial state of ignor-
ance we now felt that we understood their 
organizational structure quite well. 
It appeared to us that they had very good 
facilities for experimental work, a very 
high level of technical enthusiasm and a 
solid output in basic research papers. 
They had an excellent base in the engine 
factories in their ability to manufacture. 
In the various test centers the concentra-
tion is now properly being concentrated on 
instrumentation and measurement techniques. 
There is certainly no substitute for 








What we certainly did not see however was a 
design and development center. If design 
tools for components and engines are being 
developed, we certainly did not hear of, 
nor see them. Perhaps what was needed was 
an engine project equivalent to the YlO air-
plane project. We had not seen a Chinese 
engine program, or component programs which 
would lead to an engine program. Such pro-
grams were certainly needed if a capability 
for independent engine design and develop-
ment was to be established. 
The only additional recommendation would be 
to invite experienced experimental engineers 
into the laboratories to speed up the 
development of instrumentation, data acqui-
sition and analysis techniques. 
A design system for compressors was needed. 
The other critical technological area in 
engines was the hot section. It was 
necessary to try to do it. It required 
practical heat transfer approaches and the 
development of metallurgical and fabrication 
processes. 
More balance toward instrumentation was 
needed. Transducers, data acquisition and 
processing were needed. They should look 
to abroad and copy. 
The facilities are good, but there was a 




goal. On computers, get a line of computers 
which is properly supported. 
They have emphasized self sufficiency, but 
if you expend time and energy on making things 
you can buy it is a waste. He suggested 
budgeting for a compressor, and making it 
within the budget. 
Put the descriptive outline of the major 
projects in each of the centers. 
Professor Shen Yuan expressed his thanks for our comments 
and said that in general he agreed. It was really the 
result of history. Some of the mistakes and short comings of 
the past are now known. Premier Tsao has commented on what 
is needed in the future. In the recent National Peoples 
Congress, stress was put on long term planning. Speciali-
zation was to be stressed - not do everything in one factory 
anymore. 
The present situation could be tmderstood from the con-
text of the history of the Chinese aviation industry, which 
he proceeded to relate: 
Before 1949, none existed. Small repair shops assembled 
engines and aircraft in China. When Shen Yuan was a student 
he worked in a shop where they manufactured the "Hawk" 
aircraft, and in another where they made the "Cyclone" engine. 
Some of the materials were made abroad. Th.ere were eleven 
aero departments then, but the number of graduates was low. 
The class before his had only 2, his had 10. In spite of 
the small numbers it was still hard to get a job. Of his 
class of 10, one is dead and three more are in the U.S. 
After 1949, the devei.opmen t of the aircraft industry 
was recognized to be needed for defense. First they got 
Russian aircraft, then had to repair Russian aircraft. 
After they formed shops and got people to work there, they 
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were able to first repair and then copy Russian engines. 
'Th.ey had help from the Russians in manufacturing, but not 
in technology. Some shortcomings now are due to the in-
fluence of the Russians. 'Th.ey developed the "all-rotmd" 
factory where everything needed in the final product was 
made on the spot. 
The aircraft design team is at the aircraft factory. 
'Th.e engine design team is at the engine factory. 'Th.ere 
was little design capability before 1966, (however in 
1958 BIAA designed· a small airplane). CAE is responsible 
for design and development. The GTE at JIANGYOU is improving 
engines and solving problems on existing engines. 
So, from repair shops to copying designs for 20 years, 
then the 10 year gap (the Cultural Revolution); and now the 
YlO. But why not design work on derivatives? 'Th.e answer 
is that the project was carried out in stages - design, 
procurement, manufacture, test ----- , - but the team of 
people are the same, moving the project through each phase 
(and doing whatever comes next). The YlO was started in 
1970. Self-reliance was the philosophy then, and thats 
why it was done that way. 'Ib.e years between 1967 and 1976 
were political chaos. Every province, every country tried 
to do it alone. 
Professor Shen Yuan then reviewed the status of air-
craft production, noting that the designs were almost all 
foreign: 
In 1954, trainer aircraft were produced, then pisto.n 
engines and jet engines. In the late SO's, raw materials 
and some components came from Russia. When the Soviets 
withdrew in 1960, there was difficulty, and as a reaction 
came the policy of "self-reliance". And after several 
years they could produce aircraft with their own materials 
and methods. 
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Before 1966, they could produce aircraft and could begin 
development on their own effort. The ten years of the Cul-
tural Revolution caused great interference. During that 
period there was little need for quality control, documenta-
tion, specifications, etc., and buying abroad was a betrayal 
of the cotmtry - a crime. 
The total labor force in civilian aviation industry 
(tmder 3rd ministry,~ space and not military) is 200,000. 
This includes 40,000 engineers and 40,000 machinists. (The 
U.S. has the largest number, Soviets, 2nd). Before 1966, 
graduates from BIAA numbered 10,000, now much less. However, 
a preliminary system is established of universities, research 
institute and factory. 
(1) Fighters - 3 in production 
FS - subsonic grotmd attack 
F6 - supersonic, recognizance, trainer (J6 engine) 
F7 - higher supersonic (M = 2. OSJ 
(2) Bombers - 2 in production 
BS - light subsonic 
B6 - (Tupolev 16) reached design performance 
They are considering developing a new one. 
(3) Helicopters - 1 only 
HS - single rotor for transportation, rescue and 
forest service. Maximum TOW= 7.S tons. 
There is a big need in China for helicopters. The 
3rd Ministry is considering developing helicopters. 
Currently preparing to produce Aerospatiale "Dolphin". 
(4) Transports - 2 in production 
TS · • 1955 short - haul biplane (AN-2) 
Tll - Designed and developed by Chinese factories 
for agriculture and forest use, exploration, 
fishing, . training, rescue. Has good main-
tainability and economics of operation. 
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Generally transports are too few. There is a 
large gap between present production and future 
needs. Important task is to leap forward. 
(5) Trainers - 2 basic trainers are in production 
TS - (no data noted) 
T6 Designed and developed in China. Is a good 
airplane which is used for pilot training and 
has a reciprocating engine. They use 3 types 
of jet trainers, including the FT6 and BTS, 
which are training versions of the correspon-
ding fighter and bomber. 
Manufacturing is concentrated in large factories in 
Shanghai, Cllengdu., Harbin and Xian. There are about 10,000 
people at each factory. Instruments and electrical equip-
ment are produced in these factories. All electronic equip-
ment is manufactured in special electronic factories which 
come llllder the 4th Ministry. Metals and non-metallic raw 
materials are produced llllder other ministries. Most 
factories are organized in "closed-loop" production, with 
production of all components carried out totally within the 
one factory. All aspects they do for themselves. 'Th.ere 
are two levels of man age men t; the factory leve 1 and workshop 
level. The costs are handled at the factory level. 
Work done by themselves is only now starting. Research 
work started gradually from 1950. Starting in 1956 there 
were some test laboratories and design teams in factories. 
Starting in 1950, some universities and factories got to-
gether to do design work. Starting in 1960, new institutes 
were set up. CAE was formed with the main function to do 
research and basic development work, test and evaluation. 
At the moment they are doing test and evaluation work. 
Since lots of modifications have been found to be necessary 
in the process of adapting to manufacture using Chinese 
resources, and in view of the poor instrumentation available 
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for experimental research, G.T.E. is so far doing only test 
and evaluation work. 
It is difficult to combine analytical and experimental 
work together. 
Many centers come under CAE: 
G.'f .E. 
Aerodynamics Center (Shenyang) 
Stress Analysis Center (Near Xian) 
Flight Test Center 
Rescue Center 
Computing Center 
Aero Materials and Manufacturing Institutes are now 
under the 3rd Ministry. 
Perhaps we had seen mostly the equipment (facilities 
rather than research projects?). G.T.E. is perhaps the best. 
Even there, they are still setting up. There will be more 
emphasis on research at this institute. 
The main reason that we have not seen design and develop-
ment is that they have done little. We know that there are 
risks in committing to a particular development, and there 
are priorities in the National Budget (now placed on light 
industry development). 
They need various types of military and civilian air-
craft. This is a serious challenge for engineers and scien-
tists in the aviation field. 
To do the task, it is important that they do it themselves, 
but learn from outside China. In particular they need to 
learn management, and he noted that Japan had learned well 
from the U.S. The policy is now to have more exchange. 
They feel that the association between CSAA and AIAA is 
beneficial. They are lacking technical people. Under the 
3rd Ministry they have some secondary schools and apprentice 
training schools, and some train on-the~job in the factory. 
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The CSAA was formed because of the need to develop the 
Chinese aviation industry. The need was recognized in 1956. 
The CSAA was formed finally in 1964. In the 'SO's the 
degree of development of the aerospace industry was not 
sufficient to warrent the formation of a CSAA; not tmtil 
1964, in fact. 
In recent years, development of aerospace activities has 
been rapid. The CSA (for Astronautics) was formed, but some 




To what ministry does the CSAA report? 
More than 100 societies in China form the 
Chinese Association for Science and Tech-
nology, but each society has technical 
activities under some ministry. CSAA will 
have activities tmder both aeronautics and 
aerospace, therefore tmder the 3i'd and 7th 
Ministries. There are 23 sections of CSAA 
in Peking alone. There are 10 more sections 
in 10 other provinces. Each section has 2 
or 3 staff. In a situation such as hosting 
our delegation they would ask for temporary 
help from local organizations. For the 
meeting in Shanghai, 18 institutions were 
asked to help. The total membership was 
12,000. The U.S. representative in China 
for coordination with CSAA was Otto Schnepp 
at the U.S. Embassy. 
The meeting adjourned with Mr. Gibsons' thanks to 
Professor Shen Yuan. 
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3.9.3. Conclusions 
Professor Shen Yuan's remarks put into very clear per-
spective everything that we had seen in our visits. It is 
noted however, that without the wide range of technical 
visits the remarks would not have had such a clear meaning. 
Also, the visits, without such a clear picture of the his-
tory, would have left the delegation rather puzzled. The 
afternoon was of extreme value. 
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3.10 BEIJING INSTITUTE. OF AERODYNAMICS (17TH SEPTEMBER 1980) 
3.10.1. Introduction 
a. Schedule: Welcome and Briefing 
Tour 
b. Chinese 
Appendix B, entry 20. 
c. Americans 
Complete delegation. 
3.10.2. Welcome and Briefing 
We were greeted by the Director, Mr. Zhuang, who Jack 
Gibson had met in the U.S. early in 1979. (Fig. 15) 
He made the following introduction: 
The Institute was established in 1959, and now numbered 
500 people of whom one third were technical and scientific 
researchers. They come under the Beijing local government. 
They do work for any sponsor with some budget from the 
City. (He elaborated: 2-3 million Yuan is the internal 
budget. Wind tunnel experiments for industry are payed for 
by the industry) . 
There are several wind tunnel laboratories - subsonic, 
transonic, supersonic and hypersonic, which solve aero 
problems for aircraft and missiles. Their work is mainly 
experimental, but they have a small computer for computa-
tional aerodynamics. The computer is a DJS-8 with 130,000 
words of memory. (He noted that the computer used 48 bit 
words, and performed 200,000 floating point operations per 
second). 
They had an air supply system which served them and the 
"Ramjet Institute" (which was adjacent, and we would visit 
next). They also used a 200 atmosphere system with 240 cu. 
mete rs cap a.city. 
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Figure 15: Beijing Institute of Aerodynamics - Visitors and Host 
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3.10.3. Tour 
The facilities we saw were in good condition, and 
appeared to be regularly and capably used. 
Gun Tunnel: Cold gas (air driven, 28 meters long (5 meter 
driver, double diaphragm, lU meter driven section, nozzle, 
1.8 meter test section and 6.25 meters by 1.6 meters I.D. 
dump chamber). Nozzle exit diameter 600 mms, with conical 
nozzles for Mach Nos. 8, 12 and 15. (Contoured nozzles 
are being made.) Arc and spark Schlieren system, He said 
that they propose problems to the Institute of Mechanics 
which are done in this facility. 
Subsonic Wind Tunnel: 3 x 3 meters test section, 100 meter/ 
sec. (Fig. 16). The tunnel was built in 1966. It was 
equipped with a 1 ton balance (designed at the Institute and 
built in Shanghai. The tunnel ran (a maximum of) 4-5 hours 
per day. They had carried out flutter tests of the YlO in 
this tunnel. 
Trisonic Wind Tunnel: (This was similar to tunnels that we 
had seen at N.W. University andBIAA). It was a modification 
of a Russian design. The test section was 600 x 600 mms. 
Mach number range was 0.6 to 4.0 using fixed blocks, and 
was being extended to 4.5. It was a blow-down arrangement 
from 7,000 cu. meters of air stored at 25 atmospheres. 
This particular facility was notable for the atmosphere of 
efficient activity in the area. The nozzle blocks were on 
wheel carts, ready to be quickly changed. Three ladies 
were working in the data area which contained an on-line 
acquisition system to a computer dedicated to the Facility. 
They were using strain guages, foil transducers and Scani-
valves, and making force measurements on the model. (Beijing 
Electronic Computer Factory makes the computer, which is !!£! 
the central computer for the Institute. The sys tern is the 
same as the one at Shenyang. ) 
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Figure 16: Beijing Institue of Aerodynamics · Wind Tunnel 
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3.10.4. Conclusion 
The technical capability at the Institute was superior. 
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3.11 POWER PLANT RESEARCH LABORATORY (17TH SEPTEMBER 1980) 
3.11.1. Introduction 
a. Schedule: Welcome and Briefing 
Tour 
b. Chinese 
Appendix B, entry 21. 
c. Americans 
Complete delegation. 
3.11.2. Welcome and Briefing 
We were welcomed by the Director, Mr. Wang Shu-Sheng 
and invited to sign a visitors book. Several of our party 
had met groups from this laboratory for discussions at the 
hotel on the previous weekend. The following introduction 
was given: 
This laboratory (which had been referred to earlier at 
the 1•Ramjet Institute") was formed in 1962. The facilities 
were started in 1963 and completed in 1965. It was a divi-
sion of the Beijing Research Institute and came under the 
China Precision Machinery Corpora ti on lour tmders tanding 
was that this organization was separate from any Ministry, 
and clearly the activity was geared to military weapons). 
They could, he said, do work for any ministry. 
There were two sides to their activities, testing and 
research. They did most on ramjets but sometimes tested 
turbojets. There were 600 workers of whom one third were 
engineers. They have 5 test cells of which 4 are used for 
ramjets, one for ram-air turbines and other projects. They 
plan a facility for solid ducted rockets. Of the ramjet 
test cells, 3 are direct-connect (D.C.), 1 is a free jet (F.J .. ). 
Of the 3 direct-connect cells, 2 are for high altitude, one 
is for low altitude. They use two air systems, at 22 and 220 
atmospheres. 
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The work done so far included the following: 
Testing: (i) Ramjet engines of 530 mms diam., M = 2.5. 
Altitude 20 kms, both D.C. and F.J. 
(ii) Turbojet engine of 5,700 kg thrust, M = 2.3. 
Altitude 20 kms. 
Research: (i) Supersonic inlets and diffusers studied ex-
perimentally and using "method of combined 
differences" computer program. 
(ii) Ramjet combustion, burning problems of flame 
holders and fuel control systems. 
There was one question: 
Augustine: There has been good progress on ramjets at 
Vought and Martin in the U.S. but we cannot 
find a good mission. Can he tell us what 
they plan to use them for. 
Wang Shu-Sheng: Target drone. (There was some interchange 
between the Chinese and several people 
commenting at once before this answer was 
made. The names of the Bloodhotmd and 
Seacat (U.K.J and Talas and Bomarc (U.S.) 
were mentioned as older systems. The 
statement was made that air-latmched cruise 
missiles now use turbojets. It appeared 
that, tmtil the question, they were t.mder 
the impression that their work was import-
ant for missiles. Again there was the 
impression that the activity here was not 
part of a cohesive research and development 
effort) . 
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3 . 11. 3 . Tour 
The facilities were large but had the appearance of rust 
and old age. Again, the facilities were not surrounded by 
the trappings of research - technician workbenches to handle 
hardware repairs, tables with reference materials, a place 
to write a logbook, instrumentation being readied. 
We saw three test cells, and were told that #2 was 
entirely similar to #1. 
Test Cell #1: A high altitude simulation cell designed 
for Mach 2 to 4 at 2-32 kms using direct-connect technique. 
Low pressure was obtained with two-stage air ejectors driven 
by air at 40o 0 c. Test duration was 1 minute. Tests were 
run about two days a week. Other time was needed to prepare 
and repair engines. The measurements included stagnation 
pressure and temperature, thrust using a thrust bed, vibra-
tions, and some transient measurements had been attempted -
unsuccessfully. A closed circuit TV was used to observe 
the engine from the control room. 
Tes t Ce 11 # 3 : 
square section. 
A free-jet test section with 420 x 420 mms 
The arrangement 
J--J t L __ 
of the apparatus allowed easy access to the test engine. 
Angle of attack could be varied to 10°. Schlieren was 
used to obtain shock patterns. Blowdown was from 220 atmos. 
at 150 kg/sec for 1 minute duration. 
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Test Cell #4: Was not seen. It was designed for Mach 1-3 at 
0-8 kms. 
Test Cell #5: Test was set up for a ram-air turbine for 
power generation. Unit could operate D.C. or F.J. with 
small test motors. Turbine speed was limited to 30,0UO RPM. 
Supply air was heated using turbojet combustors. Ptunps for 
kerosene or air were used as dynometers. 
Same cell also had a centrifugal pump test 
stand and an axial pump test stand was planned (there was not 
much work being done currently on turbopurnps). 
The laboratory paid for the use of the air supply. '!heir 
test schedule was arranged each week. Each cell was operated 
twice a week, sometimes overnight. It was typically l hour 
between tests. A test of a 1 kg/sec engine with a 2 kg/sec 
air ejector requirement might take 1/2 day to repump. Asked 
why there was little activity currently, Mr. Wang said that 
the cells undergo maintenance regularly for the 3 months of 
July-September. At that time there can be no testing. 
Testing would resume in October. It was noted that they were 
adding silencers to the ejectors because of the objections of 
the local farmers. 
3.11.4. Conclusions 
'!here was an ability here to test ramjet engines, how-
ever there appeared to be no concentrated research program in 
progress, and the almost absence of instrumentation would 
preclude a basic experimental research program. 
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4. DISCUSSION 
4.1. AERONAUTICS TECHNOLOGY 
From the individual visits to factories, universities and 
institutes, from attending the annual meeting of the CSAA and 
from the very frank presentations of Prof. Shen Yuan, all of 
which are detailed in Section 3, a self consistent picture of 
the status of aeronautics in China emerged. This resulted in 
the comments made by the delegation to ~rot. Shen Yuan (Sec-
tion 3.9.2). Professor Shen Yuan had no argument with the 
conclusions reached by the members of the delegation; he 
simply explained 'why' . 
It is clear that in the early 1960's, the commitment to 
develop aeronautics technology had led to impressive advances 
in the provision of facilities, in the organization of insti-
tutes and in the development of manufacturing capabilities. 
Had the Cultural Revolution not happened, with its total dis-
ruption of the educational system in particular and of life 
in general for about ten years, our delegation might have seen 
a technological level closer to our own. In fact, while the 
capability to manufacture was there and while many established 
research figures were back in business, (with young and 
enthusiastic disciples), there was a definite absence of 
established and directed research and development programs. 
It is not, in the opinion of the author, that we were not 
shown these activities. Rather, it is extremely tm.likely that 
until very recently they could have been maintained. 
The YlO project is an exception both in the fact that it 
was carried out in that particular period of time and also, 
by our standards, in the manner in which it was done. It was 
hard for us to believe, at first,that there was only one pro-
totype airplane, and that there was no readiness at all for 
production. But when one considers that this was China's 
first independent development of a jet transport airplane, and 
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that it was initiated during the Cultural Revolution at a time 
when "self reliance" was the rule and the pool of technically 
capable people had all but dried up, it is more surprising yet 
that the project survived. 
The stories of what transpired during the Cultural Revolu-
tion, which we heard repeated and echoed in different conversa-
tions throughout the trip, provided the explanation for much of 
what we saw. Each of the technical people who travelled with 
us had served for varying numbers of years in the countryside. 
They had been organized in cadres and been assigned to work in 
the fields. The universities were administered by the "young 
revolutionaries" who apparently took over the "budget" which 
continued to be funded by the government. (Within our own 
recent experience, it could perhaps be likened to the situation 
of the militants in Iran who were either supported by or 
tolerated by, but clearly acted outside the control of the 
authorized government). Some institutions must have fared 
better than others. Certainly the Institute of Engineering 
Thermophysics (Section 3.8) and the Beijing Institute of Aero-
dynamics (Section 3.10) appeared to have been technically active 
during those years. 
It also appeared to be generally accepted that the nation 
was spent-out when it was all over, and that there was no 
capital to initiate expensive and risky- development projects. 
Recently, delays were announced in China's planned purchases of 
broadcas.t satellites (Ref. 4, p. 20) and commercial aircraft 
(Ref. 4, p. 15), because the People's Congress (in session 
during our visit) had decided to give priority to the needs of 
light industry, and agriculture. It was reported in the quoted 
article that BIAA has not received any research funds (normally 
$4 million/yr. according to Ref. 4) for 1981. This is a 
reminder that the rate at which China's total aeronautics 
activity advances in capability is totally dependent on the 
course of government policy. 
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It is important to dispel the suspicion that we (or other 
delegations) were shown only so much and no more. I expect 
that there were defense projects in various stages of consider-
ation which nobody wanted to bring up, however, it would be a 
mistake in my opinion not to accept what we saw at face value. 
We covered the major aeronautics centers. 
were very forthright, the tours complete. 
The presentations 
Other groups now 
have returned from similar visits, and the story is much the 
same (Ref. 4). I have to conclude that the policy of opening 
the borders, of exchanging technical information is being 
followed with the same absolute commitment that any other 
policy handed down by the government is carried out. Further-
more, a definite eagerness for technical communications was 
evident, and at no time in all the visits was there any 
guardedness in what was said. (It is perhaps worth noting 
that it was possible to hear contradictory replies to questions 
sometimes. This happened because the immediate response to any 
question, whether it was understood or not appeared to be "yes". 
If the first question was followed up, it very often emerged 
that the first "yes" was more an acknowledgement of the 
question, than an answer to it.) 
4.2. THE COUNTRY AND THE PEOPLE 
Each member of the delegation returned from China differ-
ently but definitely affected by the experience. It was 
different for the Chinese-born, the U.S.-born and foreign-born. 
The Chinese-born were moved and obviously pleased to find, as 
one put it "The country has changed, but the people have not." 
The reaction of the U.S.-born varied, but many, possibly most, 
initially viewed what they saw from the point of view of com-
parison of "our system and theirs." Such an attitude could 
not survive an extended stay, at least, not unscathed. It is 
not unlike continuing to translate prices into your own cur-
rency after a few days abroad. The practice quickly loses 
relevance because everything is so different. 
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The author, an Englishman for more than 30 years, an 
American for more than 10 had little pre-knowledge of China, 
but considerable curiosity. The curiosity was probably rooted 
in memories of photographs brought back by a father who served 
in China with the Royal Navy in the '20's and early '30's, 
(including one of a public execution by beheading). There 
had also been the experience of going from England where there 
was generally an attitude of respect toward China as a country 
and the Chinese as a people, coupled with a reluctant acknowl-
edgement of the totalitarian government, to the U.S. where 
China seemed to be treated as simply part of "international 
communism". Which was the better perspective? Also, how could 
a government really hope to convince a complete population with 
endless repetition of simple slogans? The intelligence of the 
Chinese in the U.K. and in the U.S. suggested that that could 
not work. There was definitely an incompatibility between the 
picture of China given by those who knew it before 1949, and 
that which came from reading news reports during the next 20 
to 30 years. What was it really like? The author went in this 
frame of mind, but certainly with the subconscious anticipation 
that the society would be very serious, very strict and very 
restricted. 
The Chinese were found to be extremely gracious, extremely 
good humoured and relaxed, extremely nice people. There 
seemed to be an acceptance of each individual's role whatever 
it was, an attitude of cooperation and an absence of competi-
tion between individuals. In talking about the status of the 
country, the new government policies, the new rules concerning 
family size, and so on, there was a tendency to use "we" 
rather than "they", or "the government", to explain it. It 
seemed that they identified with the country and with the 
government. They explained (as perhaps they had been explained 
to) why a particular law had been changed. There was a univer-
sal sympathy for the hard work of the peasants (with whom all 
high school-aged children live and work for a period of weeks), 
and an acceptance of the obvious goal of improving their lot. 
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There was a naturalness and politeness, and an absence of 
pretense, in almost everyone's behavior. Peoples' awareness 
of others was demonstrated everyday on the streets. While 
the roads were crowded with pedestrians, bicycles, buses and 
carts, the practice was to give way to the other person. We 
saw only one accident (or the result of it) in three weeks of 
travelling, - a collision between two trucks at a bend in a 
country road. There was not one incident in any of the 
crowded cities. 
There was no atmosphere of restriction. We, as a party, 
went as a group to wherever we asked to go and wandered around 
freely as individuals. There is obviously a de-facto control 
however, on the movement of the population as a whole. The 
individual is tied to his assigned job and organization since 
they provide subsistence income and shelter for his family. 
To go anywhere he must have the approval of his organization 
and for that must have a good reason to go. If he gets 
approval, however, a trip by train or plane (-to visit a dying 
relative perhaps, who has been a good public servant) will cost 
him almost nothing. 
It should be mentioned that it was not necessary to lock 
the hotel room door except in the Beijing hotel. Everywhere 
else, we were able to leave our belongings, including money, 
without fear that they would be touched. It is only in hotels 
which cater for large numbers of foreigners that the need for 
security arises. 
The hotels were generally more like older European than 
modern American hotels. Exposed pipes and old-tile, or un-
finished, bathroom floors were the rule. However, you could 
usually get laundry done in less than 24 hours. 
Many aspects of China reminded, at least this member of 
the delegation, of the situation in Great Britain a few years 
after the Second World War - the appearance of the interiors 
of the hotels and the lack of development of the airports; 
the availability of T.V. 's but inability of most people to own 
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them; the just-eradicated poverty; washing hung out to dry 
between rows of small houses; the atmosphere of a changing 
society in a country conscious of its long history. That 
should not be interpreted to say that China is simply 30 
years behind. It is not that simple. The trains, the com-
mercial jet aircraft and the buses are wholly up-to-date. 
On the other hand the grains are still thrashed by hand and 
laid on the road-side to dry as they were in Marco Polo's time. 
They have very few computers by western standards, but on the 
other hand, they have many people with the capability to use 
them as soon as they arrive. 
Throughout the trip, in almost all situations the atmo-
sphere was one of "eagerness to learn". This was evident in 
all technical exchanges, but also the commitment to learn 
English was seen everywhere, - the young joggers in Shanghai 
who ran alongside and conversed cheerfully; the elevator 
attendant who was learning from the radio; and the young 
salesmen at the Shanghai Industrial Exhibition who were there 
only for that purpose. In all schools now the requirement is 
to learn to read and write in both Chinese and Pinyin, the 
officially-recognized romanization of the Chinese language. 
The eagerness and enthusiasm was very evident in the 
young engineers, somewhat less so among the mature. When a 
comment was made concerning the positive atmosphere, we were 
told that it had been much more so before the Cultural Revolu-
tion. The senior people told of the feeling of great hope 
that they had had then for the country and the hard work that 
everybody had willingly contributed. That level of enthusiasm 
could never return. There was a sadness and disillusionment 
left by the long experience. To the author it appeared that 
these people, people who had known China before 1949, who had 
experienced the radical changes under Mao, who had participated 
in the association with the Soviets and then worked for "self-
reliance" without them, who then had endured forced labor and 
humiliation at the hands of their own youth while their whole 
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society was torn apart, these people were soberly enjoying the 
return to normal behavior and hoping that nothing would happen 
to stop it! 
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S. CONCLUSIONS 
1. The AIAA delegation was given a very thorough tour and 
review of aeronautics activities and facilities in China. 
The Chinese hosts were forthright and open in their presen-
tations. 
2. The capability to manufacture airframes and engin~was 
evident, and university and institute research activity 
was found to be strong. On the other hand, the YlO 
program appeared to be an exception as an example of an 
advanced design and development activity. The capability 
for design and development of engines or airframes was 
otherwise not seen by the delegation. 
3. Extensive facilities for research and development of 
engines and engine components were seen at the G.T.E., at 
universities and at research institutes. In most cases, 
the facilities were still in an early stage of operation. 
4. Professional contact was established with the main centers 
for air-breathing propulsion research in China. Contact 
with the work of the G.T.E., with Prof. Zien at N.W.U., 
Prof. Tsui of BIAA and Prof. Wu of the Institute of 
Engineering Thermophysics, will be maintained. 
S. Technical communication with professional counterparts in 
China was found to be at least as easy as with professional 
counterparts in Europe. The communication was usually open 
and cooperative, rather than professionally competitive, 
in nature. 
6. The fact of the difference in political philosophy in the 
two nations did not, surprisingly, inhibit the exchange of 
ideas and information. While discussion of philosophy was 
deliberately avoided, facts were exchanged and discussed 
freely concerning living conditions and life styles. 
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7. Technical exchange and collaboration at the basic research 
level would probably be no more difficult than with European 
Nations, were the official policy to allow it. 
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September 1980 
AIAA Delegation to China ~ 
Chinese Contacts 
1. August 30: Shanghai hosts 
,11- ! Zhang Ting ~J>a-1' Deputy Secretary General, CSAA 
Chen Guoxing ~~ fil ~ Director, International Affairs , CSAA: 
\ Director, Technical Exchange, Third Ministry 
of Machine Building (3MMB) 








Lecturer, Beijing Institute of 
Aeronautics 
Interpreter, CSAA: Technical Exchange 
Div, 3MMB 
Interpreter, CSAA 
2. September 1: Hangzhou Hosts 
Yang Libiao .{.~ .i.1~ Dir, Zhejiang Provincial Industrial 
Office (ZPIO) 
He Yuanxian~~ ~ 










.3:- lci if'. 
Xue Dexin ~~ 
Jf ~t.JilL 
Ma Su ... ~ fi\ 
Qiang Ziqiang~f~gl 
Xu Jiazhe ~t ~ 11' 
Ye Hui Min 
~i:A. ~ 
General Manager, Shanghai Aircraft 
Industry Corporation (SAIC) 
Dpty Gen'l Mgr, SAIC 
Dpty Chief Engineer, SAIC; Sec'y Gen'l, 
Shanghai Aeronautics Society 
Plant Manager, Shanghai Aircraft Factory 
Dpty Chief Engr, SAF 
Dpty Dir, Plant Mgr's Off, SAF 
Engr (fuel systems); acting interpreter 
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4c September 3: Banquet (additional) 
Shen Yuan ~'fC.s f'.....i Chairman, CSAA: Professor and Vice 
Director1 Beijing Institute of Aeronautics . 
and Astronautics (BIAA) 
Lin Shi ~ e # ::!:' ~ BIAA 
GROUP I (Northwest} 
5. September 7: Chengdu hosts; 
Su Chungu f ~ t 




Respnnsible personr Sichuan Society of 
Aeronautics (SSA} 
Inte1:preter 
Dpty Dir, SSA {hosted banq-uei:.) 
6. September 8: Gas Turbine :Research Establishment (GTE) 
Kang Yi Jl ~i President {not present} 
Chen Jiheng \tti_ "~ Vice pr0.sident 
Yuang Meifar_£>~ 
Zhao Chengshen$ i<, 
~ '11YJ~ 
Fan Zuomiit ~V ~ 
Liu Y'azhen _ 'f!..L 
~·J ~ "P'~ 
Xie Shiyu ~f -:t' £ 
Shao !6hongf u ..b • 
9(t ,6_ \~ 
Liu Wenxing '<I 
.k·J ~.:L 
Xing Sen * 
Jfj :r--s:-
" 'Zhu: · Yuanzhen ( f) 
' ~ .f'-' ~~ 
Li Maoyuan .. "' 
t~X 
l Ren Rug en {!_~'90 't$._ 
Chief Engr (wife of Cher;. Jihe!''J ) 
Interpreter 
Dpty chif 1=ngr 
Responsible person, atmospheric test fncilii..:y 
component test facilities 
Dir, science and technolcg~ ma~agement 
Dir; planning 
Dir, administration 
atmospheric test facility 
component test facilities 
RP, singl e and multi-stage compressor 
test lab 
7. September 10: Xian hosts 
Tan Shanglin 
v~q~ 
Sec'y Gen ' l: Shaanxi Society of Aeronautics 
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.J, , 
Xiao Yun I~ L.. 
Liu Jingfan *•J ~~ 
Yang Pengj i .$1) 1J t 
Yang Qing xiung ~ 
~ ffe.. l\ p.:... 
Yan Ruc~n9; ?'¥-
Bi Jianr.. '$:' !I_ 
Du Tianwei /fj:..~t 
Dir, Shaanxi, 3MMB Bureau 
I 
':J, 
bpty secy, ShSA 
Prof, Northwest Polytechnic University (NPU) 
Prof, NPU 
Asst prop, NPT 
staff, ShSA 
staff, ShSA 
8. September 11: NPU Northwestern Polytechnic Un~versity 
Wang Peisheng· 
:f ..l. u-• 
-~ .::!:... 
Hu Peiquan . ~ 
-t~ /'[> ?l~ 
Yang Pengj i ..f~ ~ { t 
v '"' 
Zhang Naiping (f) 
~~7) + 
Yang Kun $.~ j.~ 
Yu Xinzhi f trt t_.. 
Tu Xing /~ f; 
Vice president; chairman, academic research 
council 





small plain research institute 
lecturer, high speed wind tunnel 
9. September 11: Xian Flight Test Institute (met by Gibson, Fenter, 
Meade, Ostler, Roach} 
Chen Jingyun \! { i .. 
Yan Jinglin f ~ ... f..-1'. 
Zhang Zhongmin 
~rx__,~ ~ 
Dir, technical information division 
Dpty head, aircraft rsch division 
Dpty head, aircraft strength and load 
division 
Liu Jiaheng jz.~ IP i§ dpty head, computer div 
Chen Qi shun ( ¢} -tr. head, technical dept 
. r~&)I\~ 
Ge Ping ~ t Dpty dir of institute (primary host at XFTI) 
(met by Huang, Kramer, Kowlow, Grey Shreeve): 
Xu Sau .de 1~ ~~ ~t Dpty head, technology dept 
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Shi Shuwen t_ :i\ fl._ director, general office 
Xu Sujun 11~ f. l 
:f:. "l • 
dpty dir, s & t div. technical dept 
Zheng Liangcheng • dir, electonics rsch lab 
G Sh' .. ~~ ~fi technician ao 1Jian ~ 
Qiu ?ii~ ~ dir, No. 2 Rsch off Yongshe g 
Jia !1:-f ~~ 
Yan i \L " 
Bai Shizhe ~~~ interpreters 
Wang Xiuru l._. ~ /;, 
10. September 11: Xian Aircraft Factory 
Lu Songshan rt 1:_~} chief engr (in charge) 
Kong Yan ~u ;Ri.. chief engr 
Xu Zhenhuan· v1' ;!'~~'interpreter 
11. Sep~ember 12: Xian Aero-engine Factory 
~ (.d <; 
Li Guofu ~ l;J -<Q chief engr 
Fei Binfnag l ~~ dpty chief engr 
Sun Yif ang 1--1· *--~ dir, foreign affairs dept 
Hao Jin '~'\ ~ interpreter 
Lin Yuf u #~ {.~ F-8 workshop 
Sun Yashun ~ .. ~;I_ /II~ turbine blade workshop 
Gro~p II (Northeast) 
12 • . September 8: Nanjing ""Aeronautical Institute 




Chao Chen Loun* 
Liu Shising* 
aircraft dept, airplane design 



















13. September 9: Li Ming Machinery Company 
Cheng Huaming A-1 ~~manager 
14. 
Xu .. B.ingquan 1~. f t"t engr 
Song Diankui~ $.G:. fdpty mgr 
Wang Q.ingqi !.~ ~dpty chief engr 
Li Zhiguang t;t f dir, planning institute; dir, CSAA 
Yuan Maoyu _.l@- f quality control 
Wang Guodong .£.ij\ ~chief, planning dept 
Xu Mu ~ =t' .t.L dir, general office 
September 9: Aerodynamics Research Center 
An Xian ( it t ) - near Mianyang 
#- .!-




Li Jun t ~ chief, technology dept, TWT 
He Dexin ~ 'it Jf· dir, technology, low speed wind tunnel 
Wang Muxun ;!:_f~ ~ir, dir 
Xiao Lilin k1 A.lJ #low speed aerodynamic research dept 
15. September 10: Aerodynamic Institute (Shenyang) 
.,v l'<f {.J, 
Zhang Zhongqiu ~~ ·rv, dpty chief engr 
\ ~ 
Wang Wenen L X.. 1 .:> vice presidnet 
dpty chief engr 
dpty chief engr 
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Cheng Houmei 4;; J! ~ dpty chief engr; · dir, theoretical rs ch off 
Wang Zhensheng .:E::}..@<:.1_ engr; dir, rs ch off 
Wang Zhanying ;,..; 1-....... engr; dir, rsch off 
16. September 11: Harbin Engine Manufacturing Company 
Wang Xiurui!-1'f-i~dpty plant mgr; acting chief engr 
17. September 12: Harbin Aircraft Manufacturing company 
Qi Zhikun '} J~~l_ · chief engr. 
18. 
18. 
Xiung Wenj ie ~i Jl.}. dpty chief engr 
....... 
Hu Benxun t~ ~ ~ plant mgr 
Xun Zhenzhougn ~ f :t&.t,dpty plant mgr 
September 12: Harbin Polytechnic Institute 
Liu Zhongfu ~.'J ~<f ~· vice president 
Li Jiabao f i ~ service direci.:.or 
September 13: Beijing Research Institute 
Machinery Company 
of China Precision 
, 
/. . 
Bai Jingji c ¢) W ft 1ep 
~ ~ -t+-
Yang Yinmao ( ¢) ~ \~ A' 
Zhang Xinwei ~~ ~ 1~ 
Zhao Houjun ~ ~2 
:iii; 
Liu Yijian Jt·J - -i.j 1f .. 
Jiang Rui f~ ~ ~ 
~ >t.$ 
Shi Bai yuan 'j!_ Jtp ~ 
Jia Baohui .... -; -a;t:.' _ ~ 
~ \~ 
Sun Dechun ~·l 1 '1t <t{!.J 
Guo Fengchun ~ ~ ' 
Chen Zhengfu J ~ 1 ~ 
Zhu Zongyou Ji. v§.1 /. J-
~ ~1 Vsi 
Xu Zhongyi ~~' ,'t_ ~ 
Lu Xiying : /~~ ~ 
Wei Baijun ~<fl 1l 





Mingchi Feng ; 
Liu Detian 'le 




Zeng Quang Cun 16 
• 
Beijing Aerodynamics Research Institute 
Kgu Jue Wy 
h 
. .,. 
C ao Ru Jan 










Yang Xini *' 
Wang Ju-yun ~ 
Chang Ping f 
Dong Xing-de ¥1 
Wang Zu Quan » 
Li Ying'1' 
II , Vice chief of s & t div 
II , vice dir, design div 
Cheng Shun Haw .. 
Li Se shing ~ 
Zhuang Fengan .Y 
. ~ 
Chen Chao Min 
Re Kuo shing 'I' 
II interpreter 
Beijing Rsch Inst, CPMC 
II II " II 
II dir 
September 15: Beijing Institute of Aeronautics 
Astronautics (BIAA) 
.. - ;f Lu Yingj ie \ £. 1::.. dir, foreign affairs .... 
Zhao "" - ~ Zhenyan ;!::: ~ ~ prof, vice pres 
Cao Dejun ~ 1~ bij 
'(jJ ~"Ii 
prof, vice director 
Jin Rushan b W J. 
~ b l 
assoc prof 
Shen Yuan ~'fV ~ prof, vice _director i pres, 
' Chen Shunshou ~ ~i:)t~ 1<Jir, BI.AA aeroengine ~ept 
Zhang Ting l~ '* dpty secy genl, CSAA 
. . J1 '>.t \, 
Cui Jiya i~ ;; JI ':!- prof, BIAA engine dept 
F'eng Yuj j etj ...i~ ~fii; 5!.assoc prof, controls dept 
Xu Huafang 11~ ~ % prof, aerodynamics 




Lin Shi'e prof, automatic controls, guidance 
Chen Liangxian lecturer, systems mgmt eng. 
He Qingzlu prof, design {aero), dynamics 
Gong Yaonan asso prof, aerodesign and dynamics 
21. September 13: China Precision Machinery Company ( CPMC) , 












dir, powerplant rsch lab 
engr 






aerodynamics teaching group {host) 
aerodynamics teaching group 
aerody.namics :research gmql 
aerodynamics rsch lab, low speed wind 
tunnel 
aerodynamic rsch lab 





23. September 14: 
Zhu Xiaoyun 
aerodynamics rsch lab (gave parawing 
paper at CSAA Baoshan Conf.) 
aerodynamics rsch lab 
aerodynamics rsch lab 
Mingtombs (Gibson, Roach, Shreeve met) 
dpty dir, CAE tech dept 
September 15: BIAA, Flight Guidance and Control Staff 
Shen Gongshiwn* astro-navigation 
Yao Tiemer* hydraulics 
Guam Hangzing* flight control systems 
Li Pea Cheng* hydraulic control 
Feng Yuqiang* flight control systems 
Wen Chuan Yuan* head of dept 
24. Chinese Academy of Sciences, Institute of Engineering 
Thermophysics 
Wu Zhonghua 





Chen Jingyi * 
Qiang Dufu* 
Chen Mingchen* 
prof, dpty dir of inst 
assoc prof 
assoc prof attended briefing to Kramer, and Shreeve 
prof by Prof. W.u; in official photo. 
assoc prof 
rsch asso, led tour, lunch 
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explosion dynamics (Caltech) 
gas dynamics, lasers (MIT) 
experimental gas dynamics (shock tunnel) 
foreign sec'y, solid mechanics 
solid mechanics 
fluid dynamics, geophysical dynamics 
fatigue 
aerodynamics (Harvard, Johns Hopkins) 














Gen'l dispatching office 
Dept. of flight operations 
Telecommunications 
Flight operations dept 
Education Bureau 




Dpty div chief 




28. September 1 7: CPMC Powerplant Research Lab 
Liang Shoupan dpty dir (Inst.} ; consultant, CPMC 
Bao Kerning dpty chief engr 
Wang Shusheng dir 
Wang Miaoyong designer 
Guan Wanf u dept head 
Shao Xinrong engr 

















3rd Min. foreign affaris bur., dpty 
chief; dpty gen'l mgr, China Aviation 
technology Import, Export Corp (invited 
but did' t attend} 




sec'y gen'l, CSAA; prof 
dpty sec'y gen'l; CSAA; prof 
dpty sec'y gen'l; CSAA; prof 
CSAA 
3rd Min., foreign affairs dept, dir. 
dpty chief engr, CAE 














3rd Min., staff 















Airforce, Scientific Rsch Dept, dir 
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Appendix C. Detailed Itinerary 
Aug 30th (Sat) 
Aug 31st (Sun) 
Sept 1 (Mon) 
Sept 2 (Tues) 
Sept 3 (Wed) 
Sept 4 (Thurs) 
Sept S (Fri) 
Sept 6 (Sat) 
Sept 7 (Sun) 
1355 Arrive Shanghai via CAAC Flt 916 
from Osaka. Reception at Airport. 



























Bus to train station 




Train to Shanghai 
Dinner 
Bus to train station 




Banquet hosted by CSAA (Hangzhou) 
Tour Hangzhou 
Tour Hangzhou 
Train to Shanghai 
Dinner 
Visit Shanghai Industrial Exhibition 
Visit Shanghai Aircraft Factory, 
(YlO) 
Banquet hosted by Prof. Shen Yuan, 
president CSAA at Jing .Jiang Club 




Banquet for CSAA at Jing Jiang Club 
CSAA Meeting 
CSAA Meeting 
(After dinner) CSAA tea party 
CSAA Meeting (discussion session) 
Tour Huangpo river . 
Delegation divides into Group I going west to 
Chengdu and Xian and Group II going northeast 
to Nanjing and Harbin. 
0815 Group I: CAAC Flt 5403 from 
Shanghai to Chengdu 
0900 Group II: Train from Shanghai to 
Nanjing 
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A. The following itinerary was for Group I 
Sept 7 (Sun) 
Sept 8 (Mon) 
Sept 9 (Tues) 
Sept 10 (Wed) 
Sept 11 (Thurs) 





















Banquet hosted by CSAA (Chengdu) 





Bus to Jiangyou (GTE), 
arriving 1915 
Bus to Mianyang (Aerodynamics 
Research Center (ARC)), 
arriving 1730. 
GTE hosted by Mr. Chen 
Group Ia visits GTE. Group lB visits 
ARC and arrives GTE at 1200 
Visit GTE 
Train from Zhongba to Xian 
Arrive Xian; reception 
Tour Quin Shi Huang Tomb and Hot Springs 
Banquet hosted by Xiao Yun, head of 
3rd Ministry Bureau in Xian 
Visit Flight Test Research Institute 
(FTRI) 
Banquet at FTRI 
Group Ia visits N.W. Polytechnic Univ. 
Group Ib visits Xian Aircraft Production 
Factory 
Visit Xian Engine Factory 
Visit Big Goose Pagoda 
CAAC Flt 2113 to Beijing, arriving 1805 
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B. The following itinerary was for Group II 
Sept 7 (Sun) 
Sept 8 (Mon) 
Sept 9 (Tues) 
Sept 10 (Wed) 
Sept 11 (Thurs) 


















Visit Nanjing Institute of Aeronautics 
(NIA) 
Separate Group meetings at NIA 
CAAC Flt 6306 to Shenyang, arriving 2145 
Visit Shenyang Engine Factory 
Visit Guided Missile Autopilot Factory 
Visit Shenyang Research Institute 
Tour Northern Qing Tombs and Shenyang 
Palace Museum 
Train #175 to Harbin 
Arrive Harbin 
Visit Harbin Engine Factory 
Visit Harbin Aircraft Factory 
Visit Harbin Technological University 
CAAC Flt 1602 to Beijing, arriving 1640 
C. The following itinerary was for both Groups 
Sept 13 (Sat) 
Sept 14 (Sun) 









Visit Palace Museum and Beihai Park 
5 groups meet with China Precision 
Machinery Corporation people at Beijing 
Hotel, Miss Gerard meets with Mr. Chen, 
CSAA, others visit Temple of Heaven 
Attend National Ballet ("Sylvia") 
Visit the Great Nall 
Visit the Ming Tombs (and picnic) 
Visit Beijing Institute of Aeronautics 
and Astronautics (BIAA) 
Lunch at BIAA 
Visits and tours at BIAA for separate 
Propulsion, Materials, Electronics and 
Aerodynamics groups 
Attend Peking Opera 
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Sept 16 (Tues) 
Sept 17 (Wed) 







One group visits Research Institute 
of Engineering Thermophysics (IET) 
of Chinese Academy of Sciences. 
Second group visits Materials Research 
Institute 
Mr. Gibson, Ms. Gerard & Dr. Grey discuss 
AIAA/CSAA cooperation with Prof. Shen 
Yuan 
Meeting with Prof. Shen Yuan representing 
Mr. Duan, Deputy Minister of 3rd Ministry 
of Machine Ruilding, in Beijing Hotel 
Banquet hosted by Mr. Duan at Beijing 
Roasted Duck Restaurant 
Visit Beijing Institute of Aerodynamics 
and Beijing Research Institute of China 
Precision Machinery Corporation 
Visit Summer Palace 
Banquet hosted by AIAA at Beijing Hotel 
Delegation departs Beijing 
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PROGRAM OF CSAA 1980 ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
4 September 1980 
10:00 AM - PLENARY SESSION 
Formal Opening by Prof. Shen Yuan, President of CSAA 
Lecture by Zhu Bao Liu: "Methods for Comparison of Combat 
Performance Between Modern Fighters" 
2:00 PM - SESSION A - AERODYNAMICS 
(Meeting Room of 2nd Floor) 
1. A Second-Order Theory for Three-Dimensional Supersonic 
Unsteady Flow and Its Application 
Qian Fuxing, (Institute of Mechanics Academia Sinica) 
2. A Numerical Computation for the Three-Dimensional Inviscid 
Supersonic Flow Around Combinations 
Ti Chuqun, (Beijing Institute of Aerodynamics) 
3. Experimental Investigation on Interferences of Top and 
Bottom at Slotted Walls and Effects Side Walls and in a 
Transonic Airfoil Wind Tunnel 
Airfoil Research Team, (Nanjing Aeronautical Institute) 
- SESSION B - STRUCTURE AND STRENGTH 
(Meeting Room of 9th Floor) 
1. Semilinear Willenborg Retaration Model 
Huang Yushuan, (Northwester Polytechnical University) 
2. The Aeronautical Structural Analysis System for Static 
Analysis (HAJIF-I) 
Penned by Feng Zhongyue 
3. Application of Mathematical Statistics to Strength Analysis 
Zhang Junhua 
- SESSION C - POWER SYSTEMS 
(Meeting Room of 3rd Floor) 
1. The Design of Transonic Turbine Cascade in the Hodograph 
Plane by the Finite Area Method 
Ling Zhiguang, (Institute of Engineer Thermophysics 
Academia Sinica) 
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2: 00 PM - SESSION C - POWER SYSTEMS (CONT 'D) 
2. The Method of Combined Computation for the Viscous Axisym-
metrical Flow in Turbomachinery 
Jiang Jin Liang, (Fudan University) 
3. The Sweep Finite Element Method for Calculating Steady 
Transonic Flow 
Shen Huli, (Northwestern Polytechnical University) 
- SESSION D - AUTOMATICAL CONTROL AND ELECTRONIC 
(Meeting Room of 10th Floor) 
1. The Distributed Parameter System Theory of the Autopilot 
Design of the Slender Vehicle 
Shen Jian 
2. The Design of Time-Invariant State Estimator 
Dai Guan Zhong, (Northwestern Polytechnical University) 
3. A Study on the Application for Self-Adaptive Flight Control 
System Based on Energy Balance 
Li Lichun, (Automatic Flight Control Institute) 
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PROGRAM OF CSAA 1980 ANN.UAL CONFERENCE 
5 September 1980 
8:30 AM - SESSION A - AERODYNAMICS 
(Meeting Room of 2nd Floor) 
1. Review of Flow/Surface Interaction Aerodynamic Noise Technology 
J. S. Gibson 
2. Experimental Investigation on the Aerodynamic Characteristics 
of Parawings 
Hu Jizhong, (Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics) 
3. Overview of Compositional Fluid Dynamics 
R. L. Roach 
4. Aerodynamic Optimization 
L. M. Mead 
. 
- SESSION B - STRUCTURE AND STRENGTH 
(Meeting Room of 9th Floor) 
1. A New Model for Predicting the Overload Retardation Effect 
ub Fatigue Crack Propagation 
He Qingzhi, (Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics) 
2. Aircraft Flutter, Flutter Suppression and Wind Tunnel Test 
Techniques 
Chintsun Hwang 
3. The Generalized J Integral of Two Dimensions 
Zhang Xing, (Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics) 
- SESSION C - POWER SYSTEMS 
(Meeting Room of 3rd Floor) 
1. Test for Inlet Distortion in a Two-Spool Turjet Engine on 
Ground Test Bed 
Jian Feng 
2. A Universal Method for Solving the Two-Dimensional Cascade Flow 
Field with Free Streamline Boundaries 
Chen Jingyi, (Institute of Engineering Thermophysics, Academic 
Sinica) 
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8:30 AM - SESSION C - POWER SYSTEMS (CONT'D) 
3. Selection of Engine Optimum Operation Scheme 
Chen Dagang, (Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics) 
- SESSION D - AUTOMATICAL CONTROL AND ELECTRONICS 
(Meeting Room of 10th Floor) 
1. Trends in the Mechanization of Automatic Flight Control and 
Guidance Systems for Aircraft 
S. S. Osder 
2. A Study on the Application for Self-Adaptive Flight Control 
System Based on Energy Balance 
Li Lichun, (Automatic Flight Control Institute) 
3. Air Traffic Control System Engineering 
Sidney Koslow 
2:00 PM - SESSION A - AERODYNAMICS 
(Meeting Room of 2nd Floor) 
l, Two-Edged Boundary Layers and Their Approximate Solution 
S. F. Shen 
2. An Experimental Investigation of Heat Transfer on Rough 
Wall 
Tian Wenbing, (Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics) 
3. Surface Roughness Effects on Compressible Turbulent Boundary 
Layers 
F. W. Fenter 
- SESSION B - STRUCTURE AND STRENGTH 
(Meeting Room of 9th Floor) 
1. A New Method for Solving Torsional Problem Using Non-orthogonal 
Curvilinear Coordinates and Its Application to Gas Turbine Shaft 
Li MinHua, (Institute of Mechanics) 
2. Fiber Reinforced Composite Materials -and their Processing 
Walter L. Lachman 
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2:00 PM - SESSION C - POWER SYSTEMS 
(Meeting Room of 3rd Floor) 
1. The Application of the Mechanical Empedance Method to Analysis 
of the Disk Vibration 
Gao Junghai 
2. General Electric Engines for Civil Transport Aircraft 
Dr. J. J. Kremer, (General Electric Company) 
3. Basic Experimental Research in Compressor Aerodynamics 
Dr. R. P. Shreeve, (Naval Postgraduate School) 
4. Three-Dimensional Stress Analysis for a Shrouded Air-Cooled 
Turbine Blade 
Shung Changbing, (Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics) 
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Program on 6 se·p tember 19 80 
Discussion: 
1. Mr. N. R. Augustine, "Systems Engineering and Design 
Process" (Meeting room of 2nd floor, 8: 30-10 :00) 
Z. Mr. C. F. Bachle, "Past Engine Experiments" (Meeting 
room of 3rd floor, 8:30-lO:OOJ 
3. Dr. J. Grey, "High-Temperature Gas dynamic Measurements" 
(Meeting room of 2nd floor, 8:30-10:00) 
4. Prof. D. L. Kohlman, "Integration of Advanced and 
Propulsion Technology for Improved Performance of Light 
Airplanes" (Meeting room of 9th floor, 8:30-10:00) 
5. Dr. J. J. Kramer, "General Electric Engines for Civil 
Transport Aircraft" (Meeting room of 3rd floor, 10:00-
12:00) 
6. Dr. D. L. Quam, "Advanced Applied Aerodynamics" (Meeting 
room of 2nd floor, 10:00-1200) 
7. Mr. P. L. Sandoz, "Fatigue and Fall Evaluation of the 747" 
(Meeting room of 9th floor, 10:00-12:00) 
8. Mr. R. P. Shreeve, "Basic Experimental Research in 
Compressor Aerodynamics" (Meeting room of 10th floor, 
8:30-10:00) 
9. Mr. M. T. Weng, "Some Aspects of Fatigue Relative of 
Fatigue Relative to Cyclic Yield Stress" (Meeting room 
of 10th floor, 10:00-12:00) 
10. Mr. Robert L. Roach, "An Overview of Computational Fluid 
Dynamics" (Meeting room of 2nd floor, 10:00-12:00) 
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APPENDIX D.2. Abstracts of Chinese Papers (In English) 
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Application of Mathematical Statistics 
to Strength Analysis 
Zhang Jun-hua 
ABSTRACT 
Engineering variables are random. Their changes are regular. 
B-1 
Mechanics describes only regularity of their variation, but it can't 
describe their randomness. The randomness of variables must be described 
by Mathematical statistics. Then, the engineering problem should be 
solved by mechanical knowledge combining with statistical analysis. 
This paper demonstrates the necessity of applying statistical analysis 
to solution of strength problems starting with the stability analysis of 
shell. It also introduces the statistical calculation method, especially 
the method for calculation of one-sided tolerance limit for a normal dis-
tribution. On the basis of statistical analysis of test data, the statis-
tical criteria are established considering the successful experiences in 
the past. For example, for shell stability, it is 90% confidence with 
90% probability. 
With respect to welding strength of products, welding strength 
statistical analysis of LF6 products, shows reasonableness and necessity 
of checking welding strength by means of standard specimen from welding 
plate under same conditions. 
The problems, such as determination of numbers of test parts, selec-
tion of confidence values, accumulation and statistics of data and applica-
tion of extremum non-parametric method in statistical analysis for strength 
problem are discussed briefly. The relation between statistical analysis 




Tne taa.~ for developing f~~JI?-I 
.A.bstrac~ 
8.i1ul ys iz (E.d.J1?-I) i.: "t:C.e first :!..:i.rg0 
deve:c~ed. by 
All t~rpoc of linear ~tatic analysl~ for ae~or.~~:~cu.l 
stru.ctures can be conducted oy thi~ sys-cez: us L'l.:; :.:~1.2. ti-
.:::en~ 
tructure::>, 10 leve:z o:: suost"...U'ctures, The sys-:e:: )ro~ 
vides some statewe:r:s for autor:" .. atic d.ata go.:'.13~"':.-:im:, zo 
ve:cs fc:: l1igt. 01 ... C.e::." ;;;pa.rsa u..:::i:t::!'ix, o:;.'le is ~ .:::.oC.~:':!..ad. va-






.  -... ~ ........ ~ ............... .. .. ~ - -·. .. 
3-2 2 
tional modules which are independent of each other, 
so it can be modified and extended easily. There are 
approximately 30,000 source statements in the syste~ 
and most of them were written in FORTRAN IV. At the 
end of this paper, an us~r's specification for stress 
analysis of an aircraft is provided as a..~ example in 
order to demonstrate that the system is easy to ha.~dle. 
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The Gtmeralized J-integr~ 
of Two .Dimensions 
Beijing Institute 





.:.! - -. 
l;j I In t.rl)J.u.ctlou 
It l:;J lrnown tha.t Rice introi.luced the concept of J 
gral in 1967. He:cea.ftar, J- intagr!:il. has be~n wiJely uu.o~C1.;:d. 
in the field of Pra.cture m~chanics. However, this intco·...1.l 
c1..:1.!1 only be u::ied. wid.ur the followin~ conditions: 
a. 'rh.e plati;u have constant thickn~!Js; 
b. Thara are no body forces in the plates; 
c. Tha tt::tmparatl.lre fields ar~ uniform throu.ghout tnd platd. 
HiJ~trntly, tlw effect3 of body forcll::J and t1:Hapdratu.rE;t t'idl:i 
have bul3n con~idered separately in ~owe papers. 
N~vo.cthela:J:3, there ara wany importunt plate murabrJ cs waich 
huve variable thickrittss and opt)rate wida.c the action::1 o:t' body 
furcGs in the non-w1iform tclmperuture fialds. The tl.lrbo-Jlsks 
ar= typical exampl~s of this kind (Fig.l). 
In this pa.pur Wtj have derived a n13w Generalized J-int1:: 0'"rul 
r.'ro1il th~ total potent.Lal energy rdla:.i.su rattt and proved thu.t 
tills intugru.J. is inc.le pendant of the pu.th undbr the:: 10110·.; iIJ. L." 
c.: cmd i ti on~3: 
a. Th~ plutd~ huvo vuriable thicknes~; 
b. The.ctt are not only su.rfaca forces but also body for~&J:J 
actinl5 on the pl.::i.t~:J .. 






Iii 2 Con:.>tltu ti.ve Lu.\/ 
Auc0ruing to the Hook's law, w~ have the followln~ ~tc~uu-
::Jtruin rel!:ltiou in the el~tlc l:'!:l.!l~e 
CJ .. ·= 2.u C·· 1- f .. ,\. ~ ... , c' ..  
, I • 1 ,, "' A ' 
- s· .. J,{o.,, / 
'/ 
~ I ) 
ht.:J Cl:f, O:. is the !;)tI't;t.J~ componun t, e,1 i~ :.; tr-!.1in componvn t, A 1 ~ 
andµ are Lam~ cons tun ts, K i!:I tha eluu t Le con:; tun t of vr.,,-
lwn~ dil~tati:)U, Tis tempar!:l.tu.r~, °'is tn~ co1.:l'fi \:L-:n:. 0 1" 
linuar dxpuns Lon Wlli $ is Krout:tc..:lcr.:r u~l L~. 
Hy Lh~ d.~forn1u.tion tht::ory in ylu:.; tLuit.y , t.hlJ Lull · .... 1.i.i..0 
stres~ - strain law ls v~id in the pl~~tic rc..1.nJ~: 
a· = 1-~ ( c-.. - ~ .. · -~ 6-- 1 c ; '/ J { e '/ 'I 3 x, t< t 
I 
-r 1 I< < ~'i' ~ f ;-, E/< t - f, 1 ~ T) \ ..: ) 





Tn the"!"mo-so:L.id m11chanicn, the strain enP.rp;y denR Lty can 
be expressed in the following form 
i lvf k z W= o;1 dcii+T(JotTJ <S) 
Then by integration and differentiation we know 
~~I = a,s 
~ l rs 
co> 
§ 3. GenP-ralized J-inte·g:ral and Total Potentitl Enere~r 
s, 
JC, 
/ ~9 t'! 
It is kno'wn thnt the total potential energy can be 
expr'?ssed in the following form: r /. r 
/7~ / W le/A - 11 S. u. f ,is - /_B. u. fciA 






is surface f orct:l, B 
1 
is body t" u.n.:e, u 1 is a i~1: l~c.:­
ement, A is tha ari:u. of tht:l plutt:l, c
5 
is that pu..rt o~ ~!la 
contour with ~iveu fore~, t is the thl~ l .. n~ss of th.0 pluto, 
d!3 is thu1 Ji.fferuntla.l of the contcJU!" Ll.rc. ( f/:l .l) 
A.ccordL11.5 to tha def initiou of energy releas~ ratu G, -we 
haVld 
,-
l r- d1.1• 1 / 
-1- / J . - ---· !.. f cl S 
' i d a. 
Jes 
(8) 
~t that part of tna contour with givau displ~c~~~~t c u 
u 1 is independent of the crack l~ngta u. Then, we h:...i.ve 
LS. c/U;_ f Js = o z d Q,, u 
So the ;:mergy r~laase rate can be rewritten as f ollo\lls: 
I ( 
G I { · n du:· =z. )A Di da -----·--·-- --------- 7~~-f. d A 
I I I 






wher&, c i.s the whole contour. 
Introducing the folloving new co-ordinate sy~tam: 
we can then prove that 
d P 'oP 'oP 'oP 'aP 
d a = ~ a, - 'o X, = 'o a. - ~ x, 
(//) 
(/2) 
in which, P is any physical quantity, pr~sent~d in this 
" 
(/..:,L) 
i cl,W tJA-A dCI.. A 'OW tJA- ~Vlfa'A 'O ~ A :t, 
( / { ) 
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... 
· .. ·"! kn0w th'3.t the drm!J Lty of otrn.in errnrgy is functLon of 
tdA 
(/6) 
Accordin6 to the constitutive law, 
(/7) 
~lnc0 tPmper~ture is not function of cr~ck length, it 
follows 
· d T = 'a T _ 'a T = 0 ; e 'O T = 'o T (/B> 
- -- d -a, ____ --~ Q.._ ___ _d_x,_ ___ -- ~---- . ~a.- --- - '0-~ --. 
I . 
·""' ·th '3 titutine (17) nnd (lA) into equation (lfi) , we have 
r 
/ 0 ~/ t J A -{a-.. a c-ii t d ,.\ 
J ').. ·z • ". I A c,.Q.. f1 I OC\... 
+/_)_\{_ d T I d A (/9) 
a T ~ lf, 
A 
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Thau, by means of integration uy parts and trun: .. dorr...:... t ~ .:,n 
of line integral and surfac\3 integr<i.J., w~ obt<.i..Ln tr<t: 
following rel~tion : 
! clW t JA =fiv f d.xi A · d x., c 
-fw 'at JA 
'Ox, 
A 
,. ) , ) 
~ .. ....J 
We know that t.hd strt:!sses ~i' and boJ.y f orc.:lj:3 i:i i !;iLl. t .L~, J.' . · 
thd equations of i:tquilibr 11..Uil, the ~tr't:.:J~t1!3 a-.. :..u.-i .:i Ar : ... ..;i.; 
'j 
forces s 1 ~utisf; the bow1d.tiry conuitL:m!;) o.::· t' \>CC•J .... :...:1-i 
tild strain.:3 C·· und displu.~omontu u. ~ati~1·.:r tu~ t.i·l ··- • --·-·--
~· l. . 
of compb.ti,bllit.1 und displac13wi:t1ts u1 Stitlsl°J tl1..: uuLu1-
du1·y coditions of displacements, th~n by ti:J.lj prlw: ~ , , .:_ _ 
of virtual work, the following dqu1:1lity hold.; . 
(_!I ) 
'I'h1311 by :JU.b:Jtitutlons, it cun b0 ::.; :10· .. m th: ~:.. :;. _,_ 
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:J- -.; '\ 1 
1ut r Ou a curv~ st~rting from the lOWt::r Surfu.Ct:: Of "t fl~ 
cru.:.: I\: and tl;}rminuting at the upper surfc;.c~ of th1:1 cr:..a...:k 
unJ. incl.1ding the crack tip u..s its in tt::!'ior point, LtJ t ·"· 
UQ th~ Cl.I'l;JU aurrOl.Lnt..i~d U:J r :_ind the cruck ..:lUrf<...a.C~ • 'rum 
-
'ro prove the pu.th inJ.~p<':ntidnc~ property of th..: ~~u~. · :..l.L ... ..i 
I 
J int.;c;ru.l, let r lJt: anotht:l' curve startinG .t'rou. t t . ~ 1.:.. L: : · 
surruce o.f the crack und. te rminu. t int,; ut the up po::: c ....; ..J.I. L . ..._ ._; • ., \..1 -
t h .;; l!I'Cl..!.k. L~t A' bll thd artja corL"esponl.iLn5 A. 
r/t 
Lt:: t ,- b ._. .'..l, 
' r.;lo:.;ed CUI'Vd comp0!3l!U of r , r und crack surf aCt::.::i • Lt:: C .~ _. t..~ 
* tht:i ar~a .::;ur.1.·ow1J.eti by r . w~ know that on the surt'<.1.c~ of 
tha crack 
d x = 0 2 
= 0 
then by the definition of generalized J integ!'ul, wtJ h <.LV0 
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' /{i :t 'ot J -J = - W t J ~ 1 - . W ?>x t g, r* A-r ' 
-l"dw ~T fa'A 
* 'a T 'd~, A 
c-3 12 
dA 
According to the transformation formula of line intdb~al 
to surface integral and the dif ferentiutlon rulu~ of coili-
po~i~e functions, it follo~s th~t 
Furthermore by Terms of the constitutive equation ~~r: .J 
tha principle of virtual work it can l>1:.; :.,;hown t _n t: 
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Then by substitution, we can prove the following path-in-
dependence characteristics: 
l == J' 
------- ---------------------
§ 5 soma conclusions 
a. The generaJ.ized J - integral can be defined as follow~: 
I 
J--- ta-
bo Acoording to the above definition, the generalized 
J-integral has the property o! path-independence. 
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c. By means ot the above property, tne gena~a.lize~ 
J-integral is equal to the energy rele:i.s~ rate oft.~ 
system. 
d. With the above equality, we can use the t,:enacali.:ud 
J-integral to determine the stress intensity factors, "When 
·------- ---------tne-nodal point displacements have been calculated by the ·--- -----
conventional finite element method, in linear elastic .t'ri..l.c- , ... 
tur11 mechanics. 
e. it is proposed that the generalized J-integr!:!.l c:ui b~ 
usad to establish the fractur~ criterion and crack pro-
pagation law in elasto-plastic fractur~ mechanic~. 
f. Rice J-integral is a special case of the gen~rali~cl~ 
J - integral. 
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Semilineur Willenborg Retardation Model 
H.'uung Yushun, Liu Xuehui 
Northwestern Polyt~chnical University 
Ab.l:ltr~ct 
!11odt.:l based on Wheeler moJa l , which is not on1 ·: v 1:r y 
!Jimvle but also accurate enough for estimat.!. un • So ~f1tSi -
nders are very fond of using it. But we still ruiv~ to 
conduct experiments to determine the retardation ~xpom.nt 
( m) • 
In this papar the ser:iilinaar principle is ~xtenued. to 
Willi:mborg l.'etarJation mod~l. Al3::iUmin~ thut t~d block 
.::1i~<J of tht3 l..Jud s.pectrwa is small enough (f'or 1;1xampla, 
100 flights), the inst~tantJous cracl.c ::;ize a 1 , will btl 
whdre 
cr~ck ~lze a at which the ove~l o~d 
0 
6 red :;::6 lmax - 62max 
6 /max=- maximun str1:3~:.-:1 amplitude of 
overload cycle 




0 r-:.1 =A ( 0 lrnax - 6 2max) 
c:...i."1.:Jdd by eou~ ta11t :.U4pli tu.dd s tr~!:l~ spec.; tr: ..uLL, a ror..ll .li...1. 
LJ1' i.'dt:..1.1·...1.1.hi l.!ra.cl-:: :;roHth rutt:i c:..u1 be obt:..i....i.nuu. 'l'l.;..; ~ ., . • -
•;., : .. ~ l·~ 
U.....i. 
i - /\( r .- i) r-;-_ il~--
u - l 1 
0 
•• l _ r:; '( :: __ §"'. -1 _iTJ.~-'5 -
o·>., .. . 
: .i..1U. 
-•u.__ .. . 
0 2min > O rt:JJ, 
6 2m:..i.x > 6 r~J. 
l...i. 
(--) 
J.l .L'~ t; 
-=~ {< 1 - ~( y' - l) J n ( d.!:; 
j J.f lL.t;:J.1' 
J.J ... 
- I ~ "' - ( 
n ·r 
. !. i. , I : · 
' ) 





l.irlllu.r : from. con.:.itunt umplit..i.de J.ata. 
It; mu.;3t·'u~ yoint -:d out that t:w re~ult~ o.r pru.JL...;-
tion by Wilhmborg moJ.el is wisa.fe in avec:.i.5cl. It hu::l 
bu~n put .right in the s~m.ilinear Willenborg retard. a. t .Lon 
lliOJ.iJl. Prt.:d.iction is compart;d wl t;h some 13X.£.it:.rillental 
l't;;:.3ults. Th~y ure in clo~e a.greH..:ment. Thd cul .~ 1..1.l;.i.ti u n 
u~ih._; :.3l11uilint::J.r Willenborg modi:l is Vut'Y ::;;.i.mpl0. I t 
by ~~cl~lf lc ~xpari.ulents. 
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A New Model for Predicting the Overload 




During the transient period after applying a single 
overload, the retarded crack propagation rate is as-
zumed to be 
-~-= C {(.4Kb) eff J n= c [(Kb max) eff - (Kb min) ef:~r 
n da 




Where (----) is the unretarded crack propagat;ion 
dN 0 
rate corrcponding to ~ Kb. Using the effective 
stress concept proposed by Willenborg, and further 
assur:i.ir.e a residual stress relaxation factor oJ 
the "vC:J.lley" of the baseline cycle, we con put 
(Kb max)eff =Kb max -K r 
at 
(Kb rr.in)eff =~ min d Kr (2) 
Where Kb max and Kb min are the maximum and minimum 
baseline stress ·intensity factor respectively, and Kr 
is the stress int~nsity factor due to the residual 











Tho effective stress intenDity r5.I1Ee (4".lKb) ~f th 
tH en 
becomes 
=LI Kb - ( 1- cl ) Kr 
~ A Kb - ( 1 - .::ii) (K::i.p - Kb max ) 
Where Kap = Oys Jc ii: J R:i· i -~a 
1 K1 2 
RYl = ---( ----- ) the diu.meter of the pla:;; t'ic c7' ~s 
zone caused by the overload, 
c = 1 for plane stress condition 
c = 3 for plane strain condition 
3 
c ·= ----- for mixed mode, S is the .t'rac tion of 
1+25 
S rl03.r typu fracture St..1.rf'-lCG • 
'fhu ruin1IL.um A Kbeff occurs juat :followine the overload 
';/ho re 
= ~ Kb [ l - ( l - ol ) ( r - l)] ( 4 ) 
AK1 
r = ----- is the overload rat i o • 
A Kb 
Many investigators have poir:ted out that when the 
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ove1·louu ru.tio r reaeht;;S soL1e cri ticul v:.i.lue, t:-.tJ c rsc l-: 
~:.ropo.g:.ition will be arr1..:st<::d. And frora equation (4) . 
if (L\Ko.ff)rr..LI: =AKtl:., the cruck will not pro~\<l ~ · ;~ te, 
tl:nt i::>, i!" 
t: . ...: c -:-·::.i.ck c.:rO\~tl:: will b(:; .t".:J.ly :.irr'1:;t e; d, whore re .:.. . : 
:.·w c1·itlc:~1 ovorloau ru.tlo. l<'rom 3quaticn (5), w0 rind 




























* Ir:tegrating Eq. (7), we find the retarded cycle ND 













1 2 2 
~ac = ( Kl I Cb rw.x) 
7r c 02 max ys 
(10) 
It is not difficult to show that the minimum crack 
propai;;ution rate du.ring the transient peri.od is 
du J du ( __ :_ ____ ) . = [1- ( 1- oi ) ( r-1) ( ----) 
. d.N min ·a..N c 
Usir-g the model propo~8d in this paper and taking 
tile coefficient Il' ·= 4 , we caculated the retardei 
* c~·cles . ND and the minimum c;:r?.Ck propagation rate 
of some aluminum alloys (Lyl2-cz, 2024-T?. 20?~ -
r' - 1·ent load ~. ne conJition!l. 'l'he c::.i.J.culated resu : t.3 ;_r ',! 






'! : ...: t...:u in r.· .. ble (:>) and tc..i..·l t: ( :i) in the -t"t:x.t or' t .:H 
t..:. i:; .. ,r (in Chinese ) • The titeoretic:.ll restLl ts flt the 
1..:: ·f·Orirr..cntal data. fairly w~ll. 
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A NEW METHOD FOR SOLVL'fG TORSI01i.AL PROBLEM usnm NON-
ORTHOGOMAL CURVILINEAR COORDUlATES AND ITS APFLICAT!ON 
TO GAS TtJRBL1m SHAF'? ... . . . 
Li Min-hua (Lee 'Ming-hua) and Ren Xiao-an 
.Abstract 
A. new method for solving torsional problem using non-
orthogonal. curvilinear coordinates is presented. The 
following equations of equilibrium and compactibility 
expressed. respectively, in terms 0£ divergence and · 
cur~ o~ _ two _related shear str~ss :vecto~ · are first 
obtained: V·( YTg)=O and VXf~J'l=O. J3y utilizing 
the fact that divergence and curl of a vector are in-
variants for d.if>f erent coordinate systems, the equi1-
ibrium and compatibility equations for torsional pro-
blem of circular shaft ·vith variable diameter in ar-
bitrary nonorthogonal curvilinear coordinates are deri.-
ved.. The compatibility equation expressed in terms of 
stress function 1JJ iS as !ollovs: 
where G1 and G2 are functions of geometrical parameters 
only, they are respectively · 
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The contour lines (which are the equal stress-function 
lines) of the outer and inner wal1s of the longi.tudina1 
section of the shaft and other curves close to the equal 
stress-function lines are taken as one f'am11y of non-
orthogonal curvilinear coordinate curves. The coordina-
tes of the grid points of the non-orthogonal. curvil~ 
inear coordinate curves can be easily !ormed by the 
computer. By using the unequal-spacing finite di.f-
!erence formula the differential. equations at the grid 
points are reduced to finite difference equations. 
The numerical solution of the resulting set of finite 
difference equations gives the values of stress· funo-
tion and stress distributions for the whole shaft. 
Calculation for a hollow conical shaft which has an 
analytical solution is made and comparision shows that 
the difference is less than one percent. One gas turbine 
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.shaf't v1th tvo circular notched rings 1.s selected. as an 
illustrative example. The stresses obtained compares 
fai.rly vel1 close to that obtained by photoelasticity. 
In this paper particular attention is paid to the an-
alysiS o! the stress concentration. Several. calcula-
tions are made by changing one small circular notcil.ed 
ring (bf changing its radius or position, or botil.) and 
maintaining the other notch unchanged. '?he :!olloVing 
results are obta.ined:(l) Prom calcu1ation.s made f'or :rive 
* di:!ferent values of deepness of the firSt notch. vi.th 
- ~ radius of notch rerna1 ni ng unchanged, il ·is found th.at ·. ··· · --:- · 
\ when the notch circular arc ~---- --- -- -
13 located outside of the ~ . 
·1 
desl;n_;line (that is when d . 
i 
1.s negative). the value of 
~~--: ~·y 
maxi mi um shear stress at 
·1 
the notch varies linearly 
• --· ~ I • 
vith d, and When. the notch 
cuts in.to the inside of the 
design line(that is when d 
13 positive) the maximium · ·- •1 
~ .~f.Cll19L 
•"' 
shear stress at the notch 
1 · '·' 
_.. __ 
increases nonlinearly and 
j _....___ __ ...._ __ ...... __ _...~ __ ,,,__ 
-OS' -Atr o ~ +«r 
rapidly vith d as shown in 
the figure. 
I ·-- dHp1t•~ 0 no'1'c4 Q/ - ... 
I 
•The shortest distance from the design line to notch•s 
circular arc is def'ined as the deepness o! notch.. and 
1s denoted by d. · 17 6 
, 
-. 
- ...; .. 
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Therefore, it is important to keep the notch outside 
of the design line in the design of shaft. (2) From 
the results of calculation made for five different 
shapes of second notch (with different radi.1 and di.f-
!erent positions of the notch), it is found that when 
the radius of the second notch arc increases from 0.5 
mm to 2.0 mm, the maximiUJn shear stress at the notch 
decreases, and that when the radius of circular arc 
equals to 2.5 and 3.0, the maxim1um shear stress in-
creases slightly. It seems that at a certain value of 
notch radius and notch position, the influence to the 
stress concentration caused by other !actors is slig-ht-
ly · greater than that caused by radius of circular 
arc of the notch. (3) From the ·preceding calculations 
for the case whene the distance between two notches 
is slightly greater than the -wall thickness, it can be 
seen that the effect due to the variation of one notch 
on the stress concentration of the other notch is rather 
·smal.1. 
These calculations shov that the nev method present~4 
is convenient to use, needs smaJ.ler computer's storage 
capacity and less computer steps than that required in 
the finite element method. The use of arbitrary non-
orthogonal curvilinear coordinates enables us to handle 








greatly tho adaptability and flexibi1lty of the finite-
dif'ference method. The selection of the stress func-
tion as the basic variable gives directly the values 
of stress function at the grid points. A diagram of 
equal stress function lines and equal d.isplacement-
function lines tor the whole shaft thus can be ob-
tained. This diagram givea a general picture of stress 
distribution ~or the whole shaft and leads directly 
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Methods !or Comparison of Combat Perf'ormance 
·-
between Mode~ Fighters 
Zhu Bao-liu 
Abstract 
- - - .... ... -.......:.._._ 
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It is fairly obvious that the performance of both 
opponents in air combat hnd to be compared ~hen tac-
tics of modern fighters ~as studied. As basis for 
comparing thi.S article offered some 
to calculate the maneuverability o:f aircraft ln moN 
complex conditions, such as accelera~ion <luring tur-
ning and climbing, • 
In order to estimate the 011erall combat perfo'"MID3.nce 
of two aircrafts and to determine the favour air combat 
arena !or each other in their flight envelopes, a new 
parameter called air combat correlating parameter(ACCP) 
had been used in addition to the well-kno'Wil speci.flc 
excess power. The air combat correlating para.meter ~as 
obtained by considering the max. "gw turn, max. sustained 
turn and SEP of the aircraft at specific altitude and 
speed simuJ.taneously. The conclusion obtained by this 






1. Studying the tactics 1n air combat should be car-
ried ou.t on the basis of pertormance comparison be-
tween both opponents. 
2. In addition to ~ring the pertor:nance of two 
aircrafts. some comprehensive analysis should be taken. 
SEP of the aircraft va.s one of th.e most important para-
meters for comparison and ana1ysis. 
3. i'he favour air combat arena of one aircraft with. 
respect to his opponent might be determined by com-
parison of' SEP curves. In th.is f'avour arena, the air-
craft might be superior in climbing and accelerating, 
but unnecessaryl.y in turning. 
4. The favour air combat arena should be determined 
further by comparing SEP curves with. turning(f'or ins-
tance, Dy-'=2} because most of the maneuvers were tur-
ning and climbing(diVing) in air combat. 
5. For comprehensive comparison of' th~ aircraft ::ianeu-
verability. a new parameter called air con:.bat correlating 
parameter(ACCP) should 'be u.sed. In this parameter, max. 
·~ turn. max • sustained turn and SEP of the aircraft 
at specif'ic altitude and speed had been considered sim.ul-
taneousl.y. It could. also be adopted ·to determine the 
favour. air ~combat arena,.~ The conclusions obtained by 
this method might be more use~uJ. in tactical. studies. 
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~~e Des:..gn of ~ransonic Turbine Cascade in the Eodograph 
Plane by the Finite Area Method 
Ling Zhi-guang 
(Inst. of Engineering Thermophysics, Academia Sinica) 
Xin Shao-kong Tzu Sui-cha 
(Fu--dan. 'Jniversity, Sha."lghai) 
Abstracts 
The transonic turbine stage has now been more exten-
~i ... •ely useC. 1.Jecause of its existing :potential to in-
c.:-e2.!3e t~e stage loading wi th relat.:.vely good efficiency. 
::-_e '.i9~.:'..-. md rea2.:..zat i on of a trsnson:!..c tur'!:·ine cas-
c2..c.: wi ~.h :ow energy loss is one of the cruciE.l problems 
~~~ch shouJ..~ be solved. The general method of cascade 
des~gn, i.e. to trace out the profile first and then to 
~a.lcula~ e and check the surface velocity distribution, 
~ee!!l.S to be i.."lade~~ate for obtai.r..ing transonic turbine 
c~ca~es with lo~ energy loss because here not only the 
ve:cc:..ty :profile, but a.:!.so the position and shape of 
sonic 2.!ne, the uniformity of flow field J.nside the pas-
sage especia::y near the throat area and at the exit 
~art a!=ects its aerodynamic characteristics. Therefore 
:'..:t :..s· reasonable ~o design transonic -';urb.:!..ne cascades 
by :presc~ibed si..::.rf~ce velocity :pro~ile, accor~ing to 
~reesti:n.a~e~ to some ex~en~ the sonic line position and 
~he exit ~low !:..eld. 
inverse desigr! :problem of 
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~ransoni~ turbine cascade in the hodograph plane by the 
fin~te area methodo The design of transonic turbine 
cascades by the hodograph method has been successfully 
tre~ted by G. Karadimas(l) and D.Eobson (2). The non-
::.near ~~tial differentis.l governing equation becomes 
l:..nee.r i=i the Hodograph plane but the difficulties arise 
:.n the compl-icated velocity profile configuration and 
th~ troublesome handling of sin~ilai-fies. With respect 
to solution of -- the non-regular velocity profile in the 
hodograph ~lane, it is preferable to use the finite area 
metho~ ~o tra~sfor.n it in to another reduced plane to 
for'!l a rec~angular shape. 
In -l;!J.t::> first part of the paper the governing equation 
is transf orme~ to a symmetric form of 
L c r.jJ J = -~ 8 ( w g 'J J + j>.., ( w a~, ) = o 
where /\/-j(~/ J;.~: .,~ i,./:: ~, and this form i.s adopted 
to obtain the upstream singular solution in assuming y,/.=~.:O 
The ~oundary condition connected with ~he existing dis-
cont~~u.:.ty in the hodograph plane is also analyzed and 
conclusion is verified by numerical tests. 
~~~ next part describes ::.n detail ~~e method of solving 
~,~eB!r. function field by means of f:!.nite area method, inc-
!.t<.c.~g the i.."1.i;eg.ral transformaticn o! governing equation, 
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~~~ =:..ni~e area scheme, the particul9.r corner finite 
~rea sc~~~es a.~d so o~ . The accuracy of solution is 
also brief:y discu.ssed. It is pointed out that the 
solutiun ~s eqU.::.valent to the method of weighted 
res:.dua2.s with weighted function equal 1. 
~~e resu.2.~s ~f ca:!.culation prove that the solution 
is very sta~:e and it is not necessary to modify the 
mes~ i.!l some ylaces (e.g. near sonic line) as in the 
met.hod of(l). I~s progr8l!I. is rather si~yle and for 
the ~·.:."':Ison:.~ yar"t, it o!lly ta.1<es 5-6 m.:.nutes to cal.-
cu.lat-: s. -:-~.s~ade on TQ-16 machine. The solution is 
ra+.~er sensi~ive to the position of the critical 
point on son:.c line. Finally some proposals are given 
:!'egarc.:.n.g "';he form of the prescribed velocity co!ltour 
!er ob~aining acceptable cascade yrofiles. 
Ref. 
:. G.Zaradimas: VXI Lecture Series 59. 
2. D.Hobson: CUED/A-Turbo/TR.40. 
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'::-~ YIBTSOD OF COMBINED COMPUTA'!'IOU FOR T~ 
Jia."lg Jin - liang 
(Fudan University) 
Abstract 
5or si.E~:icity the flu:.d is cosidered as the invis-
cou.s .:!.deal :'l".l.id in the usual approach to computing 
flow i.."l t~..:r~ornach.:.na~y. But this can."lot reflect the 
e~~ec~ of ~scosity in the boundary layer of the wall. 
Pr~f =ssor Wu. C-H. had analysed the effect of viscos-
from equations of the viscous flow. Au-
,~or had ?r2sented a numerical method for compu~.:!..ng the 
v:..sco'.:S conpressible steady la~inar flows in ~urboma-
~h~~a.ry. The ~umerical computation of the visco".l.s axis-
y~etrice: f:. ·;,w in the stator and the rotor of multi-
s~age 8-"t:'...al-flow turbomac>~ :..nary is made separat82.y by 
means cf t~~s method. 
~~is ?a,er presents a method of combined computation 
=-~ order to ccnsider the interaction between the ~:ade 
rows of mU:ti-stage axial-flow turbomachinary. Two dif-
f erent ~lcw fields in the stator and the rotor are merged 
into a·'.L.~~tg~y field, then numerical computation is made 
:.n thi3 ·..m..::..tary field • 
.d..t ::~_:-st~ a un:. tary system of fu..~ :'.a.mental eq_uat:..on of 
";he v:.sc'Ju.S f:o·-r, whi~h :..s sui tab:e "::o '..llli tary f2.eld, is 




·- .,,. , .. 
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-,-::_sco·..;..s co::npress:!..":>:.e flow in two diffe".":mt coordinate 
:J:ts~B.:n.s. ~~:_3 unitary system is as fallows: 
3ntheipy gradi9n~ equation 
;.!'.ergy e~·J.at:.on 
1n"';ro~y equation 
~::: --:?n ~:'.'le mmerical so2.ut:!. ·:m of the visco,J.s axis:.rmm.e 
-·~ :-:'...':al :::..'j·w in mU: t:!.-stage axia.2.-flow turbom.9.~hinary can 
":e ,~-1;~.::..e·5.. with alternate itera~ive conpu"';e.t' Jn. -!n the 
:. ::.. :-"!c~ions of m and n. ':':'he concrete met:'l.od and t!!e com-
pu"';~~~o~a:.. st~ps are described in detail :_n t~is paper • 
.. -.:.nS:..ly the n·.l.rllerical .!'es·..U ts of a pract ice.2. exa.':l_p2.e 
?.~9 g:.. ·re:::!, and then tb.e method ia ana.2.ysed ar..d d.:..scusseC.. 
~~s acva.ntages of this method are: 
-·· ~~is method is si.m~le and convin.ient; 
2. "-:::= ~-um.erica.: computa~.:.on c9.Il be made .:.n the non-
~r~~o ~o~a:.. mesh of cu~ve 2.ines; 
: • .. : ·~.:?~.!'Se .:nesh may be adop"';ed :.:or !lu.merical compu-l;aion, 
~~~.!'e:o.!'~ the co~pu~ation speeds up. 
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The Sweep Finite Element Method for Calculating 
Steady Transonic Flows. 
Shen Rulli, Ji Minggang, Nan Li 
(Northwestern Polytechnical University) 
Huang il.shiang 
{Sian Chaotung University) 
::Abstnact 
This paper presents a generalized numerical method, 
The Sweep Finite Element Method, for computing the 
steady subsonic, transonic and supersonic flows in a 
nozzle. 
In this method, the basic conservation equations 
ot aerodynamics are used directly as the governing 
equations. In order to avoid the occurrence of am-
biguous values of the density for given stream func-
tion and to relax the restriction introduced to the 
flov field, the mettod takes the temperature, pres-
sure and velocity components as the basic variables 
inStead of the stream function or the velocity poten-
tial function. 
In the subsonic and t~ansonic zones of the nozzle, 
the governing equations are of elliptic type. The 
tlov field is divided into quadrilateral elements 




the boundary conditions at both the upstream and the 
-
down.stream side as well as those of the wall contour 
are to be satisfied by a convergent iterative proc-
edure. In the supersonic zone. the governing equa-
r 
tions are o:! hyperbolic type. The flow field is di• 
C-5 2 
Vided into elements according to the characteristic 
lines of the flow field• and th.e boundary conditions 
to be satisfied only include th.e condition at the up-
stream side in addition to that of the val.l contour. 
~o reduce the number of the nonlinear algebraic 
equations, the present method treats each element as 
an independent calculating unit. The unknown field 
variables in each element are expressed in terms of 
appropriate nodal parameters and interpolation func-
tions. By means of' the method of _weighted residuals, 
the governing d.i:!f'erentia.1 equations of aerodynamics 
are transformed into integral. equations which are 
final J 1' trans:t'ormed in.ta nonl.inear algebraic equations 
by the use of iaoparametria coordinates transformation 
and the Gaussian. quadrature numerical. integration. 
Since the number of the equations is just the same as 
the number of the unknown para.meters of one nods.J.,when 
the :!ield parameters of' any three nodals of a linear 
quad.ralateral element are known. the values of' un-
lcnoll!l variables of tha remaining nodal can be ob-
tained by solving the nonlinear algebraic equations. 
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The calculation is carried on for avery elament one 
after another, starting from the wall contour to the 
center, and from the upstream side to downstream side. 
Certain optimization techniques such as lattice meth-
od and variable metric method9 are used for solving the 
nonlinear algebraic equations. 
Computations were made over a range o! Mach nWllber 
0.9 to 1.0 for a flow throuGh the t·.10 - dimensional 
throat of a high speed wind tunnel without taking into 
account the viscosity and heat cond~iction. The results 
are in.good agreement with the 3olations givP.n by the 
published reference (KL. Oswatitsch, 1942; L. Howarth, 
1953). Computations were also· made for a supersonic 
flow of a given nozzle and the results were compared 
with those obtained by the method of characteristics. 
T~e distribution of errors in an element is also com-
pared before and after opti!'.llization to estimate ~ha 
degree of accuracy achieved in the problem. Errors of 
all points in an element are reduced after optimiza-
tion9 hence the effectiveness of the present method ls 
fully demonstrated. Since there are no restrictions 
imposed on the flow model, the viscosity and the non-
uniformity of inlet temperature or pressuro distribution 
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11JB.y be taken ,into account· in the present method to 
meet the-actual conditions of the !lollS in the nozzJ.e. 
The basic formulae of the present method are as 
f ollowa: 
Conservation equations 





lsoparametric tvo -dimensional coordinates tran-
s!ormation f ormul.ae 
irhere ....... 
ll;=lt~'JJ=(/+JJ;J (1-flJ~-~ 
!,· = {-1, I, I,, -J J 
~. = /-1 ~ -1 ~ J ~ 1} 
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Equation based on the method of weighted residuals 
and the nonlinear algebraic equations 
1 {-Ai1,.-fJ~dn..===o :a ' 
vhere HL• f1r are the weight coefficients of the 
Gaussian quadrature ~ormu1a. 







~eots for Inl3t ~istortlon in a ~wo-Spooi 
Turbojet Engine on Ground Test Bed 
Jiang Feng, 
Abstract 
A b~iG.f viGw and resul ~s of tesvs for the af ~ects 
of tne inl ·~t totJ.l pressure disto!'t:.on on tfl.e per-
forrnance and stability of a two-s:;.;ool t\A.r~oje -..; en-
gine are presented. The tests was conducted on 
sea.level test bed • There are a 3-stage H.P. co~pres-
sor and a 3-sta6e L.P. co~pressor i~ the engi~e, in 
which two types of tne first s ta.;e rotor G02 fil-: ci 5.? 
are tested separately. The distortion was generated. 
by metallic mesh screens and the compressor surge 
was induced by a fuel flow step generator. The ins-
trwnentation consists of a steady state system an~ 
a dynamic system. 
~Y reviewing tne oscillographic cu...~ves for 
a typical process of fuel step inducing sm.~ge, the 
variation rules of the primary paraineters before 
and after surging and the basas for determining the 
surging :f· o int are discussed. 
It could be seen fror.i the test res·.iJ. ts t~:a:t w~:en 
the area of the ~et nozzle increases from 100% to 
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14~, the operatin5 line of the L.P. compressor goes 
up sliahtly, but the operating line of the H.P. com-
pressor falls significantly, no matter whether the 
inlet airflow is distorted or not. 
Thro~ types of distortion screens were selected. . 
At tho de3i&rn ratin& they genorate distortion index 
of D=0.068, 0.107 and 0.166 (DC90=-0.14, -0.244. and 
-0.38) rospeotivoly. The curveo of the the relation-
ship between air:.L'low and distortion inde:t.c:is :D and 
DC90 ° were dr~nm from the test re.::ml ts. 
The engine with G02 or 5P :first sto.&e rotoi"s h~ 
surged 42 times. The surge line and operatin5 line 
were determined with and without distortion. Test 
results are given in relationship of the pressure 
ratio to corrected rau3s flow ru1d corrected speed. 
In quo.Di-uni.f or.r.a. inlet flow field. 7 the surge margin 
(in term of the pressure ratio illargin,) of the L. 
l?. compressor with G02 first stage rotor is 10;~-
7% at 95%-75~~ the col"rocteU. spoocl . , and ~ t 'de ... . 
czuasao as the speod goes down. The surge margin 
of tha H.P. compressor is 11 - 19l~ at 96 - 90/~, 
corrected spead,but. the surge margin increase3 as 
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The inlet distortion caused the surge line and ope-
rating line of the H.P. and L.P. compressors to be 
moved downward, and the surge margin decreased. The 
greater the distortion index, the steeper the surge 
line falls. When the distortion index increases, the 
operating line falls slightly~ the loss in surge mar-
gin increases. The quantitative relationship of the 
above-mentioned trend is shown with curves of test 
data in the paper. 
In quasi-uniform inlet flow field, the L.P. com-
presser with G02 first stage rotor has higher surge 
line, and its surge margin is higher than that of the 
5P first stage rotor. But there aren't distinct dif-
ferences in terms of surge line and surge margin for 
the H.P. compressor. At the same distortion index 
(D=0.107), the L.P. compressor with G02 first stage 
rotor has greater surge magin loss than that with 5P 
1st stage rotor. On the contrary the surge margin loss 
of the H.P. compressor for the 5P lat stage rotor is 
greater than that for the G02 rotor, and the value of 
the surge margin loss is also greater than that of the 
L.P. compressor. It could be concluded that the L.P. 
compressor has more distortion response than H. P. 





but the L.P. compressor has less distortion response 
than H.P. compressor for that with 5P 1st stage 
rotor. 
Comparing the engine test results with the rig 
test results, the surge line of the L.P. com-
presser obtained from engine test is higher than 
that from rig test, no matter whether the inlet 
airflow is distorted or not. This confirms that, 
the surge margin and the compressor characteristic 
lines are effected not only by the inlet conditions,~ 
but also by outlet conditions, the interaction 
between compre.osor and other components, the initial 
process of surging and the difference between quasi-
steady flow and dynamic flow. The characteristic 
lines of an independent component could not be 
simply used as a substitute for that of the com-
pressor coupled with other components in a eneine. 
That is, the test results of certain component 
obtained on test rig under specified conditions 
could not be considered as a reasonable base for 
evaluation of its performance and stability in 
an engine system. 
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An Universal Method for solving the Two-Dimensional 
Cascade Flow Field with Free Strea.mlL1e Boundaries 
Chen JinB"Yi 
(Institute of Engineering Thermophysics, Academia Sinica) 
Abstract 
The present paper gives a new solution method of 2-D 
subsonic cascade flow, in which the free s~rea.'!lline 
boundary conditions can be satisfied. This is a cross-
iterative calculation method bet· .. reen two kinds of flow 
fields, one in the original flow field , defined by t:.-ie 
given solution region, the other is a correlatinti f:ow 
field, which is formed by choosing an arbitrary strea.:n-
line in the original field as a boundary strea:rJ.ine and 
rotating it at a single blade pitch d.istancG, a11U. w:;.ich 
is a mixed boundary value problem for the existence of 
both the outer and inner boundary conditions. The cal-
culation is proceeded iteratively through these two flow 
fields until the solutions of them are totally coi~cid0~. 
It is evident, tha.t pa.rts of the boundary streamli.n.es 
in the correlating flow field can be the solid boun-
daries of blade surfaces. Such field c~~ be conside~ed 
as a flow .field of spli ttar or tandem blade cascades , 
so the problem of calculating the ordinary, the split-
195 
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ter and the tandem blade cascades can be analysed fro=i. 
an unified viewpoint, and thus compiled computer pro-
gram can be available to these three cases. 
For the last two cases it is necessary to solve the 
problem of calculating the flow rate distribu~ion of 
the two blade channels formed by t~e splitt8r bla&~s 
or the splitter stream surfaces. In this pa?er a physi-
cal condition of minimum disturbu..'1ce of the flow fiald 
is proposed. It claims, that the splitter blade can be 
considered as a source of flow disturbance and a rela-
tionship exists between the flow rate distribution a."1d 
the flow field disturba."1ce expressed in the root:-i:.ea.'1-
square of streamline coordinate differences oetwetm two 
flow fields wlth and without splitter blade at every 
mesh point. This relationship the enaoles to Qetermine 
the flow rate distribution satisfying the minimum dis-
turbance condition. 
Numerical results of some examples, includL~g a cen-
trifugal impeller with splitter blades (Fig.l) and a 
centrifugal rotor with tandem blades are presont0d, and 
compared with the experimental data froo a tested split-
ter blade cascades (Fig.2) These results have proved 
preli~narily the validity of both the presented motC.od 
and the proposed physical condition for ditermining the 
196 
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•: flow rate distribution. 
From the evidence of the spli~~er blade i~]ellar 
calculation an useful conclution is drawn: it :.s 
ioproper to put t~e splitter blade onto the ~iddle 
of the impeller olade channel, and in orcer to ob-
tain a good blade loading distribution t~e s~ape 
and the location of splitter blade ~ava to ~e spe-
cially d.e.sit;ned. The ~resented ~ethod ca.J. be e:~-
pected to beco~e a.J. u~eful tool ~n t~is respect. 
The :;:1.Arther work ·is needed to exter.d the ?rese~1ted 
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33.;.,. :~cTION OF ENGINE Ol?TIMll"i OPEILl:rimi scr . .:.: ~~ 
Chen Da-guang, Chang Chin 
Beijing Institute of Aeronautics 
and Astronautics 
ABSTRACT 
Durin~ flight, for take-off, --01-iaHT,-- o.t'ci:i . .::;1..~ :.· > .. '- .. J. 
landine of an aircraft the engine po'Wer lever :-:u;.n; ' :. 
changed according to these flight conO.itions. Tht.irE;! 
exists an optimum operating scheme of a given en ~ Lne 
which will resul. ts in an optimum performance of ·.~ _::. -L· :: 
aircraft. The objective of this paper is to ,i • .; v _· ~ ~: :. .~. 
optimi~atian method for selecting of an optic,1.u:-i or, ~ .. . -
scheme of a given engine. 
One of the key points in the optimization pro~e~~ r 
is to establish some simplified and accurate p0 :·r r:: ::-
ma.nee models of the eneine and aircraft. '!'r: s- " . ._. -' .:. . - . 
rrents and approach of establishing the mod8l3 : d "' -
cussed. The main requirement is that the r:..ou el.: ---~ - ~-
be simple and with adequate accuracy so a.s to p2·0'.' .~ -
a optimization program with a minimum cotip'...l.tc1· ~ --~ 
and appropriata .accuracy. Different ways of •3.St -.o:... -
shine such performance models are also evu2. .~t '; 1... ~ . . 
a flow Lliui:;ra.m is presented, from which a c:.-;=r,-~ ~ · · -·- __ .
er:gine/uircraft performance and optimizatio:-: -.:= .:.~-- -~ ; 
_ t~o-~iz:Qg;ralll .can be _ _easily deduced. 
199 . , 
Por W1 dXdJll.ple, we have applii=ld tnis mat . .!.au. ta .;. :..: :_ ... !' -
lllino the optirr.wn operatln6 schem~ of t:l":: ~ n :. i u\,; l~ c• - .. · 
a hic;h aJ. ti tude pilotl.~s.s reconuisswic•:? a.i n : rc.:..r t.. En '.. _ J 
case the optimum operatine scheme ni.mn ·it a :ua :.: im~•~ ".!.- .. _ 
cruft rc.:.nge. 'l'he influl:!nce of eme,;ind ~1-'~~u ~.u <..i..i .LJ J.. -' -• · 
~l:!mperatur~ on tht} optin.WIL oper1:1.tin& sct:.::o~ i .;; .l.l-> l! .. -
ly:::i~d • Tho results of optimization indicati::t that :.i u • . ·, ~ 
gain in range can be acheived in comparison with the 
shortest range resulted from mis-adoption of engint:J 
operating scheme at cruise altitude constrained to abov t} 
17000m, and a 9.2% gain can be acheived if there is no 
constraint of cruise altitude. In the re6ion closeu to 
the optimum cruise speed, 1% change of engine speed 
causes a l.4% decrease of range. The influence of 8.illuient 
tc~perature cannot be ignored, therefore the optimum 
operating scheme must be varied with ambient temperat~r~ . 
The optimization method presented hei·e can al~o be 
extended to the case of selecting optimum design para-
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The Application of the Mechanical Impedance 
Method to Analysis of the Disk Vibration 
Gao Jing - hai 
C-) t 
This paper deals with the application of the wachanical 
imped:..u10e :.netnod - a .new technique to ana+yz(;) t : i;; Vibra-
~ .:. .:>n cr1ar...!...! t :H' L,:3~ics of u.isk. The mechanical i:: . _<:d.~uice 
::-.~ thod wi t!l. steady siria state is applied in t b..; :.w1:.llysls 
of t.:J.e Vibr.::..tion cl:w.ract .. H'istics of aeroengil1d ·J.i :;k. 
Te.3 ting principle::>, me a suring and testing t : : .~ l 1\le, 
_ 1!'~n • LpL;: :J Gf the m'Jtl.:.tl :...L1alysis and distinct ~ · · t · · ~· 
, .w rr.'JJ.il par:.L...lt.::t ::r adop t 3d in the mechanical ~ .. ; . . ~ .J.D.c~ 
:.:)W t.:> dt? t .:r:ni110 modal parameters of the stru. . .:t .,,r '.; from 
tc~ tlne curvt:3s wi tti: the b.elp of the theory of t !113 modal 
Du1"ing the forc~J. Vibration the motion aquati .)n of the 
struc'.;ura ~1i th retarded damping is given as 1'oll owi:1g: 
In order to investigate its motion state in frequency 
ra11~p, the equation is convented by Laplace transform 
(let s=j w ) and the generalized coordinates are L;:itro-
\J.u ..:: .;d. Th.; ii;.a trict?a of m::iss, stiffness and da;t. ;-1 . ~ : • ar~ 
sL.~pl i r ie l b;,r ~ym!.£01..i· Leal diagonalization. Th , 3 t _ 1 n-t!l 
order c:omplax -::,y';j tt}r.a becomes a combination of n L1J.i-
viJual systam.s with single degree of freedom under gen·-
eralized coordinates. 
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SJ. 
The paper is based on the theory of principal mou~ 
analy:.;is with the single freedom system as a model. 
A.ccording to tt..:rnry of half-power-point, applying Boae 
di3.grar.1.:;3, c.i:J.ur.:a.cteris tic diagrams of the real and virt..ial 
frequun~ias and Nyqui3t diagrams obtained through 0x-
I 
' periments, l.st to 5th order modal par8.llleters at ulsk are 
------ - - ------·· ... . .. ________ ----------
I 
I 
. determine~ respectively. The formula for the damp valua 
of the amplitude figura is given as following: · 
and that for the damp value of the Nyquist diagram is: 
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;Lt la:3 t, tht: r~.J..il ts ot' preceding analysis is :..:.!'•. 1;.J;u.-
.P<.i.red '.v .L th l'•J::i'J.l ts r ro~ holometr:; w1t.l re::;onant =- t:i- Jd.. 
Ii: c::m bu ;.;; t:.::a thut the r~sul t f row mech&.nical L . ..:J •; -
J..:.:11!8 :nu thoJ i.; vc1·y al.!curo.te. The J.ata are quit. : : . ose 
tc tao:Ju obtai11eJ. from holometry. It is obviou.:.; L ,:(:; 
LL,: me-::h:..uil~:ll l:.upad3.nce methoJ gives a new ap1,rn ....1. ·. · • 
..!.·o~ st•.<d.yillJ ti.sk vibration in the future. 
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Three-dimensional Stress Anal.ysis tor a Shrouded 
Air-coo1ed Turbine B1ade 
Shung Changbing and Xiao Jlmxi ang 
Beijing Institute at Aeronautics and A.st:nmaLLtics 
I • 
· ~strac't · 
Up to now, there are sti11 no accurate and. re1iab1e 
......., . 
methods for computing the stress field ~ a shrouded 
air-cooled turbine blade, because the coo1ed blade 
with a complex con:figuration . worked under high tem-
perature and large centri:f'uga.J. loads9 moreo-ver, the 
. distribution of aerodynamic loads is al.so rather non-
uniform. After the application of the finite· element 
method, the temperanre distributioll3 and stress fields 
for this kind of blade have been treated. (1) (4). Howe-
ver, in th.is case, the problems are simplified as two-
d.imensiona1 ones. 
With attempt to solve tr.ese problems, ve have taken 
the following three steps. First of al.1, ve choose high 
order 3-dimensional. isoparametric elementa. B7 adopting 
~ch elements, not only more accurate solutions cou1d 
be obtained, but al.so a small.er number of elements could 
be used to describe the complex con.!iguration of the 
blade. Secondly, the frontal method ia used to solve the 
204 
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high order linear system of equations. In the procedure 
of this method, the assemblage and elimination are per-
formed at the S0.I!le time, therefore, not only the exter-
nal storage can :fully be used, but the requirement of the 
ma.in memory space and the time for computation cculd 
also be reduced greatly, especially for a large problem 
with high order parametric elements. Finally, ve use 
parametric interpolation functions to describe the con-
figuration and boundary. conditions. Assume that there 
are tvo parameters defined on the surface of a blade, 
and the define area i.s divided into many Coons'. patches, 
the curved su.rf'ace, the aerodynamic forces and the con-
duction par0.I!leters for the temperature field all are re-
presented by patch-separated bicubic interpolation func-
tions. 
For the program is larger, it is separated into several 
structures. The system is able to fit various blades,such 
as a solid or hollow (that .is, air cooled blade , a blade 
with or ._,ithout a shroud, and with or without a shank root. 
The computaional results shov that the stress distribu-
tion of a blade being acted on by centrifugal forces very 
205 
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we11 fits that obtained by experiments and analyti~ 
so1utions. In terms of computation of simple tapered 
b1ade being acted on by uniformly distributed aerod~ 
nam:ic forces, we find the result is quite satisfac-
tory. About the '3-dimensiona1 temperature field of 
the air cooled blade, the temperature distribution 
i.S quite similar to the 2-dimensiona1 one. Fina1ly, 
calculation also shows that the thermo-stress change 
around and along normals to the edges of air-cooled 
holes 13 closely associated with the temperature dis-
tribution, 1,e, higher temperature gradient resu1ts · 
in higher stress gradient. 
206 
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T::E DISTR!BU~ED PARAMETER SYSTEM TEEORY OF 
THE .Ar'~OPILOT DESIGN OF THE SLE1!DER VEHICLE 
* * Song Jian, Yu Jingyuan 
Zhu Guantiean"! B.i Dachuany 
ABSTFJiCT 
D- .. t 
?or des~gn of the Autopilot of Slender Vehicle, one of 
the most difficult problems is the effect of structure 
elasticity, It is difficult to get the exact shapes and 
frequences of elastic models. An insignificant error in 
parameter estimation with regard to structure elasticity 
could cause instability phenomenon in the autopilot sys-
tem. Owing to nonlinear saturation effect of the system, 
it may result in self-oscillation. Meanwhile a high fre-
quency signa2. will be superimposed to the low frequency 
signa.1. controlling rigid motion, then the effective fre-
quency gain will be greatly decreased. Eence in the tran-
sient of gii!dance system may arise an excessive~y large 
attack angle leading to an excessive aerodynamic load. 
We have studied the problem by means of continuous beam 
model taking into accou.ntthe :.nertial force, aerodynamic 
force, elastic force and control force. Making use of eigen-
func~ion expansions associated with the pure elP..stic prob-
lem, we can get a group of "attitude" mo";ion equations of 
the aero-elastic dyr-amics, which may be considered as 
first ap:p!'oximation .:.n system c.esie;n. Sere it has been as-
207 
SU!lled that the mo~els of the real flight are the same 
as the models of pure elasticity. But in fact, it is 
an intercoupled complex system of the aero-elastic 
control dynamics. During flight both frequency and 
shape of the models are different from those of pure 
elasticity, what is true even for rigid motion models. 
T~e d~~cussion is based on the spectrum perturbation 
theory from fu..~ctional analysis. In the case of pure 
positive lift dis~ribution or an interval of negative 
lift distribution, we have proved that it has aeroela.s-
tic monostable character, namely the equilibrium. states 
consist merely of the states which are parallel to the 
reference vilocity. When there is no aerodynamic effect, 
the zero invariant subspace of the second order aero-
elastic characteristic problem is 4 - dimensional. When 
the aerodynamic effect increases from zero, a pair of 
the charac~eristic values will leave the origin while 
the second pair should remain to be zero. 
~n·the a.:forement~oned aerodynamic distribution case, 
we have discussed two kinds of autopilot system. One is 
a simple gain feedback system with rate gyro. We've 
f 0 1.llld that the dimension of the zero invariant subspace 
of second order characteristic ~P1ue problem is exactly 
~wo (the geometrical multiplicity is one, and the al-
gebraic mu.lt!plicities are two). A necessary and suf-
208 
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fic~ent condition has been given for a complex number to 
be the characteristic value, af~er ~urning on the au-
topilot, and the concrete features of corresponding charac-
te~istic function, namely, the modified model shape been 
shown. The second kind of autopilot system is a case of 
complex aero-elastic system with the dynamic effect of 
the sensors, controller and actuator. We have revealed 
the perturbation of spec~ri..-:.m and corresponding charac-
teristic function (t~e shape of real flight model) of the 
complex autopilot system, and shown that the zero in-
variant subspace of the complex system is one dimentional. 
F~nally, we have shown that the two kinds of autopilot 
systems have critical stabilities. The gaL~ feedback sys-
tem with rate gyro at most has cock (wind.mark) stability. 
~he compensator feedback system with free gyro and rate 
gyro at most has direction stability. 
* Song Jian and Yu Jingyuan, Institute of Information 
Processing and Control, P.C.Eox 142, 
Peking, China. 
¥Zhu Guantiean and 31 Dachuan, Insti-l:ute of 
~cience, Academia Sinica, Peking, China. 
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Telemetry System BaseQ on Walsh Functions 
Zhang Qisnan 
Liu Zhongkan 
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This paper consists of two parts. In the first part , 
a telemetry system based on Walsh functions is des-
cribed. In the second part, walsh cross correlation 
functions and their applications are ~iscussed. 
Part One 
To begin with, the walsh fu....~ctions are explained 
briefly. Walsh functions make up a double-valued 
function system, only taking values of . ~ 1. Some 
properties of walsh functions are valuable not only 
mathematically but also in engineering application. 
Why should walsh functions be used? Both practice 
and theory have sho~m that sine-cosine fu....~ctions are 
very useful. However, they az-e not quite perfect. For 
example, Theoretically they can be used only in R-C 
circuits which contain only time-invariant line2.:~ 
elements. In Fourier analysis, a signal is either sup-
posed to be applied for an infinite period of time, or 
has to be represented by an infinite freq~ency spec-
trwn. As a consequence, the bandwidth of the signal has 
to be taken as a limited one when sa.rn.plin6 theorem is 
applied. Also, in o.n ideal filter, the output signa:i. 
would apyea.r before the input voltage. All these and 
other inconveriences will be avoided when walsh func-





So !ar there are two kinds of telemetry systems£ the 
frequency di vision multiplex system (F.DM) , and the time 
division multiplex system (TDM). Nov a new system - the 
sequenc7 division mu1tiplex system (SDM) has been intro-
duced. According to the f'ormula 
2 cos k9 cos i9 . = cos (k-i)S + cos (k+i) 9 • 
Two side bands Will. be produced after modulation. On the 
other hand, the mul.tiplication form.ul.a of val.sh functions 
1.s given as 
Val (k,9 ) Val. (j,9 ) = Wal (m, 9 ) , 
vherer m= k (f) j . (mod 2) 
The expression shows that onl.y one side band is produced. 
Tb.is means that theoretically the crossinterf erence based 
· on SDM is onl.y h.aJ.f' that of FDM. Therefore, val.sh func-
. tions can be used a new sub carriers. 
The sequency division multipl.ex system is then described~ 
vhich is regarded as the third method other than FDN . and TDM. 
bl.ock diagram of SDM is explained, f oll.oving by a discus-
sion of its principle of operation. 
I 
Synchronization problem is discussed in some detail. It 
can be solved by using cross correlation !'unctions of walsh 
functions and digital. phase locked loop. 
Finall7 experimental. results are given for justification 
of the design considered. A laboratory modei with eight 
212 
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channels ha.s been biult. It has been used to demostrate 
the principle of the SDM. 
Part Two 
Ill comaamication systems. It has been !ound in recent 
7ears that it is advantageous to use non-sinusoidal !unc-
tions as subcarrlers. Walsh function is one of these non-
sinusoidal !unctions. 
'fhe expressions and a set of !igures o! the val.sh. cross 
correlation !unctions are given in reference (1). But it 
didnt deal vith the properties and the peculiarities of 
the cross correlation !unctions. !n thiS paper some im-
portant properties of vaJ.sh cross correlation functions 
are discussed, the necessary and .sufficient conditions 
for the magnitudes of val.sh cross correlation functions 
·being equal. to zero are al.so deduced. The magni tud es of 
the cross correlation functions of tvo val.sh functions, 
Wal (m,t) and Va1(n,t) which belong to the same set of 
odd harmonics are not necessaril.y equal to zero, but when 
the7 belong to ~ferent sets of odd harmonics, the mag-
nitudes of their cross correlation function are al.ways 
equal to zero. 
Vhen this conclusion iS applied to the choice of the 
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can be eliminated. The resultant signal at receiver is 
aa sumed. to be 
' . . 
p_ · . 
.f rfJ==t E; JJ0/(m;~+J eos W0t+li, E,,Wa/rfn,,-1JCIJS{tuoff-1'Jfd,J · 1. ,., 
Where E1 ( i•l,2, •••• ) are the individual signals to 
be transmitted 
J. ~~ . ~ the number o-t Channels, 
Yal (m.1.t) _ the subcarriers, 
and W 
0 
is the carrier. 
The second sum on the right represents the delay noises 
o-t valsh harmonics. In order to eliminate these noises, 
the subcarriers Wal(:n1 .t} and Wal:. C~,t) should be chosen 
in such a way that the7 do not belong to the same set o! 
odd harmonies. 
re-terences 
(1) H.F. Harmuth. Transmi.Ssion o-r inf'ormation by orthogo-
nal !unctions 1972 
f2t H.P Harmuth Sequenc7 theor)" 
foundations and applications 1977 
. (3) Proceedings o-t symposium. on Applications o! Walsh 






A Study on the Application for Self-AdaptiveF~lg!:t 
Control Syste~ based on Energy Balance 
Li Lichu.n 
Automatic Fli~ht Control Institute 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to present the results of 
phase I of a research and development work which deals 
with the evaluation of an adaptive flight control system 
based on energy balance • A practically modified scheme 
and design details for the longitudinal control and sta-
bility augmentation system are presented, and preliminary 
performance evaluation from simulation and flight test 
are summarized. 
The modified system has the better convergence in adjus-
ting parameters and the tracki~B capa~ility without tes-
ting signal. The configuration of this system is very 
si.:npl~ and it is quite possibl~ to use such system in 
practice. The discussion includes the selection of scheme, 
design analysis, brief results of flight tests for the 
open loop system, especially the convergence of adjusting 
parameters and how to improve the effects of input signal 
type on the adaptive response. 
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The Major Performance Results and Conclusion 
The development and testing for a longitudinal control 
and stability augmentation system and a roll autopilot -
were accomplished, respectively. The flig_ht tests of the 
p~ototype open loop system (analog implement) on the F-X 
fighter has been successfully accomplished, too. 
The ma~or performance results and conclusion are as 
follows: 
• For the various modes, whether manual input or gust 
turbulence, the adaptive control functions could be cor-
rectively implemented with.out test signal. 
• Mod~!ied system has the adequate convergence speed 
and satisfactory tracking capability • 
• Adaptive control sensitivity is smaller than 5 mni 
!"or stick command or 2 M/Sec mean gust velocity • 
• Adaptive control functions were not affected by input 
type.of the system • 
• For the single parameter adjustment or multi-parame-
~9r · adjustment with similar variable characteristics 
the ~ystem is quite effective, but for the multi-parameter 
adjustment with dissi!nilar variable characteristics the 
problem is to be solved by further investigation. 
Major Design Consijerations 
The s~atic var~able gain characteristic of energ'J balance 




where~ K -Adaptive variable gain increment, 
Kr -integrator gain, 
x -basic system input amplitude, 
Wyl(s)_basic system feedback transfer function, 
x 
Wl(s) -low frequency bandpass filter transfer 
function, 
W~(s) -high frequency bandpass filter transfer 
function. 
For the fighter type aircraft the energ'IJ balance point 
was chosen aslJB=5 rad/sec. The resonant frequency is 
30 rad/sec for high frequency bandpass filter, and 3 
rad/sec for low frequency bandpass filter. The high-pass 
pre!ilter shou1d be employed in order to decrease the 
effect of input type on the adaptive response. Its break 
frequency approximately equa.1.s the maximum natural fre-
quency of aircraft. 
The second variable gain characteristic adopted to 
improve the convergence capability is 
~ = !Sro ( l+ mA k ) 
where 
~ -high. frequency bandpass filter gain, 
217 
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KHo -initial value for KH • 
m -nonlinear gain. 
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The Design of Tirne-Inv~riant State Estimator 
• 'Jai Guanzhong 
Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to derive the well known 
s-;at.:..onary KalmC::1..."l-B'..:.cy f i l tPr- equations from a new poir.t 
of view ~"'ld. to prP.sent two rr.o d ified st!:l.ti.0!1..ary K'.3.nlrnan-
B1.icy f :.l te:rs, of wtich the tran~i ent pe:rfcr~ance is im-
proved. 
A linear time-ir:varial!'t m.1.<.l ti vari.ab2.e d;y-namical system, 
tte state of which is to be estimated, is characterized 
b Y + · ... i:> pr., "~ ~ ~ ,... n s ( 1 ) ~ .... ~ ~ -i ~ .... \I -v - I -:;_no." ("\ lflhe li""",.,,,.,., t;me-i·•"/!.tl'·;i::nt ... c.:..,. - .... i;;;:.1_ ,..,,.;.; -·· _ ___ .. 
m.:-:~v~~·ab:e filter '.3.S a d:.rnamical sys-terr: is c '.': aracte :-- t-
zeri "J .v t!:e ~orrespondir.g e-r.rntion.s( P.) and ( 9). Firstly, 
t!".e S!L'I!.e r..umber of dir!!ensi ons s nd the sa.n:c s truc ~t~!"e as 
f i ~ter is formed. Secondly, we ~ ~ ~er~ine t he opt i m1tl 
fl.: te~ ga:_ .... :na-:r::..x. The rt-> '.'.11"'€: t"".rPe cases: 
: • In view of the tran.s~_ent !)erformance, it is the 
p?'oblem o: i:·ole assignnent "l.nd -:tus we .i eo i ry. ~he 2:.uen-
? • In '!iew of t '-:e :.::~ea::l:·-st2.te perforrr.~:.nc e , wt:.> c- ~n 
dl?terr.:ine t!:e ~:ptimal :!"':i: te!' ..:· ~ :n m1°1. tr5.Y ·11~· " c ~1 :r.ir.ir!.i-
zes ~te 3~eady-state f'i, --: 0 "'~ ... · • ·""'.,..ror "C'I~'"'; ~ ,...,..e ...-: ::. •r ; y( ?a) ,. ~ \. '- 4 .... 1 -v • - .._ -- I -.i.. \ • • . _ .... 'J " L • , 
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and thus obtain the stationary Ka:!..man-Bucy filter as shown 
in Theorem 1. Although the above results are not new, the 
method, however, is helpful in the design of modified 
stationary Kalman-Bucy filters, and the procedure is much 
the same. 
3. In view of the compromise betweem the steadystate and 
the transie~t proformances, we define two new performance 
measures(42) and (57). ~e can determine the optimal fiJter 
gain matrix which mi~~mizes t~e performance measure(42) or 
(57) , and thus obtain two mo C.. ified stationary Kalman-Bucy 
filters as shown in TheorP.m 2 and Theorem 3. 
The method given in this paper is of cons ~ dprqhle im-
por~ance in tr.a design of the state estimator operating 
in short tLrne. 
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A Numerical Computation 
for The Three-Dimensional Inviscid 
Supersonic· Flov around Combinations 
Ji Chu-qu.n 
B~ijing Institute of Aerodynamics 
Abstract 
A- 1 1 
A numerical computational method for the thr~~­
dimensional inviscid supersonic flow around combina-
tions is given in this paper by using finite differ-
. ence method and shok-capturing technique. The key 
points of the method are summarized as following: 1. 
The conservative gasdynumic equations for stc;;:lc!.y, 
inviscid, non-heat conductine; .".• .-i- :, :.!re ::>ol Vt1u nur: ,, c-
ically, by using second oru~r. -: ttO-step MacCOI'ruuck' s 
scheme. 2. The characteristic compatability relatioill3 
on body surface and shock wave are derived accordin~ 
to analysis of the computational boundary charact~ris-
tics. The b.ody surface condi tion.s and sheet wave r~h .. -
tions which all are algebraic equatians.ar~ difter~n­
tiated with respect to 1 (1 is the advanced dir~ction 
of solving equations)-, then combinated with the cor-
responding characteristic compatability relations on 
the boundury to set up the equation syst..::-.i fc..1' bo1~n-
d:.iry comr.·u te.tion. The dif ft:irt;nr.e ~e!1 t:Hi: li i ::; 
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two-step Maccormack• s one, but at corrector-step, ti:t: 
derivatives of radial direction on the boundary are 
approached by three point dif'ference. As this ale;ori 'tru:1 
avoids the iteration process, it is sill'.pler than t · .. · 
g~nurul shock wave boundary algorj.thm. 3. The sin,:_:1 . .'.. ' ....".' 
points on the body surface (such !:1S expansi.an t:.r...;. i.; :)t.-
press i.cn corner points, the front points of th~ 'Wlr.,_;, 
etc.) are solved individually and accurately. The i~h~~­
ded shock waves are treated by shock-capturing techni~u~, 
their positions are given by the pressure change proper-
ty in the flow fiald.4. The non-linear transform from 
physical coordinate system to computational one is u s~<.i~ 
when the gradient of some solutions near body ~urf a.ct:: 
is very large, it is possible to cotrol mesh grid points 
to concentrate toward body surf ace in order to raise th~ 
computational accuracy.5. The wing is supyosed u.s t~~ 
thin one with supt:rsonic front edges. The c!1un .. 't ._ i·i~ . i . 
compatabili ty relE..tions aren • t adu.pt0d r'o1· .::01.:.1 .. , t i:i ,._ · •.• 
wing surface points, but th~ir solutions given on t:!:.L: 
base of the finite differt::nce scheme ar~ corr~ct~u oy 
using body surface and isentropic conditions. 
The coJI.putational results of su11ersor-ic f' "! ow ;. ~..-. ! . 
for various comb !.riation forms (inc:l t ~ t i i i: f~ t r.~i b ll41~t c : r. ·-
-
cylinder-skirt cor:'.bination, wi. neholiy cpmb i n-i 1 i_cr_, ,;t · • · 
hav~ indicat~d: the good rt:~ul ts for sup~rsonic t' ] 0 1·1 
property around complex body forms can be obtained by 
this paper•s method. 
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~ill Exp~ r'l.11cntal Invest iJa t Lon of :leb. t 'l'r~.1.n .;r' ~ 1· 
• Tian ~. enbint£, Li Xuo iJ Mao Min;,..•·f:..i...'lrJ 
Abstract 
A lot o:f problems that relate with rouoh~10.ss <-n.i 
equivalent roughness were inveati.:;uted ::i.s a11rl~· ::...::; 
192'3 at3°o• In recent years, to these problerr.~ hl:Ls 
bean attached great importance again alone; wit~: t_ ~a 
axtensiva adoption of the nose ablation program. 
The surf ace of the nose will become rather rou6h 
during its re.:mtry, for axample, the averui;;e tl...: L..;_1t; 
of the little rough protrusions is ::;evercl O.!' .:.0 .:·.; 
t h an ten time:.:i tile boun<.iury lay~r thic~rnt:ss o.f tr ... ~ 
ideal smooth wull. At t!ds point, the rou~LJless no~ 
only has an effect on the transition of the boun-
dary layer, but also results in a large inc1·ease o~ 
w:ill heat flux. Hence, the subject has arou.!::i~J. u.:t-
tonsive interest all over the world !::ii~ce 70'3. 
An exper.Lnental mathod and its re!3ults for heut 
trunsf er on the rough wall of a sphe.ce-conical r.iodcl 
in the conventional hypersonic wind tunnel e:.t I-:LL•.::n 
Uumber 5 are pr0oente<l. in this papcl.c. 




the model R is 27.4mm, the maximum base ~i~1et~~ D 
is 60mc, five models are distinguished with U.if-
f erent diameters of the beads on rout;h s~f ace in 
the ran5e of 0 to 0.9mm, the total press~~~s Pt in 
2 the settling chamber are from 10 to 45 kG/ccn. , ~1d 
tt.0 co:cru:3poncling Reynolds Numbers Red r~1,.;e .fro_1 
6 6 0.8 x 10 to 3.6 x 10 • The expcr:i,!nental re::Jult s 
indicate that the primary effect of roubllness ls 
to impel the transl tion and its development of t:.e 
boundary layer under the conditions of low~~ to:~1 
pr~ssl.4!'0. As the total pressuru r ls es, in i...: on.: o :;_ . .lGr:.c . , 
the static pre:Jsure on surf a.cc and the loc.:.J. Il.;,,:no:!. _.; 
nUlll.ber increase correspondingly , tti.en , t~LIJ in.::-
luence of the roughness on heut transt'e.!" will 
.strGngthen obviously. The seriously-influenced 
regi:m occurs at the nose tip. 'rhe m8.>:L:11..u:i ru.t..i. J 
of the L1e::i.t flux on rough wall to th:.:i.t Df si.:.o ·'.)-::.·"'<:-2. -
at the .Jt~c:::nation point is close to 6. 
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E~cperimental Investigation on Interferences of 'rop and 
Bottom Slotted Walls and Effects of Sidewalls in ~ Tr:;in3onic 
Airf'oil Wind Tunnel 
Ab~tra.c:t 
The N'orth-West.i:n·n Polytechnical University : o qy jO :::J:. 
tr:.U1s~.aic 1:1.irfoil wind tunnel was converted r·1·ora t he 30 ·JJ 
30 cm. supclr::ioalc wind tunnel in 1 976. This f 1::1.1.:: ~ : :.. t J L.; 
:.:i. two-J.llllen!:3lon:.tl tunnel with par~llel sidewalls und 
top ani.i bottom Dlotted walls which operate:J on lilract 
blowdown from a supply of dry air. On aach .sLde""::..i.11, 
~rieri:1 is a tarn.able disk at the rt::cSLon occu9ieu by t : e 
moJdl. Vur-Lou.::1 open-urea-ratios may be obt::il.nud by 
s~alin~ some ~lots of the slott~d walls. The tunnal is 
capable of operating at Mach number from 0.4 to l.O 
~ ~ 
' th ·1 • ~ ld b of 3Xl0°to o~XlOQ '-fl. corr~.:Jponu.in6 u.eyno s num er r1:1.11ge 
bu.:::ad on a 10 cm. chord. Empty- t·,.mnal calibrati•)ll:J 
show that tne local Mach number distribution ootaL1.;J. 
from wall static pressure varies less than ± 0.005 fr~u 
tno average value in the test region occupied by tha 
model. 
Surface-prassure distribLltions on three ~.;.-::10.i s~ ~ t :!. ~ !: 
: t - . -
~hcil numbtH' .cw1,~a of aoout O. 1- to CJ. '.j and .313var~:!. -)pen-
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arl3 i:.1. -ratios. Re:sul ts of measure1.,ant.3 sh.ow tn.~-;; .••• ..: • .1. L:.:; 
v :.tl:.ie of open-area-ratio is 0 .02 and the corTc.J i;cm..: i:t,i 
Wind tllllnol parameter T equals o.64,the black~ge int~r­
ferencd pr~ctically vanishes. 
c.ompa.ri:Jons between surface-pressure di.stri".Jution::i oi::' 
RAE104 sect-Lon models which were obtained tmd :n· tnrc 11 
condition~ of sidewalls show that the lift codf fi~~ ~nt~ 
obtui:i~d wid.Jr conditions of porous turnabla J.i3k ·,., __ i . ~· 
out local ~idewall suction are much less tr.an tb.0 ~ 1.1 
obtai.."ltld under conditions of fre~-interferent!.:?, tr1t: 
li.t't coeff.Lc La11ts obtained under condi t Lons or' t.1~ ...; c .... .:. ... 
turnable J.i.;)k and Mach numb~r bolmr 0.7 oft ,~~ !--' '-': ... ·.._;.; 
turnable disk with moddrate rate.:.J of local sl . iow...L l L i.;i.;, ..; -
tion closuly approach those under condition~ of r 1·e1;3-
int;,: r-ferance. Moreover the moderate rates will bu rai.J 1.:.1 
as M:.J.~h nurnb".H' and angle of a.t t;uck in~.cda:Jid • 
1rhtJ cowyar L.rnn betwean re:3ul t.\:> in t !ll::; LL1: L, L ~ . : .i. 
thos~ in t!rn Brit Lsh Nat Lonal .l::'hy~ical Lal i O£'aL ., _·., _ .1.,, 
8 inch tr£U1~,;..,mlc twmE:31 is presentud. 




Liftin~ S..i.rface Theory and The Nu.mericcl Metr_od. 
of '.'lir~f.ES with Small Angles of Sideslif at 
Subsonic and Supersonic Speeds . 
Huung Ming-ke 
(N!:l.!ljing Aeronautical Institut(:)) 
Ab~truct 
ano1J ::..r wir [;:3 "'L th constant load, of v.hir.h th1~ 
i:J :..J.lonc tl:e x a~~is of tte body-:i~l;x system x, " ,.., 
J ' ""'. 
The ;rlng pl:....nt"oi·m is in the xy-pl~1e u.nd tto ori r..:;.:n 
i:;3 ::i.t its vel't c: x. Lot u, v and w be ttu pcn·tt .. ·b·.t i nr! 
velocity coratJOHL'nts in x, y and z d.irect:or.., re:.;;·c :.::-
tively; A is the slop of laudine edge relu.tivo to x, ~ 
tho uide~lip an~le and Meo t.b.e free stream Mu.ch n..uno1:_· :·. 
f.._nc~tion.s 
U=:f ( :-: , ~' , '.: ,)\, ) , V= ~ ( X , ~r, ~ , )\ ) , ';-l~t. ( :-: , ~ , : , . ·, ) • 
·.1bich h~vc b'-'L.rt ...;:.ven bj' '.fouJ.w:....rd, f - l., .. -
:.:aa .1.ll (3 u r.:.: 
u=t· ( :{- (3 r.1 ~ y, y, z A.-M~ (3 ) +o ( (3 2 ) 
v==c(x-t3J:l 2~ y,y,z, .A-II! : ~)- (HI~f(:c, y ,::,A ·,+·:·,, 13 · 
') ' ) ' ) 
,,,--1- ( :-- i3 '.:; oo yd',~').. -1.:·~ ~) +1' t (3 ) 
is ::.:ec.i from tr.e leuwc.i.rd siuc-edg•:: co alc:~L.; t h l~ · ~ -L 
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<.tse symmetr:!.cal sub di v:!.~ j. ons to construct t ~.e fir i t e 
'3...~~ covers s~bso~i.c 9.!ld su~e ~s on~ c speecs. T~e pro-
-:~_:is ai:.owi!lg a great s avint:: of cor.rpu ter storEi.ge and 
.:;overn ~ . r.~ e .:~ua-
si.~lar r'l.2.e for w:.nes .i.r.. s id.es:. .ip as 
= 31'(, ( 3A, A ta"'! /\ , 17 ) + 
Cy :::.nC. :n.. 3.re 
..... 
t:~ e lift '3....'1.d rol2.ir:.g-mornen: coeff ~ . ci.E· rt.s, resr;ecti.ve2..:n 
A,Aand 1 a~e the aspect ratio, sweep a!lele and root-
-::'..p chord rat:.c, respecti ve::.:n M, and r~2 are t!'.e func-
-::..ons. 
T!le rest<.2. ts obta.:..r..ed are ii: .£;0C''.l 9.::;!"ee:::en: 
t!lose obta:..r..ed by t::e exact t~-:c~r~~ 3...'1d. ot.r.e r .::.e:t-.ods. 
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Experimental Investigation on the 
Aerodynamic Characteristics of Parawings 
Hu Jizhong 
Beijing Institute of Aeronautics 
a...11d. ~\.stronautics . ' 
. ·- Abstract - -
A-5 1 
An investigation was conducted to determine the 
effects of geomet.rical variables on· longitudinal 
and lateral aerodynamic charapteristics of para-
wings at low speed. The variables under study inc-
luded var.iations in the shape of the. trailing-edge, 
rib-strip, ~ apex angles, slackness ratio, strakes, 
dihedral angle, shape of the keel and holes. Force 
tests were conducted in the BIAA 1.5 m diam. low 
speed wind ·tunnel• Reynol~s number based on the mean 
aero-dynami~ chord w~ about .6xl05. The angle of 
attack of the keel 
angles varied from 
ranged from -12° to 44° and sideslip 
-5° to 20°. The pa~awing models ·, . 
were assumed to have zero porosity. Their apex angles 
in inflated.state were. in th~ range of so 0--120°, 
·and the slackness. ratio 6-1~. The parawings used in 
l : 
the tests consisted of straight and curved trailing- . 
' ~ 
edge. There were. 6-12· rib-strips with lengths rancine 
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from 0.15 to 0.8 bk on the wings. The apex angle of 
the strake was set to be 30°, the dihedral angle 
varied from o0 to 5°. The wings used in the tests 
ccillposed of straight and curved keels. The ratio 
of the area of the holes to. the total area was about 
l.l{o. Oil flow visualizations of parawings were also 
performed in BIAA 0 •. 76m x l.02m low !:ipeod wind tunnel. 
~ 1 a r~3ults of the present study indicate that, 
for sin~le keel, two-lobed paraVfing, the ~hape of tho 
t1··:til ln&-edge has a s-L5!1if icant effect on th.a lift 
cho. ~· u.:.! t 1 !'istic!:3, 9speclally at low 9.nJ lGo of at t~c;~ 
of th.a .reael. The maximu.m. lift-drag ratio increment 
for parawings with inward curved trailing-edges is 
found to be around 40 - 86% of the maximhm lift-drag 
ratio of those with strai~ht trailing-edges. Adding 
ribs onto the surface of the flexible membr:iae 
re~n.l ts in a decrease in drag, but an incr3ase in 
l.ift-d.rag ratio. The maxi.mum li.ft-drag ratio in-· 
creuent of a parawing with rib-·strips is abou.t 50% 
. 
of the maximUI!l lift-drag ratio of the parawing with 
no ribs. For parawin~s of high apex angles, in-
cr0;.:..;Jlng the apex angle res .11 ts in hicher li t't-dr1:1g 
r"'..J.t ~.o. Addin::.: a. small s tralrn to the parawinG, on 
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.... )t . . , ~ lu.ull, l!:..i.n Lnc:1~oase tha ra.aximlll!l lift coe:f-
0
Q ··i ··l.mL :.mJ l mprnvu t.1~ :.;t~i.11 churactdr·L ::i t.lcs. The 
l~ t . (. i..: a n al:..io be improv0~ by a curved kt:cl with 
0 
• 0 
0 pr·J1,I]!' i..: 1trvutu.r~. The lift coefficient can be in-
cre u.JG d r'u.rt ~1cr by pulling the ropa for the trai-
lL1.:;-eJ.c:a. Thi:3 ef fact 'is similar to th:.tt of in-
creu.J~~~ tae lift wit~ tr~llla~-adge flaps. The 
• te ·3 t . .; '.J.l..;o r..:v·Jal that the par:::i.wi ngs with or wi-
thou.: holes · il.ave hu.d littla ef.t'ec.:t on the lon-
gi t(.uinul c h...i.r::J.cte r-istics. 
Inc1·:a u.J.Lnc slac:::.aaDs r!itio, defined us 
e - a 
0 
e 
wh..; t•d e and a a.rd the apex unglJ:.; of the paruwir1g 
0 
.in w~inflated and inflated stat~, respectively, 
exhi:.i i t~ a stabil.Lzing incrament in the U.irectional 
o st:.1.c ~ 1 1 L ~·. I nc .~aa.JlJ.lg the dihe<lr<::1.l angle, on the 
;. ot:1.,1 · L· ~:~ .1, ·.=X..:1i :.iii:.J a ~t:.i.bili~ing incr~ment in the 
lat.; _·::.U :3 t~b Ll Lt;,·, but con tr ibLltas a dds tallilizing 
efft:ct ~.:i tho J.iruc.;tLona.l stabllity. How.:u, it L3 
0 
cl :.: :....!' t ::: :it t !1a ilh ;;J.c::t.l at1t,;le plays an inverse rola 
on t.ta Jlr3ctional stability as that of the slac-
kne:.... , .. .1. t l o • 
• 





~ ... .f~ct i., anal:)g.::ius to that of the lateral. ·::ontrol usiJ.1g 
'!'he trailing-eilc;e f lu.tt~r and leading-edge luff .Lng 
Q 
c.f fle ~·- Lbl ·~ \il.1g i ave also been investigated. The 
t 10r..:ur .;an b8 im1JJ" ove'1 using the curved trailint,;-
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A Second-order Theory for Three-dimensional Supersonic 
Unsteady Flows and its Application 
Qian Fuxing(Tsien Fu.hsing), 
Gu Weikai, He Longda, and Han Yanling, 
(Institute of Mechanics, Academia Sinica.) 
Abstract 
For quite a long time, a more rigorous computational 
approach than the linear theory has been required for 
use in the aerodynamic design of supersonic aircraft 
with wings of low aspect ratio. Under low supersonic 
conditions where the Mach number is not very close to 
unity, linear theory can give fairly accurate results 
for the aerodynamic forces. But as the Mach number and/or 
the angle of attack become large, non-linear effects can 
no longer be neglected. During the.design of supersonic 
fighter with high maneuverability, the prediction of 
their dynamic stability characteristics a...~d many other 
situations require that these non~linear effects be 
taken into account. This gives an incentive to the 
present work. 
Since Busemann(l) developed the second-order theory 
of two-dimensional supersonic thin wings, considerable 
progress has been made in the second-order, two-dim.en-
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sional, steady and unsteady theories. For three - di.'.nen-
sional, steady and unsteady theories,for three- dimen-
sional steady problems, Lighthill, Moor, Tan, and others( 2.3) 
treated the shock intensity in conical flow, the pressure 
distribution on a delta wing and other aerodynamic problems . :· 
with the second-order theory and. demonstrated .that the .. 
second-order solution is particularly suitable to conditions 
in the linear and hypersonic regions where the Mach number 
is from 2.5 to 6. 
Landahl, Drougge, et. al.( 4) used the high Mach nUm.ber 
approximation to treat the steady second-order inter-
ference problem of .wing-body combinations and obtained 
results, in good agreement with experimental data in the 
range of Mach number 3-8. In addition, based on the "smooth" 
assumption due to Van Dyke(5), Landahl applied the method 
-2 : of expansion in series of M to the perturbation veloc-
ity potential solved the second-order unsteady problem 
of thin wings at high Mach numbers. His method is suc-
cessful in considering soma of tha three -dimensional 
effects, such as the effect of the sweep angle of the 
leading edge of the wing and the change of downwash along 
the span, but it fails to solve those three-dimensional 
problems such as the flow within the .Mach cone ~ . issued 
from the apex of the wing. This effect cannot be ignored 
for high speed aircraft with low aspect ratio wings 




at wing tips under buffeting. 
In recent years,. Liu D.D and Wei( 6)w.H have treatad low 
frequency oscillations of flat delta wings as a non -
linear problem, including the shock effect. But their 
method cannot be used to calculate thickness effect of 
the wing, nor can it be used for large reduced ~requen-
cies. 
The present work deals with the second - order problem 
of three dimensional thin wings in unsteady flows. The 
three - dimensional unsteady second - order non - homo-
geneous differential equation has been derived by super-
position of a.small disturbance on a given steady, three 
dimensional flow. Eased on the assumption of high :Mach 
numbers this second - order equation for unsteady flow 
reduces to a form analogous to that for steady flow. This 
makes it possible to solve the equation Jy ~at~ods used 
L"l the second - order theory for steady flows. Iu th..; 
course of solution, the flows a.re strained and corrected 
according to the PLK method, and sin~arities are thus 
eliminated. The crucial point in this procedure is to 
find the correct particular solutions. Two :particular 
solutions are used. One is the approximata three- dimen-
sional particular solution. The other is obta.L~ed u.nder 
the assuoption of local two - dimensional~ty. I~ addi-
ti.on, the uniform particular solution is given from which 
the uniform second - order solutions may be obtaL~ed. 
Then, we have treated the unsteady problem for delta 
235 
wings with low aspect ratio a..'1.d supersonic leading edges. 
The Mach number range for application of the present theory 
is from supersonic to low hypersonic values with reduced 
frequencies up to near unity. The theoretical results ' . 
derived in this worK can be used. to calculate the aero-
dynamic characteristics of wings having arbitrary airfoil 
sections. 
As experimental information for si:nilar co~ditious is 
not yet available, we can only compare our results with 
those o~ Liu.D.D.?or this reason, o~ly the derivation 
for a flat delta wing oscillating at low frequencies t.as 
been carried out and D..."l analytical e:~pression is ootail:.ed 
for one order expansion of the unsteady velocity paten-
tial. In the range of Mach number 4 to 8, our results 
are in agreement with those of Liu.D.D. 
It is also shown that under conditions of three-dioen-
sional thin wings the second-order theory is valid up to 
M 5 = 1.0, while according to application of the second-
order thaory to bodies of revolution b~r Var. Dyke, upper 
limit of Ilf.5 is only 0.7. Hence, with McS" = 0.7-1.0 1 the 
principal non-linear · effects can be calculated by our 
second-order theory, while for thin wings the third-order 
terms connected with heat transfer and entropy change 
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American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
1290AvenueoftheAmericas, New York, N. Y. 10104 
Telephone 212 I 581-4300 
Proposed Lectures to be given in China at the Annual Meeting of the Chinese 
Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics by the delegation from the American 
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics - September 1980 
NORMAN R. AUGUSTINE 
C.F. BACHLE 
F.W. FENTER 
JOHN S. GIBSON 
"SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT" 
Addresses the "systems-approach" to meeting a mission 
requirement; problems which have been encountered; and 
management techniques to assure program success. 
"PAST ENGINE EXPERIENCES" 
About 15 promising engine ideas that have come foreward 
in a full scale development effort are viewed and the 
reasons for their discard are given. 
"SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECTS ON COMPRESSIBLE TURBULENT 
BOUNDARY LAYERS" 
A review of theoretical analyses and experimental data 
concerning the effects of uniform surface roughness on 
turbulent skin friction, including novel methods for 
empirically characterizing the aerodynamic roughness of 
specific surface finishes. 
"REVIEW OF FLOW/SURFACE INTERACTION AERODYNAMIC NOISE 
TECHNOLOGY" 
This review briefly discusses the importance of aircraft 
noise and noise reduction efforts in today's civil 
aviation world. It then covers several unusual categories 
of noise problems other than those of basic aircraft 
engines. It includes discussions of the noise boundary 
layer flows, vortex shedding flows, jet and propeller 
slipstream flow impingement on wing surfaces, etc. These 
flow induced noise problems are discussed as terms of 
basic phenomena and whether or not the problem is associated 
with environmental noise on the ground or noise and 





DAVID L. KOHLt-'f.AN 
SIDNEY KOSLOW 
JAMES J. KRAMER 
- 2 -
"SURVEY OF FLUID DYNAfITC RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION 
TECHNIQUES" 
Survey of instrumentation techniques for the measurement 
of pressure, velocity, temperature, enthalpy, and other 
properties of high-speed and/or high-temperature fluid 
flows. 
"FATIGUE FAILURE UNDER RANDOM VIBRATIONS" 
Experiment investigation is described to obtain the 
criteria for the life expectancy of materials under 
random vibrations. The investigation is based on pro-
balistic parameters, experiment design and statistical 
analysis. 
"AIRCRAFT FLUTTER, FLUTTER SUPPRESSION AND WIND TUNNEL 
TEST TECHNIQUES" 
The presentation will cover the nature of aircraft flutter 
and its impact on modern aircraft design. Flutter 
suppression techniques using feedback control and covering 
both theoretical and experimental aspects, will be 
described. In the related area, the wind tunnel test 
techniques using digital computers will be presented. 
"INTEGRATION OF ADVANCED AERODYNAMIC AND PROPUT.SION 
TECHNOLOGY FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE OF LIGHT AIRPLANES" 
This paper will discuss the significant improvements in 
cruise speed and fuel efficiency of light airplanes (under 
12000 lb) which can be achieved by the application of 
advanced aerodynamic technology and engine technology to 
new airplane designs. 
"AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM ENGU..TEERING" 
Air Traffic Control systems require the design and inte-
gration of radar, data processing, display and communica-
tions equipment for use of operators. This paper will 
provide a discussion of the definition, design development 
and test process for the creation of Air Traffic Control 
types of systems. The need for systems design in addition 
to individual design areas will be stressed. 
"GENERAL ELECTRIC ENGINES FOR CIVIL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT" 
The various G.E. engines will be described in terms of theiF 
aero-thermodynamic characteristics. Applications on various 
transport aircraft will be described. The range of engines 
to be covered will include engine for helicopters, general . 
aviation, commuter and large transport aircraft. 
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WALTER L. LACHMAN 
LAWRENCE M. MEAD, JR. 
• 
STEPHEN S. OSDER 
DAVID L. QUAM 
ROBERT L. ROACH 
PAUL L. SANDOZ 
RAYMOND P. SHREEVE 
MING T. WENG 
- 3 -
"FIBER REINFORCED COMPOSITE MATERIALS AND THEIR PROCESSING" 
An overview discussion of composite material manufacture, 
including brief discussion of specific problems in bonding. 
"THE GULFSTREAM III, AS AN EXAMPLE OF ADVANCED AERODYNAMIC 
DESIGN, INCLUDING USE OF WINGLF.TS" 
A summary of the development of the Gulfstream III, with 
emphasis on the aerodynamic improvements, including the 
use of winglets. 
"TRENDS IN THE MECHANIZATION OF AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL 
AND GUIDANCE SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT" 
Reviews the evolution of automatic flight control system 
designs showing the movement toward new concepts in 
redundancy management, flight safety requirements, auto-
matic guidance and flight management and new electronic 
display technology. 
"ADVANCED APPLIED AERODYNAMICS" 
This lecture will cover several design aspects of applied 
aerodynamics. This includes topics such as: area ruling, 
supercritical airfoils, winglets, flow separation, and 
high lift devices. 
"AN OVERVIEW OF COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS" 
The paper will briefly discuss recent efforts in 
computational fluid dynamics being undertaken in the USA. 
"FATIGUE AND FAIL SAFE EVALUATION OF THE 747" 
The test program used in establishing the fatigue and 
fail-safe capability of the 747 will be discussed. The 
principles involved is establishing the test spectra for 
the major components and some examples of the test results 
will be presented. 
"BASIC EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH IN COMPRESSOR AERODYNAMICS" 
The facilities and programs underway at the NPS Turbo-
propulsion Laboratory will be briefly described. A computer-
controlled measurement technique using high response 
transducers, and preliminary results will be outlined. 
"SOME ASPECTS· OF FATIGUE RELATIVE TO CYCLIC YIELD STRESS" 
The relationship between the cyclic stress and the plastic 
strain ranges was studied and has been found to approach a 
limit as the stress decreases. This stress range limit is 
denoted as the cyclic yield stress. The cyclic yield stress 
is then related to the endurance limit of fatigue. 
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KENNETH I. GRINA 
JOHN S. GIBSON 
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"THE BENEFITS OF FIBRE REINFORECD COMPOSITE MATERIAL 
IN HELICOPTER DESIGN" 
Reviews the improvements in rotor performance that have 
been achieved because of the design freedom permitted 
with composite materials. The design features of 
composite rotor blades and of other structures using 
advanced composite materials are reviewed. 
"AIAA - ITS ORGANIZATION AND ACTIVITIES" 
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RYAN FIREBEE Q2C 
41-1. 
C o ntinental Model J69-T-.. ,.2:1 Turbojet Engine Cross Section. 
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J69t-41A 
On Sept. 15, 1980 at 
Peking (China) University 
Peking Institute of Aeronautics & Astronautics 
Propulsion Lab 
I saw a Gasturbine 
J69t-41A 
Serial No. 430377A 
Mfg. date 7-38-69 
" ·F. 'MOU· Phone 915-2731 
72,..._.nRd. 
Gc.se Poin1e, MJ 48236 
Of course it had been obtained as a result of U.S. operation in Viet Nam of the Ryan ~ 
Firebee Q2C. The one I saw had been obtained intact after landing with the recovery 
parachute open but many more J69's were obtained in partly damaged condition forming a 
considerable inventory of useable spare parts. They had built assembly tools and felt 
quite competent to handle all parts replacement problems. 
The J69 was being used for research and for teaching and a considerable backlog of 
test had been built up over several years. Their test curves are attached and the 
Chinese say that specification performance or better is obtained repeatedly. I tried, 
without success, to find our how they knew the performance specification. 
When they understood that I had been the principle architect of the J69t-41A 
(formerly J69-29) in the late 19SO's they asked many questions such as: 
1. Why does the fuel slinger have 6 holes in the front and 12 in the rear 
row? 
2. Why does the J69 have the fuel control and the starter interchanged in 
some versions? 
3. Why does the pressure plate between the centrifugal compressor and the 
combustion chamber have the shape it does? 
4. Why does the swirl plate (their words) develop small cracks? 
S. Why does heavy carbon form on the combustion liner walls in the primary 
burning zone near the slinger? 
6. Why does the centrifugal compressor radial diffuser have a mid span brace? 
They have extensively tested the rotating system for critical speed and have even 
made modified front bearing support (birdcage - their words) to obtain data on the effect 
of varying spring rate. 
J69 Axial Compressor Test 
Prof. Chen Da Quang and others showed a compressor research project, (with 10 hrs. 
compressor test) where the J69 axial compressor is being tested to give a baseline for 
further work. This compressor test method has often been discussed but is new in my 
experience (see attached sketch). 
The last stage turbine removed from a 2000 HP propeller gas turbine drives the 
compressor thru a 2:1 step up gear. Torque is measured with a strain type shaft electric 
torque meter (similar to U.S. types but made in China). The remainder of the 2000 HP 
turbo prop supplies gas to the test compressor drive single stage turbine with valves for 
wasting the excess gas from the gas generator thereby controlling compressor RPM. Quick 
shut down provisions are made. A large plenum is used at the compressor inlet and 
conventional smooth approach orifices for measurement of air mass flow. No provisions 
for air inlet throttling to give altitude effect at test compressor inlet was observed. 
At the present they have the compressor rotor only installed and will add the two 
stage axial diffuser stator later. The set up is extensively instrumented for velocity 
and pressure measurements. 
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Appendix F. Notes from Technical Visits in the Northeast 
The following notes were taken from those made bv D. 
Kohlmann who travelled with Group II to Installations 
in the Northeast . 
F.l. Institute of Aeronautical Materials 
Briefing 
The Institute's purpose was to investigate applica-
tions and characteristics of aeronautical materials, metal 
and non-metal, including engine materials. They coordina-
ted work with other manufacturers and assisted them with 
materials problems. 
They were founded in 1956; the staff numbered 1,200, 
including 700 engineers and technicians; these were 4 
Engineering Divisions (for metals and non-metals) , 
Materials Testing Division, Manufacturing and Shops. The 
shops are a service organization to make laboratory equip-
ment. Floor space measures 830,000 square meters. 
The following work was on-going: 
Metals: Investigating superalloys, titanium, 
aluminium, magnesium, stainless steel, powder 
metal, investment castings, spray coatings. 
Non-Metals: Transparent materials, fiber-
glass, sealants, adhesives, lubricants. 
Materials Testing: Fracture mechanics, 
fatigue, analysis of composition micro-
structure, and influence on behavior. 
They were also looking at carbon fibers, aluminum 
and boron fibers. 
Tour 
Titanium: Consumable electrode furnace with 
vacuum to 10-3 tor, temperatures to 2,0oo 0 c. 
6' diam x 6' long furnace contained 1.Sm diam. 
centrifugal disk. Handle 50 kg castings, lOT/yr. 
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Also saw a wheel, compressor blades, titanium brake, 
forged engine disk, centrifugal knee hinge, centrifugal 
compressor casting and two other consumable electrode 
furnaces. 
Temperature Fatigue Testing: Variable temperature, 
constant load. Laboratory contained numerous signal con-
ditioning modules with digital displays, several X-Y 
plotters and chart recorders (Hongshum brand) . Equipment 
used PCB's and IC's, all made in China. 
A test was in progress in which the heater was 
cycling, timers were running and strain of the specimen 
was measured by sensing diameter (and length?) optically 
and measuring axial strain. 
Fatigue Testing: Large machines (Anaster (Swiss) 
and Schenk (Germany, ± 30T capability)), much graphical 
data posted and shown. Several aircraft structural 
components tested. Test was in progress. Saw carbon-
fibre leading edge section, skin panels. Saw photo from 
scanning electron microscope of boron reinforced aluminum. 
Also saw Instron 1196 and 1251 static and dynamic 
load testing equipment, (which Walt Lachman considers to 
be most modern available. Made in U.S. and marketed to 
Communist countries through U.K.). Also an Instron 3411 
hydraulic supply and MTS tensile test set-up. This was 
brand new equipment from the U.S., complete with digital 
processing and print-out. A PDP-11/04 computer and 
Tektronix CRT display were in the same room with more 
Schenk test equipment. All equipment was functioning, 
with tests in progress. Room was cleaner than other 
laboratories visited. 
Next room had another PDP 11/04 computer, 2 
Tektronic CRT terminals, another MTS machine which was 
brand new and used for environmental corrosion fatigue 
testing. 




High Frequency Fatigue Testing: Equipment included 
Ansler test equipment (Swiss), an electron scanning micro-
scope (JEOL-JEM 200A, with 250,000x, 3.4 A resolution), 
and an x-ray diffraction machine to examine material 
phases (12 kw, RIGAKU). Also shown was an "Electron 
Probe" (JXA-OMB, Japan -66) for analysing the composition 
of materials semi-quantitatively for atomic No. 12 to 92 
elements. Could not handle light elements. Could do 
two elements simultaneously. 
F.2. Shenyang Aircraft Engine Factory 
Briefing 
Built in 1950. Seven engine types have been built of 
which five were Russian designs. Fifteen thousand engines 
have been built (!). There are 12,000 employees, 2,000 
machine tools and 210,000 square meters of floor space. 
Two engine types now in production are WPG jor F6 fighter 
and WP7 for F7 fighter. These are modified Russian designs 
for two-engined supersonic fighters. 
Tour 
Experienced 60 second run-up in engine test cell. 
(Given ear-muffs; workers used cotton.) The facility 
appeared rather crude and dirty. The engine was the WP7, 








This was the most impressive facility seen yet, but falls 
short of U.S. standards. 
F.3. Shenyang Research Institute 
An institute mainly for military research, comes 
under China Aviation Research, Beijing. Their purpose 
was threefold; applied aerodynamics, wind tunnel testing 
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of models and wind tunnel balance and instrumentation 
research. Only noted equipment was a tri-sonic wind 
tunnel built in 1958-60. 
F.4. Harbin Engine Factory 
Built in 1948, they originally made piston engines. 
Until 1961 they maintained engines and prepared the 
factory for manufacture. Now they produce one turbine 
engine for helicopters, one piston type for transports. 
Both are greater than 2,000 HP. They produce 50 tur-
bine type and 150 piston type each year, but will stop 
piston engine production this year. 
There are 7,000 employees of whom 500 are technical 
staff, 100,000 square meters of floor space. They were 
admittedly overstaffed and had too many facilities, but 
they would not lay-off anybody - "Big problem for me; 
not enough work." 
They have a new turbine engine in development which 
is a turboprop engine of about 2,000 HP. They completed 
the development and manufacture here but "mostly Russian, 
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Appendix G. Brief Account of Historic Site Visits 
G.l. SOUCHOW - An old city located west of Shanghai which 
is famous for its many gardens. The Liu Garden, Tiger 
Hill and West Garden were visited. During the after-
noon, the Sandalwood Fan Factory which produced 200,000 
sandalwood fans and 2 million silk fans each -year was 
seen. There were 40 workers in 1964 and now, 500. 
' G.2. HANGZHOU - Known as a resort city, Hangzhou is on the 
edge of a lake set among wooded hillsides. The view 
from the high-rise hotel window across the lake at 
sunrise was that of a classic Chinese painting - mists 
separating the hilltops; an atmosphere of serenity; 
the Chinese tea house becoming visible down by the lake 
shore; - even the sound of a flute being played. 
A boat trip around the lake passed well-kept parks 
and attractive buildings. The island in the center 
was also a park, with its own lake, with yet its own 
island. 
Other sights included the Six Harmonies Pagoda 
(which provided good exercise and the reward of a good 
view), "Fish in Flowery Pond" (hundreds of hungry large 
goldfish), Jade Spring (with 100 year old carp and where 
we had a bowl of "Silver Tree Fung-us", Yellow Dragon cave, 
a Budhist temple and a famous general's tomb. 
Tea Commune. A visit made to a tea commune which was 
famous for its "Dragon Well" tea. We were given a 
briefing and tour by Mr. Fen, the leader of one of 14 
production "brigades". His brigade had 200 families 
with 700 people working 30 acres of land. The brigade 
was governed by a committee of nine people elected by 
vote for a 2 year term. The committee was headed by a 
man appointed by the County. They now have hospitals 
and schools. They use electric furnaces to dry the tea 
(wood until the previous year) and everything is 
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mechanized. They can see a movie, get a haircut free 
of charge. Retirement pay is 60% of pay. All expenses 
are covered for men and women without children. 
Dragon Well tea has 1300 year history and is very 
famous. (He noted that black and green tea is the 
result of fermentation or not, respectively, and that 
tea contained vitamin c, caffeine, tanin and chlorophyll.) 
The tea is produced over the seven months from April 
through October. The two weeks before April 5th give 
the best tea. They at one time produced 285 kilos/ 
acre, now it is 2200 kilos/acre. The capital value of 
the conunune was 700,000 yuan. Each family was earning 
about 1097 yuan/yr. Four percent tax is paid to the 
Government by the brigade. No tax is paid by the in-
dividual. Quotas are set by negotiation for five years 
at a time. Currently, the quota is 40,000 kilos. If 
50,000 kilos are produced, 10,000 kilos can be sold 
locally. The Government handles sales to s. E. Asia. 
The worker's salary ranges from about 30 to about 70 
yuan/month, with the average about 47. 
Silk Factory. We were given a briefing and then toured 
through the plant. The factory made wall hangings and 
small products in woven silk. Factory was enlarged to 
2,000 workers after 'liberation'. Previously was mostly 
handwork, now electronic machines. Total output is 
2,400,000 meters/year. 2,000 varieties of products. 
They mix artificial fibres and natural silks. Use 
paintings and photographs as originals for embroidery. 
They have won 1st prizes for their products. They have 
no hand products. 
The factory is 50,000 sq. meters. They work three 
eight hour shifts. Salaries range from 38-135 yuan/month, 
with the average about 67 yuan. The factory was damaged 
during the cultural revolution. 
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In China, cafeteria food and single dormitories are 
supplied. The Government assigns houses to families. 
The tour saw the design, raw material preparation, 
manufacturing and factory floor. The looms were pro-
grammed, with the program punched onto cards which were 
strung together to form a gigantic punched-tape. 
Attended by male and female operators, the looms gene-
rated elaborate tapestry-like wall-hangings in beauti-
ful silks. As in each factory, the tour ended in a small 
store in which the products could be bought at relative-
ly low cost. 
G.3. SHANGHAI - The city was always bustling with activity, 
and the trips through the streets were always interest-
ing. Only two tourist activities were arranged: 
~ 
Industrial Exhibition. A permanent exhibition of 
Shanghai's industrial products and activities is housed 
in a complex of large buildings. The largest structure, 
built in 1954 in 10 months, was an impressive modern 
museum with cathedral-like entrance hall. The building 
exhibited over 7,000 different heavy and light industrial 
products, including the following: 
vertical milling machine (numerically controlled, 8' 
bed with 4' rise) 
electrical discharge machine (fret-saw with discharge 
wire) 
radial drilling machine (4 ft. radius capability) 
geared-head lathe with gap head 
hydraulic paper cutting machine 
longitudinal circular seam submerged-arc welder 
(20' radius, 20' high) 
oil-free ultra-high vacuum deposition equipment 
air-conditioned cubicles 
dynamic balancing machine 
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computer (4K memory of 16-bit bytes, SOOK ops./sec) 
The adjacent wing contained displays of fabrics, carpets, 
clothes, arts and crafts, jewelry, furniture - possibly 
the best selection that we saw of almost all types of 
goods. 
Hwangpu River Trip. A river-boat ride from downtown 
Shanghai to the mouth of the Hwangpu river and back. 
The boat had two or more "classes" of passengers. The 
delegation went . to the upper deck except for a visit to 
the small theatre on the lower deck on the way back. 
The theatre was for "Chinese Acrobats" - in fact a show 
by two single performers; a magician and a Chaplin-like 
character impressively skilled at balancing and juggling. 
The audience was crowded into the small space on chairs -
a memorable occasion. 
The river trip conveyed an impression of Shanghai's 
commerce. Members of the party who knew commented on 
the lack of change in the appearance of the waterfront 
in more than 30 years. Two British warships were visit-
ing and a ceremony was going on on-board under a color-
ful display of signal flags. The trip took us past 
enormous cargo vessels moving up and down river, or 
anchored waiting for clearance. (They were short of 
dock space) . In contrast, was the sight of centuries -
old small boats trying to cross the river under power 
of a small junk-like sail, steared by a single old-old 
man in a straw hat. 
G.4. CHENGDU - A city with a contrasting style. The memory 
is of red brick buildings and more space. A visit was 
made to the poet-philosopher ("government official") 
DuFu's shrine. The visit was enhanced by a light 
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occasional rain, which beautified the gardens and kept 
the crowds away. Also, the guide was an ex-actress who 
was expressive and animated in her account. 
The Gold and Silver Products Factory at Chengdu, 
consisting inside of a layout no different from the 
Sandalwood Fan Factory at Hangzhou - rows of small tables 
or benches as in a schoolroom, was producing "Filigri". 
The labor-intensive craft of soldering silver-wire into 
intricate and delicate webs, to form articles ranging 
in size from a small friendship ring to a large flower 
vase, was practiced here. Their products were in great 
demand. They could not produce fast enough. 
G.5. XIAN - A further change of appearance in the main struc-
tures, with many out-lying buildings now out of red sandy 
clay. 
Qin Shi Huang Tomb. The tomb of the First Emperor of 
China dating back to 259 BC is close to Xian. The tomb 
itself, buried beneath an enormous earth mound with a 
6 Km perimeter, has not been excavated. About 1.5 Kms 
to the east, in March 1974, peasants drilling a well 
discovered an enormous underground vault in which 6400 
life-sized terra-cotta figures of the emperor's army were 
subsequently found to be buried. A large open building 
has been erected over the site and excavation is pro-
ceeding methodically. The sight was staggering. The 
army can be seen, lined up in columns in the excavated 
pits, with horses and carriages in place, with arms and 
equipment which, surprisingly, included cross-bows with 
metal trigger-mechanisms. The emperor took 37 years 
to prepare these burial grounds using 720,000 prisoners. 
He is credited with being the first ruler not to bury 
his real army, and is given credit for, in addition to 
unifying the provinces of China, standardizing roads, 
currency, measurement, wheel base and language. 
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Hot Springs - where Chiang Chi Shek narrowly escaped 
the invading Japanese by climbing through a window in 
the room where he was sleeping and scaling the hill-
side behind the park-like resort. The site is now a 
public park. 
G. 6. BEIJING - The city is a camera-enthusiast's dream, with 
many beautiful sights. The delegation saw only a frac-
tion in the time available between technical visits. 
Palace Museum & Winter Palace - Dating to 1406, this 
enormous moated-palace covers 720,000 sq. meters. 
Several visits are necessary to appreciate it all, but 
a single walk-through from front to back occupied a full 
half-day. 
Beihai Park - Adjacent to the rear exit of the Winter 
Palace, a spacious lake and park area with walk-ways 
and tea rooms. 
Summer Palace - A short bus ride to the Western suburbs. 
The palace surrounds a large lake and now forms a large 
park which is clearly visited and enjoyed by everybody. 
(It is perhaps worth noting that an encounter with other 
westerners on any of these sight-seeing trips was rare, 
with Japanese visitors, more frequent.) 
National Ballet - an enjoyable performance of western 
classical ballet to the standard of a provincial western 
company. 
Peking Opera - a visually impressive but wholly unintel-
ligible performance of a historic tale of good and bad 
and government intrigue. An advanced translation of the 
content is clearly required in retrospect. 
The Great Wall & Ming Tombs - A full day trip from 
Beijing. First, the Wall which was truly impressive, 
provided the excuse for a climbing hike in either direc-
tion. As a historic site it is as incongruous in the 
everyday scene as is a Norman Castle in today's Britain. 
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The Ming Tombs provided another look into the past. 
The tombs are always earth mounds on the outside, cover-
ing inner structures that are similar conceptually to 
the Egyptian pyramids. The Ting Ling Tomb has been 
excavated, and it was possible to walk down into the 
burial chamber and series of surrounding rooms. There 
appears to be no hurry to excavate the historic remains 
in China. The Ting Ling Tomb is the first to be fully 
excavated. 
Beijing Airport - This was the only airport of those 
that we went to which approached the modern airport 
designs in the West. It was spacious and attractive 
and was standing ready for much heavier usage than we 
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